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ntroductian

In recent years, a great deal of reading research has investigated the
cognitive, linguistic, and experiential bases of reading performance.
Attention' has focused increasingly on what the reader brings to the printed
page and.how this prior knowledge (life experiences, language background,
cultural heritage, and so on) affects the%reader's interpretation of print.

The miscue analysis research of Kenneth Goodman and his students and
colleagues stands out particularly in this area. .Numerous analyses of native
English speaking readers' oral_reading and retelling have shown that even
'Young readers are not bound to letter-by-letter processing of print. Rather

. readers use both selected visual cues and their knowledge'of language and the
real world to anticipate, to predict, and to hypothesize about
Frequently athese activities result in oral reading that differs' from the
:printed page. However, often the readers' miscues (observed responses that
are different from expected responses) retain rather than alter meaning.

Because several of the papers do deal with miscue analysis, it seems sen-
sible to acqUaint readers who may be unfamiliar with miscue notations with
standard miscue varking--the symbols that miscue researchers use to specify
the ways in which observed responses (OR) differ from'print or expected
responses (ER). The following marking system-is used (Y..Goodman and Burke,
1972):' .

(1) If a reader substitutes part or 'all of one word for another, the substi-
tution is written above-the appropriate part of the text.

th
I see where you are

, r
She saw the cat

'
-

(2) If -a word, several words, or part of a word is left out, the omission is
Circled.

(3)

Look at dog
She walks to school every 3)
Ifa worst (or words)- is added to the text, a carat is used to indicate
the insertion and the insertion is written above the line.

steep a,
The boys ran 'sup the

A
hill and down

(4) If parts' of letters, words, phrases, or clauses are interchanged, a
transposing symbol is used to indicatethe reversal.

"Look at that fire,_" the reporter said

She TaNNJ the movie with me

(5) A drawn from right to left under words that are repeated by the
reader (repetition).

';)

He .went home after work



.16)

(7)

(8)

If a miscue is corrected by the reader, this' correction is indicated by
a

hI see where you are

lea reader first reads a word or words correctly and theri miscues, AC
indicates abandoning a correct form.

If a reader tries but faild to correct a miscue, the symbol for unsuccess-
ful attempt to correct is used.

OtiedC) train
he tried to hide her grief

(9) When a reader tries to but does not pronounce a complete word, a dash
following the substitution indicates a partial word.

sunk-
He didn't take his father's suggestions .15

(10) When areader produces a miscue which is .not a known word in English,
the miscue is called,a non-word substitution. This substitution is
indicated by a dollar. sign.

. $platt .

She planted a tree for Arbor Day

(11) Miscues that 'result from dialect differences are identified by a 0 pre-
ceding the dialect, miscue.

sh
Sit in that chair please

V-jan
He saw me and my brother.-

While some of the papers in this voluMe use slightly variant 'notation systems,
most are concerned with the major categories of miscues noted here.

Until quite recently most of the research done used native English
speakers as' subjects." The papers that, comprise this volume were collected in
responge to two concerns stemming from research with native Ehglish speaking
readers: '(1) Would studies of native speakers of languages other than English
reading in their native languages revel universalities in the reading process
across languages? (2) Would studies of readers reading English as a second
language suggest thatmgeneralizations about the processing of print could
extend to second language reading? All the contributions in this volume
address one:or both issues.

Bedause of Kenneth Goodman's considerable contribution to this area of
reading research, he was asked to contribute some introductory remarks. All
but one of the- other paper4 represent research efforts with native speakers of
languages other than English or with speakers of English as a second language.
Some are specifically miscue analysis studies, while others deal with such
topics as performance on cloze tests .and word list reading compared to perfor-
mance on contextual selections. However, all reflect the view of reading as a
language. process, and,all,provide data to supporthis view.

Six of the Studies report data from children's reading. Barrera's and
Hudelson's studieg were done with native Spanish speaking Mexican American
children reading in Spanish as,a first Language.- Hudelson compared beginning
readers' reading of word lists to their reading of the same words in
selections. She also described their ability to perform on cloze tasks.
Barrera'analyzed the miscues generated by Spanish speaking children who could
be described as fluent readers in Spanish ,,(children with at least three years
experience in Spanish reading). Hodes investigated the reading behavior of
several Yiddish-English bilingual school beginners, dealing both with the
children's reading of Yiddish (their-first language) and English- (their second

vi
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languag). Romatowski also considered reading in both a first and second
language, reporting on the miscues made by native Poligh ..peaking fifth grade
immigrant children reading stories in Popish and in English. Haddad also -

studied first and second language reading performance but with a different
foCUs. She examined the English as a second lariguage reading strategies of
two young native Arabic speakers who never learned to read Arabic and compared
them with the second language reading strategies of a native Arabic speaker
already literate in Arabic. The last study of. young readers is ap especially
intriguing one. Ewoldt chose to examine and to describe t1- reading of pro-
foundly deaf children (native speakers of sign'language) reading standard
English print, a fascinating twist on reading in a second language.

Three papers summarize data from studies of young adult and adult readers.
Mott reports on the oral reading of college-age speakers of German studying" in
the U.S. These subjects read both in German and in English (which they had
studied as a second language before coming to the U.S.).. Clarke, using both
miscue analysis and the doze procedure, compares the reading behaviors of
first language "good" and "Poor" readers to their second language reading.- He
is especially interested in the transfer of skills from first to °second lan-
guage reaVing. In this case, his adults were readers' Of Spanish as a first
language land English'as a second language. Douglas utilize* a variation of.
the doze procedure--clozentropy--to attempt to measure bilingual reading pro-
ficiency. Cloze tests were administered in_Japanese and-English to university.
students who were either native speakers of Japanese or ofEnglish. Douglas
discusses relationships between performance on Cloze tests in first language
and second language reading.

Devine studied the English as a second 72.anguage.reading of a group, of
young adult Mexicans'' at several levels (low to high) of second language
proficiency. She compared the miscue patterns of\readers at the different
proficiency levels to the miscue patterns Yetta Goodman has described in ..young
native English speakers developing reading proficiency in their native
language. She found Many correspondences between the two groups of readers.

The last paper differs from.the others in that it presents'textual analy-
sis (rather than reading performance) data and offers implications, from that-
for second language.reading. Using'Vietnamese stories, Sehafer describes and
provides illust.rations of several rhetorical,, devices present in Vietnamese
culture and literature. He then contrasts these devices to .ones that might be
found in English stories, making the impoTtant point that understanding of
story content (reading.`Comprehension)-may be affected by the readers', pre -
dispositions (from the native language) to interpret text in particular ways. '

Readers of a second language bring to.thetask sets of expectancies about
text based on their first language experiences with -particular literary forms.
These literary experiences may affect their second language reading. Schafer,
then, addresses directly the issue of text interacting with reader as well as
reader interacting with text.

Sarah liudelson
Arizona State University
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Miscue Analysis and Future
Research Directions

Kenneth S.4-Goodman
University of Arizona

Miscue research is over 15 years old.now.. It started as.an attempt to study
reading in as natural a condition as possible, with kids'reading whole, -

moderately difficult stories they hadn't seen before. It began with 'the
question, "Can.reading be described using the tools and concepts of lin-
guists?" Later that was broadened to psycholinguigtics and sociolinguistics.
Miscue research was based on a developing theory and model and in turn,.
furnished the reality base for testing, confirming, and modifying the model.
From the beginning miscue research was hypothesis generating, not hypotheElis
.testing. It was descriptive but powerfully so because'of its theoretical.
base. Because it was rooted in the reality of reading, it Spawned,diagnosEic
techniques easily applicable to-and useful in classrooms and clinics.

Miscue research uncovered a means of studying not only Oral reading, but
all cognitive and linguistic processes because it uniquely providerl an overt
performance to compare continually to an expectation (Goodman and Goodman,
1977).

It seems appropriate here to summarize some of the key Contributions that
miscue analysis has made to knowledge and research in the field of reading.
Thatcanbs a prelude to a consideration of the questions which have emerged
in reading which seem most in need of answers. We can look, at miscue research
as one means of getting at some of these questions.

0

CONTRTBUTIONS OF MISCUE 'ANALYSIS TOMIDERSTANDING READING

rierhaps the most basic contribution of miscue analysis to knowledge of reading
is its demonstration that reading is an active, receptive language process.
By examining the miscues of readers of wide ranges of bacV-grounds and
proficiencies, we've forced attention to the fact that the study of reading
cannot be confined to a focus on'print, letter-sound relationships, and words:
Miscue research brought focus on, the role of syntax and grammar in 'reading.
It demonstrated the relationships of language and meaning and the fundamental
involverdent of meaning as both `input and output in reading. ".

Closely related to this is the concept that a reader, at all stages, is'a
_User of language. Miscue analysis vividly demonstrates the readers' r

integrated use of graphopbonic, syntactic, and semantic cues to construct
meaning.

ag

The modelof reading as a "psycholinguistic guessinglgame" (Goodman, 1969)
drew several key concepts froM miscue analysis:

Accuracy in reading is neither a necessary nor normal characteristic of
reading.

Oral miscues reflect the psycholinguistic process of constructing meaning
VIrough predicting, sampling, confirming, and correcting.

A corollary of that is that nothing readers do as'they read is random.
'Reading, like all language, is patterned and rule-governed.

*Presented at the 7th World Reading Congress of-the International Reading
Association, held in.August, 1978 in Hamburg, WeSt Germany.

ix



p-elf-correction provides powerful insights into the reader's concern 'for
meaning and effebtiveness in achieving meaning.

Reader intonation in miscues shows the syntactic processirig of the
reader.

The syntactic predictions and assignments of deep structure are revealed
by 'the intonations the reader chooses.

Graphophonic information is used by readers in a limited context of syn-
tactic and,semantic prediction. .

AoBff4Pient readirfg uses the least amount of information from the three cue.
14,e0!systems () construct -meaning.

Miscue research has made,it pdasible to see strength and order even init..
beginners .and. readers of limited effectiveness. Because it operates in whole
natural text, it shows readers as meaning seekers,_ intuitive grammarians,
problem solvers,. and users of psycholinguisti'c st"rategies. This has made pos-
s-Lble a positive alternative to the-pathological, deficit views on which most"
American reading instruction is based.. For research, it has meant a break
away from research narrowly designed to show deficiencies and has made,it
possible to re-evaluate old stddies to reveal their essential fallaacies. The
effects of dialece and language difference, perception, and othee.facrnots are
seen very differently in the context of a pos.2.tive view of the reader oper-
ating in a whole language context.

While Americans haVehctended to take a pathoIbgical view of reading, in
.much of the world reading is viewed simplistically as a quickly learnea

response to print. Miscue analysis has served to demonstrate that the process
of reading in all languages is complex,. That insight can be the basis for new
approaches to reading instruction across languages, cultures, and-national
frontiers.

While researchers, theoreticiansT, and teachers. have: not universally
-

accepted all of the concepts cited above, they have been forced, to deal with
them. Research to refute or offer alternative explanations for-miscue find-.
ings has.become-common. Others have explicated their own theories. of reading- .
to counter theories based on miscue research.

Teachers, using various forms of miscue analysis, have been able to re-
examine their practice and belief in 'the context of the reading process at
work. They can pat a' theoretical base under some aspects, discard others, rand-
sharpen still others to fit reality, They see why `;things work and why they
ddn't.

Miscue analysis, in,varidus forms, 'has become a tool for classrOom
teachers and clinicians. Because of its reality base--it only requires a real
reader at any stage of proficiency reading a teal text--it can be directly
applied by practitioners to spedific monitoring of individualpupils. Theo
most widely used application is the Reading Miscue Inventory (RMI) by Yetta
Goodman and Carolyn Burke. This'adaptation-of our research procedure shift's
the focus in observation from the quantitative analysis of the informal read--
ing inventory to a quaptative analySis. Its widest use has been in teacher
education, both undergraduate and graduate. It is instrumental-in,helping
teachers to reconceptualize the reading process through intensive study of
what readers are really doing. That helps them move away frOm pre-occupation,
with accurate word identifipation and shift to concern for comprehension.

-5

Teachers come to appreciate the significance of self - correction; they see
children as competent language users, and they learn to value the.strengths-that children's miscues reveal.

Miscue analysis both provides knowledge to and requires knowledge from the
people who use it. Syntactic and semantic aspects of language must be con-
sidered in analyzing-miscues. -It's a time-consuming procedure,' particularly
for the-novice, but. as insights into language.grow, it gets quicker and
informal uses become possible. Ultimately, it is the insights of the informed
teacher and not miscue analysis itself which make the difference.

ti



SinLE READING PROCESS .'

'

Our research over.ttle pa'St decade and a halfb with American children of yarious .5

ages, reading proficiencies, andlinguistiCibackgroundsAlasconvinced usithat
there is a single reading pris. ,Tha process gets the reader from a
printed text composed by. 'a writerdistant in time and,apacekto a coherent mes-
sage constructed by the :'reader.. Enough miscue research has now been clonal-on
reading in other' languages -- Yiddish (Hodes,'1976), Spanish,(Barrera, 19713;,

Lopez, 1475), Polish.(Romatowski, 172), American Sign (Evoldt, 1977)', German
(Mott, 1977), and bylersto convince us that this unitary,process is the, same
across languages. Miscues reflect this process whether the language is writ-
ten in a Rpman or Hebrew alphabet or logpgraphically left-to-righ.t, right -to-°'
leTt, .5r top -to- bottom. --'The miscues reflect the particulars of the syntax and,
orthography of the language ine.ways that are predictable from a psycholinguis-
tic model of-this Unitary reading process. C.-3'

1
, ..,.

Miscue' analysis is, then, usable in all Languages and writing systems.'.

More miscue researchin more languages with more varied populatidns under more .

circumstances. is needed to verify- this conclusion and explicate how te, read-
ing process is i'nflUenced by linguistic particulars and how its universals

-show through. i.

6 .

Miscue research has, with other developments in lingUistiCs, psycholin-
0 guistics, and sociolinguistics, provided considerable knowledge about reading..

1 But it has also created new -criteria for judging the impdrtanCe of questions
we still need answers to. ,

ISSUES IN READING NEEDING STUDY

Three kinds of knowledge., are needed that relate to reading: (a) knowledge ,

-cabout the reading process; Cp) knowledge about hOw reading is learnedv (c)
knowledge about how.reading can be most .effectively taught.

Process

.
..Miscue analysis is most useful in studi s. of the reading p'ocess. We need

s-3,,studiesthat look at the aspects of the roces character' tics ii . greater
detail. A few promising areas for dep_ analysis could be:

. eGraphophonic: Specific frequencies of relationships between graphemes in
expected and observed responses; specific 'frequencies of relatioriships between
phonemes in expected and observed responses;- spelling pattern involvement Inl
miscues; patterns of non,-word subStitutions.

*Syntactic: Miscues on specific-grammatical inflections; syntactic mis-
_

.

cues of bilingual speakers on highly Inflected.and relatively uninflected lan-
guage'; miscues involving specific relationships between intonation and punctu-
ation; function word miscues; specifiC-transformations and transformational
rules as they influence miscues; specific surface syntactic patterns and their
involvement in Miscues anaphoric and cataphoric reference in miscues; ambigu-
ous surface structures; prediction of deep structures at surface nodes. .

Semanticj Synonymity in miscues; paraphrasing; miscues involving word-
coining; effects of collocation; semantic cohesion elements'in.miscuing;
schema setting and prediction of miscues.

-

-Discourse analysis:.. Most miscue research has analyzed the reading
process in individual readers.and small groups of readers. We need now to
examine text structure- and see how miscue patterns relate to it.

A whole range of syntactic and semantic analyses of'text have emerged in
recent years. These open up whole new vistas of analyzing reading as response

predictedtext. Miscue frequency may be redicted through propbsitional analysis or
delineation.of macro Tand micro-structure,.and then miscues may be studied in
relationship to these predictiOns.

xi
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1

Analysis of the relationships of retellings, quality of miscues, and text
-

structure -or story grammar is another promising area.
Ha,lliday(103) bas provided a conceptual-framework for language that can

place it in a social-cultural context. Cross-lihgual and cross- cultural
studies which deal with miscues made on common - materials with story grammars
or. macro- structures of varying cultural relevance could prove. fruitful.

Analysis of texts with different basic functions and purposes can form the
boreis for interesting Miscue studies of thereading process. For example,
narrative texts can be'compared with expository texts.

Learning

Not enough research has been done in any country on learning to read as .dif-
ferentiated from reading" instruction.` Thie'is 'particularly difficult to study
with the exception of learning which-take place naturally outside of andA,
apart from the classroom. A psycholinguistic model can be the base for .pro-
ductivei research on natural acquisition of reakting, but miscue research can't
come into play until some minimal level :-of ability to deal with connected
written texts is achieved.

Some research is in progress that looks at the-'differencei in learning in
response to different instrucstional experiences. employ
miscue analysis because it's possible to look at miscues against a psycholin-
guistic view of 1,1roductive, proficient reading and see the things readers are
dding which retie-ft explicit instruction and thA things they are 8oing which

Currently, the major conders In the U.S. is that many students in the
middle giades (4-6) do no_ t have good enough comprehension' of What they read.
?Tiscue analysis can show _the focus on comprehending pupils maintain while they
read. It can help Sreparate issues of reading competence from issues of qual-
ity and appropriateness of materials and .from issues of resPonse to instruc-
tion. Miscue analysis can also be a better indication ofeffective learning
than group standardized or criterion referenced tests.

Understanding of how literacy is learned must be related to our developing
understanding of how language in general is learned. Conversely, what we
learn about acquiSition of literacy can help toexplain general language
learning.

The relationship of form and function is a key issue in understanding how
and,why literacy is learned. Motivation for literacy learning is closely
related. Miscue analysis -Oan7help to show what readers are daiingwhen they
read. It can also show, how readers respond to instruction -.keyed to teaching.
the form of written language outside of functional use, but other research
needs, to relate what learner's do to the cultural' reasons for their-doing it.

Teachers can profit from research on ritracy learning ,because they can -

then have criteria and techniques for s=aparating in their ,a;n1 minas what chil-
dren learn from what they are" taught. The literature on reading is full Of
naive statements about the relative difficulty of learning to read in dif-
ferent languages. These statements need -to be challenged, and the public and
the.prcifession reeducated. Nothing in our research suggest8 any support for
the idea that difficulty of reading or learning to read varies. among'
languages.

Teaching

A
Research on teaching reading has been voluminous but largely uninformative.
-That's because it has tended to use standard experimental design: Method A or
Text A is designated experimental and is caned in a series of clasSrooms
matched with others Which are the control. They either get Method B or Text B,
an alternate instructional program, or Method T or Text T, the traditionali

9



preexisting program: Success is judged by differencein achievement on pre-
test and post-test.

These studies fail for several key reasons: (1) bad tests, (2) lack of
control for interfering variables Like teacher difference, (3) vague specifi-
cations of features of competing programs, (4).uncontrolled for reading
experiences outside the experimental program, and (5) misleading .statistical
analysis.

Right now schools` in the U.S. are in .the throes of a "know nothing" move-
ment called "back .to basics." The only tenet of this movement for reading is
that modern instructional practice has wandered from the simple basic reading
inst"ructton of .the past and that's why people .can't read as well as they used
to. advocates aren't interested in facts, new theories, or knowledge from
"research. Like the fundaMentalists in religion, they want that 'old time
'religion" with no frills or fancy egghead ideas. This creates an atmosphere
thAt's not conducive to research and innovation-in reading instruction.

We need research on teaching reading which has the following characteris-
tics: (1) a sound theoretical base on which to explicate methodology or con-.<

trast methodologies; (2) a research design that fobuses On what is really
happening to' learners through instruction; (3)-a body of assumptions, already ,

examined, about instructional \traditions.
Miscue research has made it possible to redirect reading instruction to

take'advantage of the language and language learning strengths of children.
_It's now lossible_to_xeconCeptualize.reading instruction as helping natural
learning to take place, to reconceptualize evaluation as monitoring develop-
merit, -to reconceptualize reading as constructing meaning, not learning skills
or Words, and to reconceptualize learning to read as building efficient,
effective strategies.for comprehending written language. That makes it
possible to articulate and develop a theory of reading instruction and a peda-,
gogy based on it. Study.of reading miscues.with:other psycolinguistic,
s'Ocioli.nguistic,andlethnographic,research, must it flesh on the theoretical
.bones of this pedagogy,

0
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Reading in Spanish: Insights froth'
Children's Miscues

Rosalind° I3arrera
New Mexico State University

INTRODUCTION

can the past decade or.so, numerous miscue studies have provided detailed
descriptions of children's oral leading behavior (Allen, 1969; Burke, 1970;:
Carlson, 1971; Clay, 1968; K: Goodman and Burke, 1973; Y.'600draane 1967,4971;
Martellock, 101; Menosky, 1971; Page, 1971; Weber, 1970).. Overall, these
analyses have shown that: (1) young readers do notrely solely on visual,cues
to process print, but also utilize their knowledge about the syntactic and -
semantic .components 'of language in extracting meaning froM written material,
anti (2) in 'reading, young readers. engage in anticipating and predicting
upcoming text on the basis of selected cues. These characteristics of, oral
reading by young learners--documented extensively by studies of native English
speaking children reading in English--parallel behavior postulated for skilled
readers in psycholinguistic models of the reading process (K. Goodman, 1970a,
1971; H6chberg, 1970; Kolers, 1969;.Smith,1971).

THE STUDY 0

The research reported here was undertaken to examine the Spanish reading
miscues of native Spanish speaking children in an effort :to gain additional
information about the resources and strategies they utilize to process native
language reading material. It was prompted by research by Lopez (1975), which
proyided'evidence that iti%reading Spanishy young Spanish speakers are not cued
by graphophonic information alone, but use contextual cues as well=- findings
which indicate that Spanish reading is not simply, a process of associating,
letters and sounds (as has been assumed by some professionals). The present
study sought to augment those findings by attempting to identify commonalities
and/or differences between the oral reading behavior in' Spanish of young
Spanish speakers and the profile Cof children's oral reading behavior that has
emerged frOm the aforementioned miscue studies. In doing, so, the study,
checked.for -further-evidence supporting a psycholinguistic perspective. for
reading in Spanish. ;

Like 'many of the miscue-analyses cited above, ,this study i nvestigated the
oral reading performance of a small. group of readers. Each subject read
orally one entire story from a baSal reading text in ,Spanish_determined to be
at the subject's instructional reading level,. .Miscues produced during the
reading were coded acCording'tp procedures adapted from the Goodman Taxonomy,
of Oral Reading-gascues (K. Goodman and Burke, le7-) and theReadingMiscue.
Inventory (Y. Goodman and Burke, 1972). Nine miscue analysis categories were
employed:. graphic similarity, phonemicssimilarity, syntactic acceptability,
.semantic accePtability) semantic change, 'correction,: intonation, dialect, and
grammatical function.. Although the data were4dealt with quantitatively, the
emPhasis was on a qualitative assessment of the subjects' Spanish reading'
behavior.

y.

Fourteenthird grade pupils whO,.hccording td informal diagnosis,. fu4C-
tioned at a-fourth grade reading level were selected for inclusion in the
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study. ,These children, native Spanish speaking Mexican American pupils from a
Texasexas border town, were all participants' in a bilingUal education

program. Although they, represented three different' elementary schools, the
children had .a common educational backgrOund. On entering first grade, they
had been identified by their respective teachers as being_virtually mono-
lingual Spanish Speaking or Spanish dominant, and consequently had received
_initial_reading_ instruction in-Spanish. Though some-of-them-had'begun-reading
English informally during the latter half of second grade, the children had
not been provided formal classroom instruction in English reading until the
beginning of third grade. All were described by their teachers as being
"above average" in Spanish reading ability.

For the research task, 'the subjects each read a 1,100-word 'story,
"!Bienvenidas, mariposas!," taken from the.fourth grade basal reader in the
Laidlaw Spanish Reading Series (Tejara et al., 1974). After confirming that
the story had not been read or heard previously by the subjects, each child
was told to read the' story in one sitting away from the regular classroom.
Following the reading, each child retold as much of the story as could be
,remembered. Both activities were tape recorded for later transcription. The
data d collected in January of the subjects' third grade school year.

Follo ing data collection, the tapes were transcribed, and miscues were
verified at least two replayings of each subject's tape recording. In
constrast with some other miscue studies in which only a fixed number of each
subject's miscues have been analyzed, the analysis treats all miscues produced
by each subject. The data were processed by computer for statistical break-
down, andscores were obtained both for each individual subject and for the
group of subjects. This report focuses' on group findings.

Major Findings

From the subjects' reading of the Spanish story, 960 Miscues were coded for
'analysis. The total miscues produced by each subject ranged from 38 to 94,
with MPHW (Miscues Per Hundred Words) by subject ranging from 3.5 to 8.5. Tile
aroup's Mean MPHW was 6.2. Of the total-miscue count, 79.6% were word-for-
word substitutions, 3.5% were word omissions, 2.7% were word insertions, and
the remainder were multi-word complex miscues and phrase and clause level
intonation miscues. The following sections summarize the data according to
the miscue analysis categories by which they were examined.

Graphophonic Cues r

Examination of word-for-word substitution miscues showed that all the Spanish
. speaking subjects displayed more than an adequate command of graphophonic

relationships in reading. Only a small percentage of miscues that were
completely dissimilar graphically and phonemically from the expected text
words Were generated. High graphic and phonemic similarity between Expected
Respopses (ERs) and Observed Responses (ORs) were recorded for more than half
the iscues analyzed.

TABLE 1

Percentage of Graphic/Phonemic Similarity for Spanish Story

Subcategory Graphic Phonemic

0

1-3
4-6
7-9

No similarity
Little similarity
Moderate similarity
High similarity

2.1
10.7
27.2
59.9

3.1
8.1

29.6 .
59.1
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Table 1 details the graphic and phonemic similarity analysfs for the
Spanish reading task. The 10-point hierarchical scale used in the Goodman
Taxonomy to identify the degree of graphic and phonemic similarity was
collapsed into four broad levels: (a) no similarity, equal to a 0 rating;
(b) little 'similarity, corresponding to points 1-3; (c) moderate similarity,-
encompassing points 4-6; and-(d) high similarity, covering points 7-9.

The .following examples of items collected in the study illustrate the
assignment of graphic and phonemic ratings by the researcher:

ER OR qi Graphic Phonemic

que
traves
padre
regreso
camiOn

y
verlas
papa
regreso
camino

none
little
moderate
high
high

none
little
moderate
high
moderate

ghat the subjects in the study were able to maintain substantial
graphophonic similarity In their substitution miscues is not a significant
finding by itself; what miscue research has shown to be essential about the
graphophonic cue system is that the reader gain the ability to judge when it
1S necessary to make use of these cues'and when, the use of semantic and syn-
tactic cues needs to be considered more important (Y. Goodman, 1971).
Qualitative analysis of the SpaniSh speaking subjects' multiple attempts at
unknown words showed a few of the subjects belaboring the "sounding out" of
words when utilization of surrounding contextual cues (both syntactic and
semantic) might have cued accurate word recognition more rapidly. The
majority of the subjects, however, moved ahead, possibly searching for other
cues, if the word was not recognized after one of two attempts.

Syntactic and Semantic Cues

Qualitative analysisof the Spanish speaking subjects' miscues, provided
various types of evidence that in' Spanish reading--as in English reading- -
readers utilize their language knowledge and meaning system, in addition to
their graphophonic skills, to process print and acquire meaning. Miscues were
produced which maintained complete syntactic and semantic harmony with the
rest of the text and which demonstrated that the young subjects were not
depending wholly bn visual cues. The following miscues, coded as fully accep-
table syntactically and semantically, show the subjects altering the'text to
substitute language items more familiar to them, to omit redundant words, and
to insert words that produced more natural language patterns.

Expected Response

'padre 'father'
madre 'mother'
portezuela 'bus door'
Frank
castigasen 'they might punish.'
abuelos 'grandparents'
No era dinero. 'It wasn't

money.'
Eran casi las cuatro. 'It

was almost four.'
Algun dia el lo descubrirfa._-,.

'Some day he-would find out
about it.'

Observed Response

papa 'papa'
mama
puerta 'door"
Franco
castigaran 'they might punish'
abuelitos 'grandparents'
Y no era dinero. 'And it wasn't

money.'
Yaeran casi las cuatro.

almost four already.'
Algyn dfa lo descubriria. 'Some,

'-day- (he] would find out
about it.'

'C.

'It was
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dos o tres mariposas Monarca
volaban two or three
donarch butterflies were
flying'

Eran ..las mariposas .Monarca que
regresaban al sitio donde
pasarian su vacaciOn de_

----Inviernos ''Itwas the
Monarch butterflies which
were returning to the site
where they would spend their
winter vacation.'

Tal como dijo el Dr. Algard.
'Just like Dr. Algard said.'

Learning to Read in Different Languages

dos o tres mariposas volaban ,

'two or three butterflies were
flying'

Eran las mariposas Monarca.
Regresaban al sitio donde
pasarlan sUALvacacionesde
invierh6. lIt -:;/as the gbh-arch
butterflies. They were
returning-,to the site wherelthey
would spend their winter
holidays.'

Tal como les dijo el Dr. Algard.
'Just like Dr. Algard said to them.'

As observed in miscue studies with English speaking children, the young'
Spanish speaking readers irk this study also produced miscues at point't in the
text where alternate structures were possible. It is evident from these
miscues that the subjects were indeed using their language and the meaningbeing gained as they read to anticipate and prediCt, or "guess" at, upcoming
syntax and semantics., Although these miscues or "guesse" did not always
prove compatible with the author's structure and meaning, they offer proof
that the subjects were not simply processing the text wordby word, 'but were.instead dealing with larger syntactic units or language wholes. Furthermore,shifting to other possible patterns within the language as they'read reflected
the subjects' facility in ttleir native language and the use of this language
knowledge in reading.

The examples giveh below illustrate the subjects' predicting behavior inreading. The English translations have been marked to show as closely aspossible how the subjects were predicting alternate structures as they read inSpanish.

1 la
Mientras comia y fregaba los platos,

the
While he-ate t and washed the plates,,. .

y
Protegieron las plantas que pudieran helarse . . .

and
'They protected the plaqts

. that could freeze-. .

I. . . y Frank entr6 de un salto. Se meti6 la mano al bolsillo . . .

a

T [went] into
. . . and Frank entered at a.bound. . He put his hand into his

pocket .

Another subject processed the above example in the following manner:

sacar
Se.meti6 la mano al bolsillo para pagar, cuando .

1!

take out
'He put his hand in his pocket to pay, when . .
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Further evidence that the young Spanish speakers formulated hypotheses
'about language and meaning as they read was provided by numerous multi-word
miscues affecting Spanish grammar. These miscues usually involved number
changes in nominal phrases or across subject -verb relationships. As Lopez
(1975) noted in her study, these miscues frequently were followed by suc-
cessive miscues that agreed grammatically with the initial miscue, e.g., los
6rboles---'the-treesl-tecame-el-arbol-lthe-treeT"-Td-giaaflpbsas estaban 'the .

----butterflies were' was changed to la mariposa estaba the butterfly was,'
Sometimes these multi-word miscues stretched across sentence boundaries before
awareness and overt correction occurred. It is apparent that despite the
visual cues available in the highly inflected Spanish system in reading, the
readers altered the text to match their original hypotheses about the syntac-
tic/semantic, structures.

From a quantitative point of view, miscue's resultin in syntactic struc-
tures acceptable within the sentence and passage were produced by the Spanish
speaking readersat a more frequent rate than semantically acceptable ones
(51.1% and 34% respectively). Table 2 presents the syntactic and semantic
acceptability ratings for the group of subjects.

TABLE 2

Percentage of Syntactic/ Semantic Acceptability for Spanish Story

Subcategory Syntactic Semantic

0 Unacceptable 19.1 35.7 -V-

1-2 Partially acceptable, 29.8 30.4
3-4 Acceptable in

- sentence or passage 51.1 34.0

It should be, noted, however, that the proportion of semantically acceptable
_miscues was not any higher because a number of miscues were judged as par-
tially acceptable syntaCtically and thus, partially acceptable semantically
according to restrictionsby the GoodMan Taxonomy.. For example, in some
multi-word miscues involving a number change-within a-noun-phrasei7the-altered-
noun was subseqUently corrected, but the preceding word was not, rendering two
miscUes, both of which were only partially acceptable syntactically and
semantically. To-be Specific, las montaffas 'the mountains! was read as la
montaffa'themountaint. -then montaria was corrected to its original plural
form, but the newly singularized definite article la remained uncorrected.
This, too, was the case with phrases Such'as the following:

1

.
.

.

el .arbol una vez c sus vacaciones
suv9Apadre9- su vacation:
.

fbs 'irboles unas veces

In each of the above instances (and others), the young readers did not
concern thenmselves with overtly correcting all the altered words; it was as
if, by correctly supplying the original noun, the preceding word would-also be
corrected. It is highly unlikely that much meaning was lost in cases such as
these as the readers immediately demonstrated awareness of their miscues and
attempted.. to correct them-.

ti

Grammatical Categories

Comparison-of:the grammatical -categories- of ERs and ORS within the sentence in
which they occurred revealed a high degree of syntactic competence in reading
on the part of the Spanish speaking subjects. Evidence of strong influence by
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the syntactic system during the reading process has beena repeated finding in
miscue analyses of English' reading behavior as well as in miscue studies of
reading in languages other than English (Hodes, 19.76; Romatowski, 1972).
Miscued text items, in particular verbs and nouns, usually were replaced by
words of identical grammatical category. Function words as well as noun modi-
fiers- more often than not were replaced by words_ of_aike_grarnmatical---category.
To retain the grammatical category of miscued items, it seems likely that the
young Spanish readers were combining their intuitive knowledge of language
structure with syntactic cues from the text. that had already been processed.

Table 3 shows the percent of matching substitutions of grammatical
categories, .i:e. instances in which a noun was substituted for a noun, a verb
for a verb, and so on. The total number of text words (FRs) involved in each
category was as follows: verbs, 247; function words, 217; nouns, 204; noun
modifiers, 43; verb modifiers,'26; contractions, 16; and indeterminates; 6.

TABLE 3

Percentage of Miscues Having Same Grammatical Identity
as Expected Response

Grammatical Category Identica). Miscue

Noun/noun
Verb/verb
Noun modifier/noun.modifier
Verb modifier/verb modifier
Function word/function word
Indeterminate/indeterminate
Contraction/contraction

79.9
90.3
69.8
38.5
71.9
50.0
6.3

. ,

Basically, the grammatical categories by which the ER and the OR in Spanish
were identified were those, emplOyed in English reading miscue analyses using
the GOodman Taxonomy. The contraction category was used inthe SPanish; analy-
sis for the only two contracted forms in Spanish: al 'to the' and. del '

additional category -to-those identified above was considered for
enclitic formations--a combination of stems from two word classes written as a
single word, such, as the explfcame 'explain lit] which.Spanish has but ,

which',English (practically) ,does not (Stockwell et al.,. 1965)---as they could
not be assigned to any ome'single existing category. However, rather than
Creating a new, distinct category to handle, these forms, they were classified

. as beingin the indeterminate category since the children's miscues involved
only four ERs which were enclitic forms. °.

Correction

,Almost 75%'of the subjectsYmiscues went uncorrected during reading. Correc-
tions occurred in one of every five miscues and were carried out in a selec-
tive manner; i.e. when altered portions of the text did not disrupt syntactic.
or .semantic sense, they were not as. likely to be corrected as those that did.
Native English speakers reading in English have demonstrated similar correc-
tion behavior. Unsuccessful'attempts at correction occurred onlya small per-
centage off' ,the time (5.9% of the total mrscues); and the subjects rarely
abandoned correct responses in favor of incorrect ones.

Intonation Involvement

For the group of subjects in the study, intonation miscues occurred with
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somewhat grejater'frequency than has -been documented for groups of readers in
English miscue studies,.averaging almost 15% of:the group's total' miscues.
Several factors within the test story itself appeared to have 'contributed to
this relatively higher incidence of intonation-related changes. Frequent use
of dialogue_in_the_s_tory_sometimes-caused the- subjects--to-predIct-and--ext-erid
direct speech beyond the text portions in quotation marks, to confuse
speakers, or to create new lines of dialogue. Sometimes, this resulted in
stress being misplaced in overtly accented iierb:-fo-rerig7,-prOducin.-T-shifts
third-person preterite to first-person.'present, e.g., regres6 'he returned' to
regreso 'I return.' Although these changes were inconsistent with. the printed
words, they provide further evidence that the Spanish speaking subjects were
formulating guesses .about forthcoming text. The'following areekamples of
intonation miscues produced by several subjects.

Estes movi4ndose mar afuera. Lo ha dicho la Oficina del Tiempo,7- e
faseguro.
/asegur6 el doctor.

'"It is moving but to sea. The Weather Bureau has said so,"

I assure you.
the doctor assured him.'

)--Doblo
Do6l6 por la Avehida del Faro.
Frank dijo sorprendido: --No sabia que tuvieras un cliente por aces.

He turned at'Faro Avenue.
Frank said, surprised, "I didn't know that you had a customer around
here."'

Abri6 la portez:uela, y se tiro del autobus sin atender lo que'el conductor
Regreso --

deci:- egres6 por donde habfa venido.
--

a.

'He opened the bus door, and jumped from-the bus 'without paying atten-
" I. return

tion to what the driver was saying. He returned the way he had come.'

The- preceding lexample also was typical of several intonation miscues which
appeared to be directly influenced by forms of the verb decir 'to say,' 'tell,'.
which frequently act as signals to diaaogue and apparently had strong con-
ditioning effect on the Spanish speaking-subjects in the study (as the verb
form said has been observed to have in the oral reading of young English
speaking readers)...

.

Dialect Involvement

During the Spanish reading task, dialect;involvement in the grammatical and
lexical areas, was minor (equal to 1.6% of ..all miscues) ;-"but phonological
dialect was present in all thesubjectsi readings. More extensive dialect
involvement in the grammatical and lexical areas was recorded in the- subjects'

__retellings of the story read, supporting-K.-±Goodman-and-Burke'Sr (1973) obser-
ation that evidence of dialect in oralreading,is less likely than in
-subjects' oral retellings. Appearing in the.post-reading comprehension check
were regionally-preferred items, such as carro bos 'bus,' and trace ,

'truck' for autobus 'bus' and 'camiOn `truck' in the story; chamaquito 'little
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boy,' in reference to the main character in the story; and 'tai for iba 'was
going' and.pa'tras 'back,' used on numerous occasions by many of the subjects.
These items, however, did not appear in the oral reading.

Interestingly enough, differences between th_a_ahildren-Ls-dia-lect-affd-that
of the-story-for, -more correctly, that of the writer(s) of the story) were
very evident in the reading of two verb forms which appeared in an imperfect
subjunctive model rarely used in popular Spanish in Texas or the southwestern
U.S., i.e. castigasen 'they might punish' and llegasen 'they might arrive.'
Almost all the children miscued on each verb form, although they usually
retained the base word or stems, producing substitutions such as castigarse
'to punish,' llegarse 'to arrive,' ilegarsen (non-word), and llegar5 'I will
arrive.' Three children produced the equivalent term castigaran for castiga-
sen.

CONCLUSION

Native Spanish speaking Mexican American children, reading at their instruc-
tional level in Spanish,- deviate from the printed text (miscue). These
miscuessubstitutions, anissions, Insertions,,dand reversals of words or partsof words--reveal 14t'reading-in Spanish doe& not. involve solely the proces-sing of graphophonic cues, but also involves simultaneous application by _

readers of their fanguage background and their knowledge of the material being'read. The miscues in Spanish also indicate that young Spanish speakingreaders do not merely pcocess.word by word, or letter by letter, but antici-
pateand predict their way through written text, sampling larger language/
meaning units than the individual word. This conclusion supports and extendg
similar conclusions drawn by Lopez (1975) in her- study of native Spanish
speaking 'Mexican American children and their use of the context while reading- in Spanish.

.

Although the___Spanish readers' miscues generally demonstrate conformity tothe graphophonic restrictions of the text, it is significant that these mis-
cues also exhibit concomitant influence from the readers' syntactic and seman-tic systems. This influence is reflected in several ways. Word substitutionsby readers usually have the same grammatical_ ident-ity-as--th-e-Ttdxt-4-6-r-ds
replaced.- Some miscues occur at junctures in the text where alternate struc-
tures are possible and conform syntactically to preceding text, indicating
prediction of upcoming text by the reader. Inflectional-change in one miscue
sometimes triggers congruent inflectional changes in succeeding wards.. Some
omissions affect redundant items in the text which ,do not contribute greatly-to me,iiiingi and sometimes insertions do not.change.the meaning of the text but
instead make it conform more to natural oral language patterns. Words are
replaced by lexical items more familiar Tto the' reader's; background.

Furthermore, as young native Spanish speaking Mexican American children
read 'in Spanish, they also correct someof-their'iniscues.- Their corrections
more often than not serve to rectify miscues which are syntactically and ,
semantically disruptive, to the text. In Correcting, the children sometimes

'.regress over several text items already pronounced, displaying ccintintied
.interaction with the text being read and :demonstrating use of ongoing oonfir-
mation strategies.

Qualitatively, the reading behavior of'native Spanish speaking Mexican
American children reading in Spanish does not differ greatly from the reading
behavior documented-in previoUs miscue studiesof native:__English speaking
_childrenof-comparable-agdt and grade levels reading in English. It is
apparent that,.:$panish speaking children also'utilize all three cueing systems-
--graphophonicsyntactic, and semantic--simultaneously as they read," with
some Spanish ,speaking children Showing more skill and efficiency at using the
three systems in combination than other readers.

Like their English speaking counterparts readingHin English, Spanish-

T ;)
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speaking children demonstrate the following behavior,...,or ."pi-ofile" as they read
in Spanish: (1) they have enough visual discrimination sothat_their_miscues--
generall_y_hame__a_high-degree-of-gra-phitalidhonemTc. similarity; (2) they pro-
duce syntactically acceptable structures more frequently than syntactically
unacceptable ones; (3) -they produce some miscues that aresemantically related
to the ORs, although this production is influenced to a large degree by.,their
familiarity with the story content; (4) they correct some of their miscues,
kart; rul a ri y_those_that_produce- -unacceptable structures; (5) they frequently
substitute words of the same grammatical class as the text items replaced; (6)
they make some intonation miscues, the incidence of whiCh is "affected by text
fOrmat and style; and (7.) theyexhibit some dialect miscues in their reading,

.
although not as frequently as in their oral language.



__Anlnvestigatio-n-athe Oral Reading
Behaviors of Native Spanish-Speakers
Reading in Spanish
Sarah Hudelson
Arizona State University

INTRODUCTION

In 'the past few years,- both the development of models of the reading process
and research aimed at testing these models have been influenced by scholars
who have.sought to relate the language and experiential backgrounds of readers
to the act. of'processing information from print (Geyer,-1972;-Williams, 1973).
Reading is being viewed as a complex cognitive skill, a visual-mental process
in which certain selected visual stimuli are extracted from ane.transferred to
the brain, where they are' processed into information.

Several models of this process have been developed. Smith (1971, 1975),
for example, has posited'that when skilled readers read, their eyes pick up,
during each fixation, visual clues which are transmitted to the brain, wherethey are processed. The eye then provides information to the brain: Combin-
ing knowledge of language with previous experiences with print, readers con-
struct meaning from the limited visual cues received. Successive fixations
allow readers to test hypotheses about the_meanings-that-AaV67156e4177;on-
structed. _As_reading-proce-e-d-S, readers check to determine whether their
constructions have been accurate. If they need revision, regressions may
occur in which additional visual cues are sought, _so that new predictions of
meaning may be. mad.' If the original prediction is confirmed, readers proceSs
new stimuli, and the procedure continues. The brain also tells the eye what
to do. Reading for the 'skilled reader, therefore, is a continuous process of
selecting certain cues, predicting meaning from them, and moving on to-suc -
deeding cues in. order to confirm or deny previous predictions and to make new
ones.** to predict haS its base in readers'-accumulated knowledge...
about their language, both oral and written.' For.Smith reading,is basically a'
,language cognitive process in which readers focus on limited visual cues which
are combined with a knowledge of the syntax and, semantics of language
-and-generalizations_ developed about the orthographic patterns of the,written
code to reduce uncertainti.abblit-the-meaning -of_what is being read.

Another. model of. the skilled reader as an information prOcebtOr has been
formulated by K. Goodman (1967, 1970c, 1971a; 1973b), who has referred_to___-.
reading as a "psycholinguistic guessing game".in_which-skiiled'ieaders, as
they read, choose_selected-cues -from all those 'available to them. Particular'
-cues-are Selected on the basis of readers! expectations of and predictions"
about what is coming up in their reading. These expectations,..in turn, are
based on the totality of language experiences (both oral and written) which
readers bring to the task. Goodman has maintained that reading involves a
constant. process of selecting cues, making tentative decisions about meaning
(which in'turn affect future cue selection), selecting more cues, confirming
or r4jecting hypotheses on the 'basis of these new selections, and so on.
To reconstruct a message, written by the author, readers -use a.combination
of graphophonic, semantic, and syntactic cues as they read. They combine
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sampling, predicting, confirMing or rejecting, and resampling strategies to
'effect this reconstruction of meaning.. '

Ruddell (1968, 1970) has suggested that initially readers cue in on the
surface structure of what they are reading, i.e. on the-graphic symbols. They
then decode the written symbols into syllable units or words. These surface
units are chunked together into meaningful phrases and sentences by readers,
who subsequently-employ a variety of cognitive strategies too arrive at the
deep structure, at the meaning of the graphic symbols-, based' on their back-,,
ground of oral language. Ability to derive meaning from written language,
therefore, is at least partially dependent upon readers' pre-developed oral
language.

Reading, therefore, is a language based ,,act. Skilled readers receive some
information from their visual perception, btit this information is incomplete.
Readers-i-therefore, must call on their background of knowledge in order to
synthesize the partial information they have received. Readers use their oral
language background, their knowledge of phonological generalizations and the
rules of the writing system, and their experiential background in reading to
fill in the missing information, to construct meaning(Mattingly, 1972).

The picture emerging in the literature on reading in English shows, among
other things, the individual being involved actively in the reading process,
reading other than strictly letter by letter,.and using selected cues both to'
anticipate what is coming and to figure out what may be unclear.

In the last few years Spanish speaking writers have begun to consider this
more complex view of the reading process. Historically, Spanish_and-LatiE-
American scholars have viewed the reading rocess-as-a-E-ea-hanical one, in
which auditory and visual_skills-were used to memorize or internalize the
_correspondences -bet ththe written symbols and the sounds of the Language

___ween_

these graphemes stood for (Bonilla Aquino, 1965; Braslaysky, 1962). more
recently, however, the trend among writers in the field of Spanish reading has
been away from the..concept of- reading as a purely mechanical process and
toward the idea of reading as a cognitive process, even in the early stages of
acquisition. (Basurto Garcia, 1969; Jimenez HernAndez, 1963).

Offativia (1965), tor'example, has written that, as language develops, .

children learn to.put elements together, using, as'they do so, language for ti

self7expression.and for ordering their world. Children who'have arrived at
the stage._ of learning to read, therefore, hatte experienced a great deal, both
in. terms of language and of life tlelf. They have' learned to use language
for thoughts and ideas,,not as "isolated words and sounds. Therefore, reading
is an additional cognitive. process involving recreation of the author's
experiences as expressed in language. Readers bring their language 'background-
and their experiences to the written, page to recreate_meanings;----

. Jimenez Hern5ndez (1963) has_taken,.the-VieW that reading involved the com-
biningof compleX-systeift-S of both physical and psychological mechanisms and

-----teaEiions. He has expressed the belief that.., this complex of systems, many of
., which are still not completely understood (1971), are organized into one

*
' overall Mental function in which the reader's mind converts the printed word
into meaning. Meaning is derived from visual stimuli as the mind, in,terms of
its_ storehouse of language anclexperiences, interacts with the stimuli. (This ..,
view also hAS-been-expressed by Saei, 1966.)

When viewing both la.ngudges,---then,:_there is a definite trend, toward seeing
reeding as 'a cognitivelanguage process. Scholars-who_have defined reading as
cognitive fUnctioning have maintained, especially in their'references_tc
skilled readers, that' reading is more than a letter-by-letter sounding
activity. What, however; does this say about the beginning reader, about the
child acquiring' skill in reading in 'the' native language?

Many studies of young readers have been. cone `in English. These studies;
most of which have examined oral reading behavior, suggest that in English
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beginning and young readers do employ some of these same sampling and pre-
dicting strategies. They do use their language and experiential backgrounds
to predict what is coming up in sentences (Clay, 1968, 1969; K. Goodman, 1964;
Y. Goodman,.1967'; Weber, 1970).

Do young Spanish speaking children reading in Spanish exhibit similar
behaviors? The study described in this article was undertaken in'an attempt
to answer that question. In 1964 K. Goodman conducted a' study of pritmary
schOol-age readers,. using 100 first, second, and third'grade childrenifrom a
public school near Detroit. Each child read a list of words taken from a
basal reading series not used in the child's classroom but judged to be at the
child's reading level. The child's reading errors were noted." Later, each
child read the story on which the .word list was based: Each child's reading
was recorded and errors marked again. In comparing the errors made on the .

word lists to the errors made in the context of a selection,-Goodman found
that all of the children were.able to read many of the words in context that
they missed in isolaition--at least half, in fact.

In examining the substitutions children made' in reading the paragraphs,
Goodman found that older children substituted more frequently than did younger
ch'il'dren. He noted further that when substitutions were made which did not
alter the meaning of what was being read, the substitutions generally were
left uncorrected.

This overt behavior led Goodman to.theorize-that the children were using
the context of the story to predict unknown words, and that, when they were
reading a story, they were using their language background to fill in what
logically fit in the context of a senterce. Goodman's results demonstrated
that young readers do.-process written material in ways that are very similar
to those employed by skilled readers. Even the beginning reader is a guesser
and a predictor, bringing language knowledge and background to the reading
task and using-this background to obtain meaning from the printed

THE STUDY

The study described above was chosen-a6-41nodel for this study, which examined_._
the children'S'oral reading behavior in Spanish, The readers_were se-Cond. and
third_gradenative. Spanish speaking Mexican_AmericanChildren, all of.whOm

-,--WWie participating in a- _bilingual-PiC4ram and all of whom had received initial
reading-instruction in Spanish. Children first read a list-of wordS at their
instructional level and, on the following day, a passage containing those same
words. Each child also read an instructional level selection (chosen from-the
Santilana Bilingual. and Senda.Spanish reading series) in which words were
covered up ,which the subjects had to predict.

The initial question was whether significant numbers of words that were
pronounced incorrectly on the word lists later would be pronounced correctly
in the selections. As Table 1 indicates, significant, numbers of words' pro-
nounced incorrectly inisolation later were pronounced correctly in the selec-.
titans.: However, it soon became apparent that many reading miscues (errors)
that were not made when children read the word lists were made when children
read these words in the selections. The percentages f errors made in.isola-
tion that were read correctly in the selection were 54.7% (preprimer),-71.4%
(prifiler)," 85.2% (first grade), 91% (second grade), and 80.3% (hird grade), .

while the percentages of errors made in the selection that'were previously
read correctly, fri:n the word list were 26.8%, 49.4%, S5.3%; 75.2%, and 76.5%
respectively. _These contextual miscues, then, were examined and have become
the focus'of this article.N

To offer a generalizat on about these miscues, it is certainly accurate to
state that the readers used. graphophonic cues as they read, cues within the
words themselves. Yet, sign ficantly; the miscues, also demonstrated the
readers' use of cues from the flow of the language in the-Stories being read
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and from the particular linguistic- cultural experiences of the readers.
Examples of the use of these three cue systems follow; they represent miscues
made exclusively in the first, second, and .third grade selections, not on the
word lists.

TABLE 1

Comparisons of Word List-Errors to$Selection Errors
(N=-715 in each group)

Subjects Errors SD

Preprimer. total errors. on word list 9.2

Readers. total errors in selection 5.33

Primer total errors on word list 13.4

-Readers total errors Selection 5.06

----First Grade __total errors on word list 8.06

Readers total errors in selection 8

Second Grade total errors on word list 7.2

Readers total errors in selection 10.13

Third Grade total errors on .word list 9.6
Readers totalPerrors in selection 7.8

All Readers total errors on word list 9.49
total errors in selection 7,8

Preprimer errors on word list 9.2
errors repeated in the selection- 4.33

Primer errors on word list 13.4
errors repeated in the selection 2.86

'First Grade errors on word list 8.06
errors repeated in the selection~ 1 1.2

Second Grade errors on word list 7.2
''errors repeated in the selection .8

Third Grade errors -on word list 9.6
errors repeated in the sele'ction 1.93

All SubjeCts errors on word list 9.49
errors repeated in the selection '_2.a

2.56

3.'73

4.62

4.97

4.54
-4w

1.68

3.46

5.33
4.01

1.08
1.88

2.56
- 4.17

4.75
2.52

4.97
'1.43

1.68
.83

5.33
2.83

3.22*

y 4.73*

.039

2.90*

1.02 A

1.56

3.82*

7.37*

5.00*

13.3 *

, ,4.82*
-------

5.52*

*p<.01 df

The 15'children reading at a first grade level read a selection about a
'e clown named Pedro (Pedro, el payaso).. At the within word level, a variety of

mistles occurred with 'frequency. In the story the clown was referred to
,

several times As Pedrito rather than Pedro, yet nine of the readeFs read-,
Pedrito as Pedro.' The nigito 'a small child' was read as-niffo (removing the
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. diminutive form) by eight of the children. Eight readers at one point in the
story read cabeza 'head' for cabezota 'head' (with an augmentative ending),
substituting the basic word for the yord with the ota ending (denoting a par-
ticularly large head). Both words had been. used previpuSly in .the 'story.
Three readers substituted chicos for'chiquitos. Both adjectiyesmean_small,___

. but thesebbifddrig-h5Srflie:alranaiVe,added. Five children read tedia 'he,'
had" tiene .'he has.' A similar verb tense change- occurred as six children
read dice 'he says' for dijo 'he said,' Fou subjects pronounced quiere 'he
wants''as'queria 'he wanted'I (imperfedt tense). 'These examples-provide evi-
dence that the children ere using gtaphophonic cues available to them within
words,.fdcusing an the f rst syllables of words. However, the morphological
changes that the -children have effected demonstrate their use of what they
know about the Spanish language as well as what they know about sound-letter
correspondences.

1At the phrase, clause, and sentence level miscues occurred Which further
suggest that children are active participants in the reading.processand'.that
they bring to the process a background of language knowledge and personal
experiences. The first two sentences of the story read: Pedrito tiene muchos
sombreros. Uno rojo, otro, negre, otro azul, otro verde."Pedrohas many
hats., One red,,one black, One hlue,.and one. green.' Four children read the
second sentence as Uno rojo, otros negros, otros azules y otros verdes 'One
red, others black,-others blue, and others green..." Ps the readers switched
from the singular to the-pfUral, articles and nouns were automatically pro-
nounced so that tb'ey ..agreedwitiNeach other. Most possibl, haying read the
first sentence about the hats.,.th readers,were anticipating plurals in the
second sentence. Therefore; they imposed the plural on what they 'were
-reading. ,Two other- sentences in the. story, ,are the following: Pedro j'ue4a con
una pelota eh el sombrero. Tiene una pelota en la'Cabeza 'Pedro plaYS with aball on his hat. He has a ball on hie head:' ',One child read the ,second sen--
tence-as Tiene una pelota en-su mano 'He has..a ball in his hand.' In terms ofreality and a child's life experiences, wouldn't a ball be at least as likely
to be in someone's hand. as on someone's head? Two children read.: Tiene una
pelota en su sombrero 'He has a ball on his hat,' again indicating the reader
anticipating a redundancy in the sentence patterns of the story. Given the
-rather repetitios nature of basal readers, this seems a reasonable anticipa-
tion. For the sentence reading En los pies tiene Pedrito unos.zapatos.azules
'Pedro has some blue shoes on his feet,' three readers changed unos zapatos to
dos zapatos,: moving from some shoes to two shoes. Given a fchilsci's. experience
with feet and shoes, the readers:again.demonstrated that they were making
sense out of what- they had read by making -what they read'congruent with
reality. Two children also did this with the sentence Tengo.unos pies muy
.chiquitos.'I have some very small feet,' reading Tengo los pies%muy-chiquitos
'My feet are very small.' The use Of los rather than.unos certainly
corresponds to what a speaker of Spadish might use. To assume that .the 'reader
is not able to'pronounce the wordunds would be a mistake: One reader read
muchos,ples 'many feet' for unos pies. '

Insertions made by some of the children also should be noted. _In the sen-
tence Salta y sube la pelota, baja la bola despu-e's 'He jumps and raises the-

- afterwards he lowers the ball,' three subjects inserted the word a,
reading Salta y sube ,4 la pelota. Since the verb subir often is followed by
an a construction, this insertion suggests an anticipation ,based upon
knowledge of Spanish. Before the final sentence in the story, one reader
inserted the word y 'and,' making the sentence read Y asi Pedro se quedO con
su sombrero en la cabeza y sus zapatos en los pies 'And thus Pedro remained.
with his hat on his head and his shoes on his feet.' It was as though the
reader-was.summarizing the story and concluding it in a:form similar to that
used in many fairy tales (Y colorin colorado este cuento se ha terminado 'Apd
this tale is c.ver').
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One miscue made lax several children changed the boundaries of two
sentences.,, The context is this: Me-gusta el color azul. Pero tambien me
gusta.tu sombrero de muchos colores 'I like the color blue. But I also like
your multi- colored hat.'' Five readers changed this sentence to.read:--Pedro--

_.mc gusta tu sombrero de muchos colore 'Pedro, I -like yoUr multi-colored hat.'
There folloged a slight but audible pause after Pedro'as though a comma had
been inserted toindicate that Pedro wasbeing, addressed.

Finally,'at this reading level, three miscues made by numbers 'of readers
suggest, that the particular language experiences of the community-otwhich the
.childremare a part may affect what tpey read. The word pies 'feet appeared .*
several times. in the:story-.,Ten children consistently pronounced pies as..
pieses, a pronunciation wtlichjiasits moots .in the oral Spanish.of the
children's.-community. The word bola is used interdhangeably-With pelota for
ball iri the story. Three readers, however,.consistently read pelota for bola:
(In South Texas pelota is a commonword for ball, with bola being less
common.) Finally, in the sentence Gracias Pedro pero no quiero sits zapatos
`Thank you, Pedro, but Iedon't want your shoe,s,' five children substituted the
familiar form tus for, the more formal,suS. This may aisn be ndicative of the
children's experiential and language background.

In looking at all of these examples, -then, tt should be obvious that while-
readers doattend to graphophonic dues, they are not necessarily bound by
them., Their knowledge of Spanish and their language and community experiences
influence what they pronoUnCe.,

This phenomenon continues at the second, grade reading. level. At this
-level, the 15 children read a' story about youngsters in school reading and
writing stories. .A variety of language based miscues was,evidenced.

At-the within word level, for example, se llamaba the was called,' his
name was' was read as se llama. !his name is' by seved-children and se llamara
'his name will be' by two children. Five children changed chiquitico.to chi -

quito or chiquitito. : Two children read seffora 'Mrs.' for.sefforita 'Miss';
three read dice for dijo; three also' substituted habla 'there were' for hay
'there One reader mtp each of the following substitutions: 'gustaba
'he liked' for gusta 'he likes,'.interesahtes 'interesting' for inteligentes
'intelligent,' and quedabamos 'we,were staying' for quedamos 'we stayed.' In
all of these miscues there is evidence of language intruding upon print and of
the reader's being influenced by language. background.

At this level, too, a:consideration of miscues beyond the word level sheds
light on the reading'proceas.When processing...the sentence Bueno, eI cuento
trata de la aventura de una:gata que se llamaba Pitimini 'Well, the story is
about the adventure-of a cat called Pitiminli' three children read, las even-

.turas, changing the article and noun from singular to plural. Four- children
substituted un gato for una gata, making the cat masculine instead of femi-
nine. One child read el cuento de-una aventura de.la Bata que !the story is
about an adventure of the' -cat who...,' making the adventure-more-generar-bdt--
specifying which cat. In the phrase cuentossobre sus amigos queridos
''stories about his. dear friends,' two children used., the singular su and then
adjusted the phrase tom cuentos sobre su amigo- querido' 'stories about his dear
friend.' Two children, using their knowledge of Spanish idibms, read 2,12e1§1 te
0asa?,'What's wrong with .you?' for LQue te parece? 'What do you think?' The
lajt two sentenaes of the selection were the following: Senorita 9.prefiero
oir el cuento de Pitimini Cebolla dijo Ana. Yo tambien lo prefiero -dijo
Diego 'Miss, ,I prefer hearing story about Pitimini and Cebolla, said Ana.
I also. prefer that,. said Diego.' One child'read Senorita hoy prefiero.olr el
-cuento de Pitimini Cebolla. Hoy tambien lo prefiero dijo Diego.! Changing
yo to hoy results in the sentence beginning "Miss, today I want to...". Since
prefiero means 'I prefer' and the rho '1' is redundantand,often not used in
conversation except to emphasize the I), perhaps the reader was adjusting the
words in a reflection of'her knowledge of the. redundancy. Since previous sen-'

15 ')
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tences declare that the children are hearing a new story, this could also be a
reflection of the reader interpreting that the children want to hear a par-
ticular story today. Another child did the same thing with the sentence Pero
yo voy a cambiar un poco el cuento dijo Ramon 'But I am going to change the
story whittle, said RarrAn' by reading Pero hoy voy a cambiar un poco el
cuento dijo RaMon 'But today I am going to change the story a little, said
RamOn.' - This also ,fits in with the context of the story, since lotamOn has told
.a story before and is now going to tell a different story- Two sentences in
the selection were: A RamOn'le gusta mucho leer aventuras de animales., Pero

quifin no le gusta leer aventuras deuanimales? Desde luego a gl,no le
gustan mgs los cuentossObre perros y qatos 'Ramon likes to read adventures

'about animals, but who doesn't like to read adventures about ariiiiials? But now
he no-longer likes stories about dogs and cats.' Tour children read the verb

the second sentence as gusta (Desde luego a el no le giasta mgs...). SInce
gusta had appeared in the previr-us sentences and since the words los cuentos
which appear after gustan the second sentence carry the necessity for using.
the plural gustan rather than the singular gusts, the error does not seem
totally-unreasonable.

One child created-several new words from the print that was there.
Looking at the sentence En la biblioteca hay un libro que siempre ester en
manor, de Ramon' 'There is a book in the library that is.always in Ram6n's
hands,' the childread En la biblioteca hay un libro que ester usando mfis Ramon
'In the library there is a book that Ramon is using more.' Obviously, what
was read differs *ate a bit from the printed word, but is its meaning totally
altered?

A final, example from this reading.level reflects an adjustment of sentence
boundaries. A child considered the following: Me encanta la idea, asi es.
Bueno,- el cuento trata de la gventura de... 'I love the idea, that's it.
Well, the story is about the-advehture of...'. The child read Me encanta la
idea.-,Asi es bueno. El cuentotrata 'I love the idea. That's the /ay
it is. The story is about...'.By changing the sentence boundaries the reader
has created meaning, even though. the meaning may not be exactly what the
writer intended.

Likewise at third grade reading level many of the miscues made by the
readerg indicated that the children were using a combination of graphophonic,
extended language, and =experiential cues to aid them a.; they read. The third
grade selection focused on a young boy (member of a cf.rcus) making new
friends. Let's consider some examples of miscues made by the readers of this
story. .

At the within word level several miscues occurred repeatedly. Three
readers changed exclaMO 'he' exclaimed' to exclama he exclaims.' Two read
tiene the has' for tenia 'he had' (imperfect tense), and three others substi-
tuted comienza 'heAgtarts' for comenzO 'he started.' In the sentence ya to
decia yo Rue pronto encontrarias-amiqos 'now I told-you-that soon you would
find friends,' four readers substituted yo for ya, adding the redundancy of
another. I. Ya,in this story adds emphasis meaning now. Three other children
did the same thing in the sentence Ya traerg un dia a mi amigo Boso 'Well, I
will bring my friend Boso,' reading yo traerg... These children increased
the redundancy by their substitution, since traere by itself means "I will
bring." Two readers substituted the preSent verb tense encuentras 'you find'
for the conditional encontrarias 'you would finch' Each of the following word
level miscues was made by one reader: se acercO 'it came near' for se acerca

comes near,' lo llaman "they call it' for lo llamaban 'they called it,'
gusta 'he likes' for gusto 'he liked,' and mafianita 'morning' (with a diminu-
tive ending) for maana 'morning' (without the diminutive ending).

Within extended langdage; miscues also were noted. The first sentence of
the selection was: Al primer° que dijo Togo que tenia otros amigos fue a Boso
The first one that Toffo told that he had other friends was Boso.' Three

2
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readers read otro amigo, changing plural to singular; One, child even extended
this singularization into the second sentence of the story, reading Ya te
decia ya que pronto encontrarlas amigos as pronto endontrarias amigo
(indicating the 'child would find one friend rather than pore than one).
Further on in the selection the following sentence occurred: Cuandofue a
---,casa de Carlos, lo encontro leyendo unos cuentos de Navidad 'When he went to
Carlos' house, he found him reading some Christmas stories.' Five children
read le encontr6-?.eyendo-for lo encontrO. Since le is substituted for lo ,as a
direct object pronoun when speaking of a person, this Miscue .is quite natural
and reflects understanding as to whom the direct 'object pronoun refers.
Additionally, two children read le encontr6 leyendo un cuento de Navidad, -

changing "some Christmas stories" to "a Christmas story." When the article
was changed from several to singular, the noun agreement followed naturally.
In another, sentence, the text was: En nuestro cird6 todos son muy simpaticos
'In our circus everyone is very friendlio:' One ,,child read En nuestra ciudad
for En nuestro circo., Therefore, .the sentence read "In .our 'city everyone is
very friendly." Note also the change of nuestro from masculine to feminine.
Another sentence was Se habla acostumbrado'a aquella ciudad y: x2 le uria
como si hubiera vivido en ellatoda la vide 'He had become accustomed to that
city and now it seemed to him. as though he had lived in .it all his life.' One
reader substituted habla for hubiera, changing the clause .from the subjunctive
tense to the pluperfect tense. Given the use of habia in the introductory
independent clause, it is possible that the child was anticipating another
habla clause.

.

At the pntence level, tool, a fascinating-group of miscues occurred.' Two
sentences mere written this way: Tofio solia ir con Maria. Los cuatro niffos
se pasaban horas z horas jugando a las cOnstruddiones Y con un robot 'Tofio was
accustomed to going with Maria. The four children spent hours and.hourS
playing at construction and with a robot.' One child read.Tofio salia ir con.
Maria y. los cuatro ninos. Se pasaban horas Y, horas jugando -!Tolio used to go
out to go with Maria and the four children. They spent hours and hours
playing.' Thus, the child changed sentence boundaries.but still made sense of
what was being,read. Note alsO,.the change from solia .'to be accustomed''to
salia 'to go out.' In a previous sentence, 11 of 15 readers at this'level had
read Ton° salia ir a jugar a case. de Carlos 'Torio would go out (or would
leave to'gq) to play at Catlos' 'house' for Ton° solia ir a jugar a casa de
Carlos 'Torio was accustomed to go to play at Carlos' house.' In fact, three
of the 11 -readers first read solia is a jugar and then regressed an read

isalia r a jugar. For an adult speaker of standard Spanish, salir it might be
ungrammatical (such a. obnstruction does not occur) and overly redundant since
both verbs deal with going. Yet the verb soler 'to be accustomed to' is not
one that is'commonly used in South Texas nor is it one used by.children.
Apparently,. the language and experiential -backgrounds of the subjedts
-influended-their'perce'ptions of the print; and print was modified so that the
sentence would make sense to the readers.

More-examples could be given, but it should be obvious from the ones-
already provided that the young readers of these' Spanish selections used print
selectively, that they were not bound by the print, that indeed they were
seeing the reading process as one involving something beyond merely responding
to sound-letter correspondences, and that they were bringing a vast amount of-,
prior knowledge to the procesd'.. This prior Iplowledge was much more than
knowledge of Spanish phonics. Certainly the readers had this knowledge, but
they also demonstrated knowledge of how Spanish works, of what are the posSi-
ilities for words and sentences in Spanish, and of how these possibilities
are influenced by the particular speech - experiential community of which-the
children are a part. These miscues, then, should be seen by listeners as evi-
dence of cognitive functioning rather than of imperfectly developed word
attack skills.

17
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After the children read' the instructional level selection, they were asked
to read an instructional level selection in which every seventh word was
covered. The children were instructed to guess or predict what the oovered

.word was, but they were not informed about the accuracy of their guesses. In
examining their efforts, the children's predictions were divided into two
categories: exact word replacements and acceptable substitutes (defined by
the researcher - as words of the same form class and/or retaining the meaning of
what was read). Percentages of responses falling in the two categories appear
in Table 2.

TABLE 2
Gia

Performance of Subjects on Clozed Reading Selection'

Subjects

Preprimer
Primer
First Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade
All Subjects.

Mean Percentage
of Ex.act Words
Predicted

52.6
44.6
43
30.3
54.6
45

Mean Percentage
of Acceptable
.SubStitiates
Predicted

20,1.9

23
23
23.7
23
22.7

Mean Percentage
of Total
Acceptable
Predictions

:73.5
67.6
66
54
77.6
67.7

In looking at.these results, the acceptable substitutes offered by the
children really struck this researcher's Interest, for they provided further
evidence for a view of the reader as a language user and as a person whose
perceptionsOfjprint are influenced by language and life experiences. Many of
the substitutions made indicated that the readers understood well What they,
were reading and that they were using their Language and experiential
'backgrounds as well as' the specific context of what they were reading.
Several examples from the first, second, and third grade reading.levels should
illustrate this point. ' .

At the first 'grade reading level, the initial sentences of the selection
read: Ahi vienen los bomberos. Mira e]. perro que -va en el carro de los bom-
beros 'Here come the firemen. Look,. at the dog in the firemen's car.' The
word perro was covered. Seven children read bombero '-fireman' and one read
policia 'policeman,' both of which fit the limited context that has been
established (that the 'story is about firemen). In addition, the picture above

___the_printed_page_shoLzed.several-firemen-but no dog. Probably-thereaders used
the picture as well the verbal coucext. In the sentence reading Los bom-
beros saben lo que hay que, hacer cuando hay fuego 'The 'firemen know what has
to be. done when ther is a fire,', fuego was one of the words that was covered.
Seven readers substituted other words meaning fire: quemazon, lumbre, incen-
dio. One reader substituted peligro 'danger,' -which also conveys the general
meaning of the sentence. In the sentence reading Buenos dias senor Flores
'Good morning, Mr. Flores,' the word senor was deleted. Two readers read

kE

policia Flores, using the picture clue of a policeman to help them. Six
children read amigo ' riend' Flores, which also makes Sense. The sentence__
following that read: IPor gue rde_dices senor Flores-si-tU sabes que me llamo
Pedro? '''Why do you call me Mr. Flores if you know that my name is Pedro?' The
word Flores was not visible bathe children. Two children read policia for
Flores. One child substituted dijo and then paused in his reading so that the
sentence became (in terms of the- child's intonation) zPor que me dices senor,
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dijo, si to sabes que me llamo Pedro? 'Why do you call me Mister, he said, if
.you:know:that my name is Pedro?' In tne sentence Es para el carro de los bom7.
beros.'It (referring to a siren)' is for the firemen's car,' the word de,,which
signals the possessive, was covered up. Five subjects read Es para el carro
los bomberos 'It is for the car and the firemen.'_ Since the siren would:serve
as a signal to the firemen, the readers' substitution does make sense and is
in keeping with the meaning of the paragraph.

_In the second. grade selection, one clause read de modo que todo quede
igual 'so that everything'comes out even.' The word todo was covered up.
Five readers-read de modo que se quede igual 'so that. it comes out even,'
substituting the reflexive for the word todo. In dijo la senorita 'the young
woman said,' six readers read maestra 'teacher,' senora "woman,' or. mama
'mother,' retaining the meaning of the sentence. In the sentence Vamos a usar
estos bloques 'We're going to use these blocks,' the word bloques had been
covered. One 'reader predicted estos clavos 'these nails,' one substituted
tornillos !screws,' and one said pedazos 'pieces' for bloques. All made sense
in the context of the paragraph. In the clause para'hacer to rascacielos 'in
order to make your skyscraper',''rascacielos was the word' the readers were sup-
posed to predict, Five children substituted casa .'house,' one reader substi-
tuted escuela 'school,' and two children substituted trabajo, so that the
clause would read "in order to do your work." In the sentence Vamos a empezar
con una casa oequefia 'We'll begin with a small house,' peque1a 'small' was

_covered' Five readers used other adjectives, four predicting grande 'big' and
one bonita 'pretty.' And when un was covered up in un rascacielos 'a
skyscraper,' five readers substituted either una 'a' (in the feminine form) or
la 'the' .(in the feminine form). Since rascacielos is not a word commonly
used by rural Mexican American ,children, the confusion of genders is not asto-
nishing. ,

At the third grade reading level, interesting substitutions also occurred.
In the clause no habia lugar 'there was no room,' two substitutions for luqar
were predicted a total of five times.- Both asiento 'seat' and espacio 'space'
were substituted. Since the story deals with people seated for a circus per-
formance and the fact that the circus was full, both of these substitutions
make sense. One sentence in the passage read 1Que te pasa? le pregunt6 'What
is, wrong with you? he asked.' The word te 'you' (familial' form) was' covered.
Three readers read iQue le pasa?, 'substituting the more formal "you" for the
familiar. ,Three readers read que pasa, simply omitting the missing word, so
that the sentence read "What's wrong? he asked." Both make sense in Spanish,
le having the same meaning as te and que pasa being a common expression. One
child read que es lo que ,pasa, again conveying the same meaning ("What iSit
that's wrong"). In the phrase con una nariz muy grande zmuv roja 'with a big
red nose,' several words were predictedfor-the missing word con 'with.' One
subject read tenia.una.nariz 'He - had -a nose. -' -Seven readers read -Y una-nariz-
'and a nose,' and three read de una nariz 'of (or from) a nose.' All choices
made sense in the context of what. was being read. 'For raja 'red' the substi-
tutions made were three other adjectives, larga 'large,' bonita, and curiosa
'odd or strange.' In the sentence Hicieron una buena pareja 'They made a good
pair,' the words escena 'scene,' programa 'program,' and fila 'line' were
substituted for pareja. All of these substitutions made sense when using the
picture clues' available and when 'considering the context of what was being..
read. In the phrase con unos enormes zapatones 'with some enormous shoes,'
themord-los-was substituted seven times for unos, making the line read "with
enormous shoes" or "with his enormous shoes."

These acceptable substitutions suggest the same thing that the contextual
miscues do, i.e. that the readers are not limited to using graphophonic cues
And that they use both what they know about Spanish and their living exper-
iences to enable them to anticipate and to predict as they .read.
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CONCLUSIONS

Spanish is a language whose sound-letter correspondences are more regular than
they are in English. The children in this study evidenced considerable abil-
ity in using phoneme-grapheme correspondences in order to pronounce Spanish
words. Yet they also demonstrated that they were not bound by the print, that
they were able to use selected graphic cues andt6 construct meaningful
utterances by anticipating, by predicting, by making educated "guesses." Thus,'
this study suggests that even in phonically regular languages, the reading .=
process involves more, than simply looking at letters and transforming them
into sounds. The reading process is a creative one; and the reader uses
graphophonic cues but is not limited to them.

7



A Study of Oral Reading in Polish and
English: APsycholinguistic Perspective

lane A Romcrtowski
University of Michigon-beorbbrn

Second language learning does not present a new challenge to the American
.

classroom. The challenge has been there from the .beginning of public educa-
tion in this'country; but our current awareness of the non-native English
speaking child in the classroom has beenheightened through current legisla-
tion dealing'with multilingual/multiculttiral education. Today's immigrants
want to learn English quickly and efficiently;, they want to be "Americanized,"
but they, also want America to live up to its promise of valuing multiplicity
and diversity in its citizenry. In short/ they want to see their root culture
and. language respected and'cherished, and herein liet one of the challenges
for every 'American schOolteacher.

To put the situation into some perspective, some general background infor-
mation may be useful. In the last decade, over three million people emigrated
to the U.S. For the vast majority, who are predominantly young males and
females, English is a second language. As ;one would expect, many learn

. "survival English" quickly, since the need to communicate and to transactday-
to-day affairs serves as prime, motivation for learning the language. For' the
children of immigrants, the needs arise as they branch out to the neighbor-
hoods or 'begin to attend school. 'In school; the problem is sometimes com-

, pounded. In addition to learning English for basic communication, they are
faced with another pressing task-7dealing with English as a medium of instruc-
tion. As a consequence, learning to'read and write in English is a major goal
for immigrant. students.

It is not surprising to find that next to learning English, reading
instruction is the greatest source of frustration to the student as well as
the teacher.- Not many universities .or colleges prepare future teachers for.
working with non-English speaking Students, and even fewer demand courses--:AmF-
linguistics or language development to prepare the new teather for the reali:-
ties of today's classroom.--Understanding how language develops, how first and
second-language acquisition differs, and how reading is influenced, by this
development would certainly support teachers in their task. Unfortunately, a
great deal of misunderstanding occurs in these areas. Teaching the English
language and reading instruction are not always based on the best current
information. Further, poor achievement scores in reading lead some teachers
to unwarranted conclusions about the non-English speaking student's intellec-
tual .potential, precipitating additional problems:

Court cases document this quite well.. It would be safe to assume that
these are not isolated' cases restricted to students in the Southwest for whom
Spanish is a first language. In 1977 in the Detroit'PublicSchoOls alone, for
example, over 6,000 children were identified as non-native speakers of English
representing over 70 different native languages. Among the languages repre-
sented is Polish. In the metropolitan Detroit area there are geographic
pockets where Polith 'immigrants reside. The study detailed below was under-
:taken as an examination-of the oral reading behavior of Polish-American

21
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children enrolled in English medium schools in Detroit. The study itself was
based-on the Workof Kenneth Goodman (1968) , who describes'the reader as a
user of language who engages three cueing systems simultaneously during the
act of reading.. These cueing systems--the graphophonic, the syntactic, and
the semantic = -allow the reader to scan, to predict, to test, tom' .confirm, and
ultimately to reconstruct the message encoded in print. With other psycholin-
guists, Goodman believes that reading is an active, thinking process and at
its.best will resemble creative problem solving rather thana mechanical
decoding of a graphic array into its corresponding phonological representa--
tion.

. According to Goodman (1970b), the implications for learning to read a
second language based on an examination of psycholinguistic :universals might
be:

Learning to read a second language should be easier for someone already
'literate in another language, regardless of how :similar or dissimilar the
first. and:Second language are.

Reading will be as long as the student does not have, some
degree .of control over the grammatical system of-the second language.

Strong semantic input will aid the acquisition of: reading competence
where syntactic control is weak. This suggests _that the subject of reading
materials should be of high interest and should relate to the background of
'the learners (p. 110).

In organizing the study, which involved Polish-American children. reading
orally a Polish as well as an English story, several questions were of Oon-
cern.. Among these were: How much similarity/dissimilarity is there between
the two languages? Does this influence the reading of the stories? How do
the students 128e the three language cueing systems (graphophonic, syntactic,
semantic) in the reading of the stories? Is there a relationship between the
.use Qf the cueing systems and comprehension ?. What .influence does one language
.havok another' in reading .,ories?

T students who participated in the study were fifth graders enrolled in
schools where English was.the medium of instruction. All were native speakers
of Polish and had been in this country three years or less. Each student was
audio-taped reading and retelling one English- language story and one Polish-
language story. Stories-were-selected from readers used in reading instruc--
tion in American schools and schools in Poland.

An analysisof miscues (deviations. from print) was made to determine how
much meaning waspreserved or lost. Each miscue was analyzed for its graphic
and phonic similarity'to the word in print, for its correspondence to the
grammatical function of the word, and for its semantic closeness to the word.
A judgment was also made about whether, the ,other language influenced the
miscue. The retelling:for each story was scored, and a judgment made about

_hbw well each story was understood.
The Goodman Taxonomy,of Reading Miscues was used to analyze the readings.

This instrument allows a researcher to approach miscues not as random or
qualitatiiely equal deviations but as responses cued by the reader's awareness
of the language and how it operates in the act. of reading. It is derived from
the psycholinguistic theory which states that readers bring to bear upon
printed matter the entire set of life and language experiences at their
current disposal, their particular level -of cognitive development, and their
psychological disposition towards the topic. The scanning, the predicting,
the ultimate reconstruction of the message can only be accomplished within
this context.

In examining the languages it became clear that in writing and reading
Polish and English share an identical directionality, and a,similar, but not
identical, orthography. There is not, however, in allcases'a correspondence
in the phonic realization of the 1,1tters. For example, the phonic realization
for the, letter /i/ is markedly different between the 1.(nguarjes. In English,
the letter /i/ can be short /1/, long /i/, or r- influenced /ir/. The phoniC
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realization for /i/ in Polish, however, does not correspond to any of these.
Instead, it is identical in sound to the English long'/W. This marked dif-
ference was responsible for some of the miscues recorded. ,

,Further, Polish is an inflectional language and much responsibility for
meaning is carried by, the inflectional System. Word order, though important,
dOes not have the, same critical status as it does in English.. For example,
onea,:coald say. in Polish: .0

(1)a Mama upiekXa chleb.
b Chleb upiekXa mama.
c Mama chleb upiekXa.
d UpiekXa mama chleb.

.

and in eath case the same meaning could be communicated. This is not the case
in English. Translations in English for the four sentences just given would
be.:

(2)a Mother balked: bread.
b *Bread baked mother.
c *Mother bread baked.
d *Baked mother bread.

,

Clearly, there is more flexibility in word order in Pollsmon to find new English -language,users still quite tied
model, generating utterances such as, "What for yOu goin
thiS. word ordering_ would be quite appropriate (asI-thin
other inflectional languages)._

The sound/symbol correspondence- in-Polish is extreme
compared to English and allows readers to play the "soup
handily'. For example:

English

egg
cake,
eat
merge
envelope

sh. It is not uncom-
to the translation
g there?" In
k _..may-be-aa-rosS

ly consistent when
ding out", game quite

Polish
/e/

egzamin
nagle
elegia
nerka
eleganckie

In English, the phonic realization of /e/ is decidedly different in each
instance. In Polish, however; the reader Can depend on the same phonic reali-
zation for regardless of'its placement in the word. A complication of
Polish not as evident in English is the highly multisyllabic nature of the
language which_ can, through a series of prefixes and suffixes, change the
tone, or the aspect, of a particular root word.

Such information about the differences in languages -helps us ta understand
the results of the study. As a group, 39.8% of the miscues generated in the
English story and:55.9% in the Polish story were of high graphic similarlty;
that is, the miscue resembled very closely the actual word in print.
Similarly, 20.9% of the miscues in the English story, bdt only 11.5% in the
Polish story, were of low graphic similarity. The high sound/symbol rela-
tionship in Polish and the group's apparent awareness of this linguistic
feature was evident and.influenced the reading.

The most consistent phonemic deviation from the English text occurred in
. th

the handling of the English th sound, voiced and unvoiced.. It was interesting
to note, as the chart on page 24 indicateS, that the rules 'for voicing were
acquired and were used differentially, although the full phonological inter-
pretation-in English could not be given.'
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.
.

TREATMENT Or th SOUNDS IN THE ENGLISH TEXT

.

Voiced th Observed
Response

.

Unvoiced th
Word in Text

.

.

observed
Response, Word in Text

bothers
brother
mother
there
leather
'together

bodders
brodder
modder
dere
leadder
togedder

,

think
three
throat

.

Thursday
things
threw

tink
tree
troat
Tursday
tings
trees
__.----------

This is evidence of a student's language-lear *ng-th-a-t- is generally ignored or
not acknowledged by teaChers:- The concentration seems to be on the full pho-
nological realization of the-th sound rather than on the developmental steps
representinprogress towards the goal. The distortion of meaning from such

cuesTigenerally was negligible.
_-----7- Very few miscues generated, in either story created major syntactic

changes. When analyzed for semantic change, the same held'true. The knowl-
edge students had of each language and its syntax pdlled them towards pre-.
serving that syntax as much as they could. In the English story, for xxamole,
such miscues as the following occurred:,

In print: That is--I mean I think just about everybody_likes babies.

Student: Thatis I -mean Itf-iink just about everybody like babies.
A

In print: I still thought we should tell Mr. Barnaby, but he was rushing
around giving orders to lighting crews...

Student: I still thought we should tell" Mr. Barnaby, but he was rushing

around giving order to lighting crew...
A A

Though each of the miscues above represents a different deep structure, the
surface level change did not produce an inordinate amount of meaning
distortion. The miscues do reflect the subject's lack of mastery of the
inflectional system of English, which is quite -understandable considering the
length of residence In the U.S.

Probably the most common deViation from sprint in English is represented by
the following examples:

In print

Student:

In print

Student:

: Be at the station} with, that fine baby a week-from Saturday...

Be at the station with that fine baby a week from Saturday...

In e little while he was asleep.

In a little while he was asleep.

Indefinite and definite articles are not required in Polish syntax. These
omissions in English do not represent any deep structure' change, bdt, rather,
the operation'of an alternate-rule in producing such sentences. Such

_omissions did not disrupt the meaning.
Interestingly, the miscues in Polish which led to unacceptability either
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in syntax or in semantics, or in both, were, more often than not, a-rest:fit of
the 'complex, highly inflectional, multisyllabic features of-the language
itself. In the following example,

In print: ... i pokXoni sib z czapczyskiem w rece.
'...Landte-towed before him with his capin his hands.'

Studen-E: i pokXoniX mu_ sic z $czapniskiem w rece.
'... and he bowed before him with his [non -word but correct inflec-
tional ending] in his hands.'

the student produced a syntactically intact miscue (note the inflection). The
dpllar sign,indicates the miscue was a not and, so, unacceptable seman-
tically. An added confusion for the reader in this instance is that the word
in print represents A diminutive form of the more basic- word, czapka. By
contrast, the follnwing miscue preserves the base word but changes the inflec-
tional ending:

In print: StaneXo zag na tym przed rozpoczecium gry...
'And so it happened that before the beginning of play...'

Student: StaneXo zag na tym przed rOzpoczfciuM gry...
'And so it happened that before the beginning ,[inappropriate
inflectional ending in Polish but same root 'word] of play...'

The point that miscue analysis allows one to make here is that a surface level
shift,' even when it reflects a different deep structure, does not always lead
to great losses' of comprehension. Indeed, in this instance, one could safely
assume that no meaning was Loit.

The Polish story caused readers to' be more vulnerable to losing or
garbling the deep structure. Several factors contributed to this. Among
these were the highly multisyllabic nature of the language, the, regional
language in the story, and the extraordinarily long sentences, some with as
many as 39 words. It would be quite easy to plead that with this particular
story, the miscues were more a reaction to the author's writing style than a
comment on the reader's ability to process the language. These factors need
to be accounted for in stories in any language, of course.

One of the most significant results of this study was that it reinforced
so thoroughly and unequivocally the principles of psycholinguistic theory.
The Polish story selected for the study represented langimge used in the

- southwestern mining areas of Poland. The story 'contained regional words as
well as inflections specific to that region. The students reading the story
were mainly fromthe more cosmopolitan areas of Poland. Nowhere was it
clearer than in the reading of that Polish-story that when the content.of
printed matter falls out of the range of a reader's experience and when,
further,. the language in which the .message is encoded represent8 a language
that smacks both of archaic usage and of usage restricted to a particular

.

geographic region, the ability of the reader to sample, to predict, to con77..._
firm, and to comprehend will be hampered. Psycholinguists.have-postulated,
and reading miscue research has proven,that-the-cioSer'the experience and
langUage of.the reader are.to-that of the, author, the-more reading for meaning---
will be_facilitated.

Another dramatic example of what happens to a reader who is convinced-that
reading consists simply of mechanical decoding or of striving for the most
accurate oral rendition. of what appears in print occurred with one subject in
the study. In the reading ofsthe Polish story, the student who generated the
fewest miscues and had the fewest miscues per hundred words (MPHW) also had
the lowest retelling score. This is a clear example of what Wardhaugh (1969)

3
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a
refers to as "barking at print." By contrast, for the same story, the student
who generated the largest total number of miscues and the highest__ rate of
MPHW had the highest retelling score. Clearly, the ability to,read for
mening consists of more than the accurate produCtion of sounds for each
printed symbol.
/ .Learning a new language,is bound by developmental principles which are
*milar but not identical to learning a first Language. Whatever the develop.-sil

ental stage, it will have an effect on the oral reading performance. As with
first language Acquisition,' productive control will follow receptive control,
and rifuch exposure to the oral. language through listening and many oppor-
tunities to speak the::lapgUage must precede instruction in "reading and
writing. In Addition, teachers:need to assess oral reading using information

,. .

garnered by psycholinguists about how language is acquired and hour) these prin-
ciples'become evident in the reading task.-

Research in miscue analysis continues to ,cortfirm the view that the reading-
`N.process is complex. IndiViduals utilize all thxee-systems of language
(graphophonic, syntactic, semantic) as well as their life and language
experiences in each reading act. Readers continuously hypothesize about the
structures, the words, the meanings they expect to find in a graphic array.
The more predictable the printed matter is, the easier it. will be for the
reader to 'process print, to arrive at meaning, and to experience the psycholo-
gically uplifting feeling of being'A competent language user.. --



Reading: A Universal Process
A Study of-Yiddish-English Bilingual Readers

Phyllis Hodes
Mercy College of Detroit

For the'psycholinguist concerned with t he study of how people aco re and use
language, certain truths seem self? - evident :. that-the speaking, leading,' and'
writing 'processes interrelate language and human thought, that the functiona.
of language is primarily to transfer meaning,from one person to another, and

4.

that there are universal features- in the acquisition of human language skills.
Kenneth Goodman's statement that "the essential characteristics of the reading
process, are universal (1g70b:144)" has stimulated investigations which have
Att4iilptA to test this Observation with readers from different languages. The
particular study underdiscussion here examined oral reading performances in
two languages of persons who were orally learning to read simultaneously in
-theselanguages. The study was undertaken to investigate the- theory that
there is basically a single process involved in .riaking sense.of the written
word--a process relatively immune to language shape or structure.

Specifically, questions about how-the reading process in a bilingual child
--differed or resembled the process `in a monolingual child were considered. Can
.the rocess that works, for one language be transferred to another language?
Whe children become functionally equipped in their first language, will there
'be terferenca When they attempt to learn to deal with a new set of decOding..
and encoding rules? Do features of the reading process7=.-sampling, predicting,
to ing, confirming -- appear in all languages?. Do cue systems--graphophonic,
sy tactic, -semanticoperate in. all languages? What is the role of the
ch ldrens,culture and experiences, i.e. dothey bring these elements with
th m to the task- of making sense out of print?

Such underlying questioAs.prompted this study of- Yiddish- speaking
C1 assidic children studyingEnglish as a second language.. Not only did these
children understand, speak, andread in two languages, but their earliest.
e perience with print was with thelHebrew language - -a third language which
t ey neither spoke nor comprehended completely.

The Chassidim, a relatively'snall population in the U.S., are. an-ultra-
ligious Jewish sect whose mothei tongue.is Yiddish, Their children are pro-

h bited from attending secular schools, attending, instead, their own cheders,
ere they are inculcated with Chassidic religious values. Yiddish is the

anguage of instruction in these schools, yet -Hebrew,' as indicated, is the
irstwritten language taught t4 the youngsters. The Hebrew - alphabet and pro-'
unciation,.as it- happens, are used in Yiddish and will later become .,the

medium of writing in Xiddish.J,- Tradition requires that Chassidic children
.recite their prayers and Torah (Genesis through Deuteronomy in the.Old
;Testament) as soon as possible in. the "Holy Language," which is Hebrew. The
efficacy of the recitation depends primarily on coFrect pronunciation, not on
understanding. The children essentially neither speak nor understand Hebrew
since the "Holy Tongue" isconsidered too holy for profane use and therefore
is forbidden for everyday communication., Only much later mill the male child
be expected to make sense of the chanted Hebrew prayers which he, will recite,
accompanied by rhythmic swaying of the body. So for these children, the first
forMai experience-with print is mystical and religious, and comprehended only
in a limited way.

27
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. Having mastered this skill of prayer recitation, the children are ready'. .

for the rest of the curriculum which means. reading, writing, and speaking in
Yiddish--their first language of communication. Yiddish,a language spoken by
Jewish people for about a thousand years, originated in ghettos along the
Rhine and Danube-rivers where Jewish refugees fled to escape religious
persecution. While evolving from a variety of dialects of_German, it became;
by the 06th century, a language independent froth German,. though continually
influenced by, it. Slavic influence on the language, also has been important,
especially infocabulary. Additionally, Hebrew influences are evident, and,
in fact, Yiddish is written in the Hebrew alphabet. Yiddish is read and writ-

'.ten from right to left. The' letters are unlike, those in the .Roman alphabet,
althoUgh, in fact, the word' alphabet derives from "aleph," the name of the
first Hebrew letter, and from "beth;' the name of the second Hebrew letter.
Just as in English print, the words in -Yiddish, print use disconnected letters.
In handwritten Yiddish words the letters are also disconnected.. This further

1 emphasizes letter-sound oorresponde%ce. BookS and newspapers begin at the
last page, from the English point view. There are no capital letters,
although some letters take a special form when they terminate- .0 word. The
Hebrew alphabet brings.to Yiddish a number of sounds which., haye no parallel in
English; for example, kh or ch as in the German nacht or the Yiddish final
sound D+S which becomes TS while. it becomes.DZ in English. In the following
illustration of the Hebrew alphabet, we see the symbol for the printed letter
just above the symbol for the same letter in script.

M

zit Ne wl 1:

. g p f c)
NOTE: The dots show where to start the stroke in the handwritten letters.

2

Like its German grammatical model, there are more inflections in Yiddish.
Relfexive verbs, less use of function words, anclmor4 complicated syntactic
structures than In English are common. .

This study was devoted to the observable'process ,c1f.oral reading of six
bilingual subjects ranging in age,from seven to eight {Hodes, 1976). The
children were native Americans enrolled in private Chassidic schpols.. Yiddish
was spoken in their homes and by their teachers except during four half-days
of each week which were devoted to English instruction: Although all six sub-
jects. were in the primary grades, they had had different amounts of formal
English instruction, but for all of them their earliest instruction began at
age five with the Hebrew alphabet and'e,the chanting of Hebrew sounds chorally
or individually.

The study had two major formal features. First, young bilingual readers
were presented with two languages using 'opposite directionality. Second, the
analysis of reading performance was based on the Goodman-Burke (1972) Reading
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. .

Miscue Inventory (RMI),-which'has aNfascriptive ps ycholinguistic.prientation.
The RMI was used as the instrument for analysis. Comprehension or Retelling
gui alines developed in' advance of each story served to minimize bias in
de ermining Retelling scores. The categories of the RMI .did not require
s _nificant adjustments or accommodations to the peculiar features of the
14ddish language. Miscues were transliterated from Yiddish to English to make-

-them accessible to the general reader.
The six subjects read storiesfrom a group of basal reading texts, in

and from a non-overlapping set of selected books in Yiddish. Upon
completion.ofthe oral reading tasks, subjects retold the stories in their own -
words. When the children. were asked in advance which language they would

' prefer for their first Oral reading selection, they invariably answered
"Yiddish." They read the Yiddish story more rapidly than they.did the English
story,,,. and they seemed able tro ndle more VcOmplex material in Yiddish than in

-

The data. were tape recorded and-aRalyzed using two perspectives. A com-
puter program designed for RMI statistical analysis yielded individual data.
sheets for the subjects In each language. This program organized scores fort
miscue percentages in each "category of ErEre Another .computer program was
used to dooavregression analysis on the perforafance of the' group. This
program yielded means-, standard deviations'y-and rogression information.

Probably the most %Important finding of the study was.- thatcphe scoring" of -

Yiddish-English,readers by use of thd Rgi coding sheet gave high correlation
for a foreign language. Th is Inventory, rboted in the Goodman Taxonomy, can
easily be used by a classroom teacher. It, can "proVide-a readLng profile of a,'
child 'which shows the ,child's use of the cue sub-systems-andhow efficieusttly
the child makes sense.of _print. The'miscuecoodidg sheet shows the child's use
of gi'aphophonic-and syntactic Strategy clues, how.much.xieaning has been
disrupted by miscues, and how certain miscues affect comprehension. It inclu-
des in its analysis the child's, correction - -and avercorreation--strategies.

Another'Einding consistent with psycholinguistic theory was that'n6 Signi-
ficant-Influence on .reading efficiency was found to be associated with alpha-
betic or directional switch. In only one instance did'a subject turn a page
in an inappropriate-direction, but he corrected himself immediately. Once the
reading had begun, no subjActeltbr hesitated over the reading direction in .-

either Language. In each case the children were handed the book as though
they were English reading books'. 'Once they saw Yiddish texts, they merely
flipped them oven and began to read. This finding supports K. Go8dman's
notions (1970b) that the directionality of the graphic sequence is Of Aittle
'importance in the basic reading process, and that "readers are able to -deal
with a great deal of Irregulariek and variability in orthographies.

The following chart represents a set of typical" miscues from which we
could observe some details thatsupport the thesis of a-universal procdssing
of print. The second column represents the transliterated oral responses,

is the way the subject pronounced the word. (Dollar signs preceding a
supposed word indicate that it is actually a non-word.) The third column
represents the word (translation follows) as it appeared inthe text.

Miscue Number

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

7.
R.

Reader's Oral Response (OR) Expected Response (ER)--Text

$ Forelung Forshtelung 'presentation'
Di' 'the' Der 'the' _ "__

$ Fardict Fonteydict 'defended'
GerbraCht-'brought' Gefirt 'led'

$ Udergafen Uder gefangen 'or captured'
Fun 'than /of' Vi 'than'

$ Geratmit Geratevet 'rescued'
Ir 'to her In 'in'
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Miscue Number Reader's Oral Response (OR) Expected Response (ER)--Text

9. Oif 'on' In 'in"'

$ Boyit Baruikt 'pacified'
11. Shoin 'already' Balt 'soon'
12. Areyn 'into' Arena 'arena'

Both Yiddish and English miscues showed a strong pull toward accurate pro -
nunciation of the beginning and the end of multisyllabic words. In general,
for all miscues the reliance on graphophonic similarities far outweighed the
ise of y other strategy, perhaps reflecting the phonic "overkill" of early
trainin on exact 'decoding. Miscue (2), which represents an article inflected
for gen er or number, was frequently corrected, illustrating the phenomenon of
overcorrection. Miscue (6) was also a typical miscue and was frequently over-
corrected. Miscue(9) may be simply an idiomatic expression. Only scholarly
Yiddish spegkers do not interchange these words, and it is possible that
seven-year-olds were notyst aware of that subtle aspect of the language.

Miscue (4)-exeffiplifies :a. miscue that retains meaning. In the story, the
soldier. "Was -led'!; the child said the soldier '"was brcught," which scarcely
altered the mea,ning.: Miscue (8) reflected Yiddish syntax Children almost
automatically used ir follawing an auxiliary verb, ba4i7Ist-of the readers
returned and corrected this reading. This miscue did disrupt meaning and
caused the readers discomfort. Miscue (11) showed prediction Capability.
Miscue (12) made sense graphophonically and semantically. Not a single child
used the word arena in the retelling of the story, yet each of them understood
that the gladiator did face the- lion in a ring or circus. Arena may not be in
-the living vocabulary of a Chassidic .child living in BrOoklyn, but the word
areyn (meaning into) did make sense to them.

.
As in most other miscue studies, dialect miscues on a 'phonological level

caused little disruption in terms of meaning. Yiddish vocabulary includes
Hebrew words, and .in Hebrew the custom is to not explicitly indicate vowels in
the spelling of words. For instance, one of the main words in one story was

.

David speIledDVD (3131. The pronunciation varied fromreaderto reader, but
the sense did not.

In the pilot study a storytfrom'a non - standard Yiddish reader, using
'Galician spelling; was presen4d to a Luboitcher child (using
dialect). In the stdry'the main characters were a boy kid his little dog.
Standard Yiddish .(Lithuanian dialect) for dog is spelled and pronounced
"hoont," but the Spelling-nd pronunciation in Galician dialect is "hint."
The child decoded "hint" exactly, each time the word appeared.' But When he
retold the story he referred to "hant," Which. means hand. r"Hant" came closer
tot"hint;" and he Attempted to make sense out of a little-boy who played with

'-his little hand. E4ren though he had to strain the context when he said the
boy fed his little hand, when asked how the ,little boy"did,this,7.the child put
his own hand into his mouth as if to'illustrate that the boy, fed himself with
his little hand. The idea made, sense to him, just as removing the blindfold
from a doll might have made sense to five-year-olds viho were instructed to
"make the doll easy to see". in the well-known language acquisition studies
conducted by Carol Chomsky (1969). .

Another finding that_suppOrts previous miscue research is that a high
score in reading accuracy is not a prerequisite to efficient reading. The
child who had the lowest retelling score, the least proficient of the readers
in Yiddish (as well as in English), made the fewest miscues in Yiddish and was
most word-bound in her English reading. She-was a-trained decoder. The most
proficient rcader,-again in, both languages, had a high percentage of orris -
sions. He did not stop to correct; he was too'busy getting the -meaning..

In general, the. findings suggest that the "chanting" technique and early
instructional emphasis on the mechanical nature of, sounds as related to print
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had no beneficial influeribe on the way these readers attempted to get at
meaning. In general, there were relatively .few corrections, but the oral per=
forMance did not always give an accurate picture of the degree of understand-
ing as evidenced from the retellings. This finding may suggest that bilingual
readers, when they hear themselves reading in a second language, cannot always
produce an answer to the .question, "Is this making sense," so they do not
correct. Nor do they necessarily know how to correct. In the case of
Chassidic children, another factor should be considered--the rhythmical flow
of language. When "reading" occurred, there had to be a steady rhythmical
quality. Interruptions, regressions, and corrections all interfered with the
chanting of oral recitation as they had, learned it.

Another jmportant implication that was evidenced in the retelling involved
the significance of-cultural factors. Comprehension depends partially on the
previous experiences a child brings to the printed page. One of the Yiddish
stories was called "Lincoln and the Jewish Soldier." -The story was quite
lengthy (five pages of non-illustrated text). The subjects,read through hpi-
sodes on the Civil war, including a battle involving the dehth of a northern
Jewish soldier whose. bravery on the f'-31d was commemorated by a monument. In
response to the questions, "Did you like the story," and "Why," the answers
were always "Yes" and "Because the soldier was Jewish." In the retelling all
of the readers mentioned the dediction of a commemorative monument. When .

asked, "Why was the monument erected for the Jewish soldier," invariably the
readers returned to an early incident in the story when the Jewish soldier
went AWOL to see his dying mother and to receive her deathbed blessings. The
Answer was "Because he was good and went to see'his dying mother for her
blessing." Who was Lincoln?- what of the battle? No contextual clues. But a
son's duty to his -mother made sense to these children.

This study, then, focused on describing children's reading strategies.
The evidence presented supports the psycholinguistic view of the reading pro--
cess in a language other than English.



First Language Illiteracy Second
Language Reading: A Case Study
Frances Trix Haddad
Dearborn Public -Schools

INTRODUCTION

There. is no stigma attached to being illiterate in a_society where no one else
can read. There is some involved inconvenience in being illiterate in a
society where only governmeht officials can read. But there is embarrassment
and terror in being illiterate in a society where everyone else reads and
where, at any time, those in authority may demand that'you read.

The elementary classroom in American public schools'has the tendency to
become a world of its own. It is in this environment that many children are
first exposed to extended reading, that non-English speakers are exposed to
English reading, and that some children recognize that they cannot read. I
emphasize the somewhat foreboding and certainly separate world of the school
because this is often the social setting for formal reading,. Reading,. like
any other language form, is entwined with and meaningful in a social context.
Ideally, that contextInvolves readers and their :experiences, as' well as the
author and his design. Sometimes an interested obserVer is also present. But
too often an interfering, teacher, and a critical audience, are up front.
These realities are the ones that make understandable the performance of the
main subjects of this study.

The purpose of the study I will describe was to examine in depth the
reading strategies in a second language of two 12-year-oIds who are illiterate
in their first language. These strategies are compared with those of a sub-
ject of similar background who is literate in her first language, as well as
with strategies of subjects .who are native speakers of English. The main
questions are (1) what are 'the second language reading strategies of the first
language illiterate students and (2) how are they different from 'those of
other second language and first language readers?.

Most studi6S that address themselves to reading in second language learn-
ers are those where reading scores of groups of students who were taught to
'read first in their native language and then in the second language are con17.
pared with reading scores of students taught to read only in their second
language. These studies tell little about differences in reading strategies,.
and as such are more useful to program planners than to teachers._ faced with '
particular situations of second language readers or to researchers. In
contrast, this study concentrates on reading strategies of individual first
language illiterate students.

Literacy has different meaning for different ages and situations, and
there is no clear cut line between it and Illiteracy. For this study I used-
an extreme definition of illiteracy: none of the first language illiterate
students could recognize their own names when written in their first language.
In this way I eliminated a possible influence of earlier literacy that might
be fount in first language illiterate students Who had once read their lan-
guage but who then, from disuse, had forgotten how to do so.

The research tool used in the study is miscue analysis,.which allows a
researcher to categorize, quantify, and correlate deviations in oral reading
from text items. The procedure involves having a student read aloud to a
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researcher who, without interrupting, records the reading on tape. When the
oral reading is concluded, students are asked to tell all they remembered
about the story. Thp researcher may then ask questions based only on the
students' .retelling. The researcher then codes the deviations from the text
according to a taxonomy developed by K. Goodman. This, procedure.'and analysis
method constitute one of the few reading research tools with sufficient
linguistic sophistidation to allow comparison between reading, strategies and
features of second language acquisition.

Background information on the research situation is important for under-
standing the study results, as well as for cautioning against false analogies..
The students in this study cameto English speaking schools after second
grade. They. were Arabic speaking immigrant children from towns in south
Lebanon who had moved with their families to a working class suburb of Detroit.
Their fathers worked in factories and small Stores and were literate but not
highly educated in Arabic. Their mothers had much less formal education and
stayed at-home. They had all come to Michigan within the last five years.

Sabah and Husein, the students- illiterate in Arabic, had been in the U.S.
four and five years respectively at the time of the study. They spoke
accentless, although not totally standard, English. The reasons for the stu-
dents not learning to read in Arabic were family movement for the and a
heart problem for thegirl. School attendance in Lebanon is widespread, but
not mandatory. The students' families had kept them at home or moving.
Fadwa, an 11-year-old student literate in Arabic, had been in this country
barely a year at the time of the study. She came from the same town and
socioeconomic background as the other two. Her progress the first year in
American schools was somewhat below average for second language learners. In
Lebanon,':sfle had attended school for four years and could read, in Arabic,
selections of greater complexity than the English reading selectiont of this
research. She was Much less fluent in English than the others. (On the
Michigan Test of Oral English, Sabah and Husein scored 210 and 214 respectively,
out of a possible 217 points. Fadwa scored 162. The difference was mostly
due to syntactic errors made by the more recently arrived student.) This dif--
Terence in oral English was purposeful. I chose it to undercut the allegation
that acquisition of reading by second language learners depends principally on
their acquisition of the'spoken form of the language.

In another sense I did not choose the discrepancy in oral English between
the first language illiterate and the first language literate Students, and
this is where the Motivation for the research comes from. It took the first
language illiterate students four to five years in American schools before
they could read some of the simplest stories. Neither of these students are
dull. Thus, another research question arises: is there anything in their
reading that can explain this delay?

The reading selections used in this study were partly determined by the
first language illiterate students. According to miscue procedure, the
reading selections' should be new to the students, they should be of sufficient
difficulty to generate a moderate number of miscues, they' should be of suf-
ficient length to insure availability of syntactic and semantic context (about
500 words minimum), and they should be a semantically complete unit. Of the
three selections used, The Three Little Pigs was not new to the first language
illiterate students. Both it and the Sad Onion had pictures on each page.
These were not ideal for miscue analysis', then, but Hus,"n refused to attempt
the stories without pictures., and the one familiar stor ept him going.
(Such modification, while undesirable, was necessary to ar!coulmodate the
subjects. Two other first language illiterate students %. 7e unable to
complete even these simple stories.) :Together the first two selections were
over 500 words. The third selection, The Magic Pot, was new to all the
students. It was chosen by Sabah, was over 500 words, and its pictures were
few and unclear. Thus, it fits miscue standards better.

4
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A final note on my qualifications as researcher may help. I have taught
school in south Lebanon where the children come from, and I speak Arabic.
When I taped the readings, I had been working for two years in the elementary
school near Detroit which Sabah, Husein, and Fadwa attended, and I knew them
well.

DATA AND CORRELATIONS

In analyzing the second language reading strategies of the first language
illiterate students, I will look, first at their major strategies and compare
these with the data of the first language literate student as well as with
data of native English speakers' reading. Then I will consider the second
language oral strengths of the first language illiterate students, and if and
how these are expressed in their reading. Finally, I will examine an unusual
sample of a first language illiterate student's reading, and.see how this
relates to the more common samples as well as to data of first language
readers.

In the passages of students' reading which are included to illustrate
various points, the usual miscue notation system is used.* The dialect of
second language learners is "interlanguage" (well Sefined in, the research of
Selinker) or overgeneralized syntactic forms showing a particular stage of
development in acquisition of English. Dialect miscues are noted, but not
counted in the general statistics as they reflect the spoken language of the
reader more than reading strategy. An example of this would be:

boy say
The boys said, "Hello."

The null form for the plural and the ,simple present_form-for -th-the tense
.situatiOn are common syntactic.features--of English interlanguage produced by
second language learners from various language backgrounds. Phonological
deviations occasioned by the influence of the first language (for example, a
native Arabic speaker pronouncing the English word pot as boot because of
phonological interference from the first language) are not counted as miscues
for the same reason that the interlanguage syntactic variations aren't. As
mentioned earlier, miscue analysis allows for the separation of oral language
learning data from reading process data. This is essential for research in
reading strategies of second language learners.

Major Strategies of First Language Illiterate Readers

The following'annotated passages are samples from the oral reading of Sabah
and Fadwa. They are contrasted to emphasize the differences in reading
strategies.

*A circle around part of the text means the student omitted it. A word or
words above part of the text indicates that the student substituted that for
the text beneath. A partial or full word substitution, with a dash after it,
means that the student did not complete the word and hesitated (not coded as a
miscue). A word written above the text with a $ in front of it signifies a
non-word substitution by the reader. The symbol qD stands for "corrected"
and means that the student miscued but then corrected to the text. A a
stands for "uncorrected" and means that the student miscued and did not
correct. RS stands for "running start"--aparticular word was repeated (not
coded). And g stands for dialect.

6



(Once upon a time)

First.Language Illiteracy - Second Language Reading

Sabah . Fadwa

The father came to see what
is

noise was all about.

with tear3.0.

down his (cheeky. And he

His eyes

to cry...

35-

The father came to see what the noise

. S
was all about. His eyes

Fk.
filled with

deers RS de-
tears. The tears rolled down his

. fa.
.g '---vbegin

cheek (:) . And he began to cry...

As would be expected, Fadwa, who had been speaking English for less than a
year, had more dialect miscues. The percentages of total miscues which can be
attributed to dialect are: 'Sabah=7%; Husein =6 %; Fadwa=27%.

What shows up most clearly in these passages is that omission was a major
strategy of Sabah. This is confirmed by the data of the first story., where
57% of all her miscues were anissions, and in the second story, where 64%.of
her miscues were anissions. Not all these omissions resulted -in disruptions
of meaning as they.did.in the above passage. For example,

there was a big Cround onion

leaves an acceptable sentence. However, most of Sabah's omission
both stories) did result in semanticallyunacceptable sentences. Of these
omissions, none, in the_first-stdry, and only 13% of them in the second story,
were- corrected.

In contrast, Fadwa's miscues included only 6% omissions. All these
omissions resulted in'semantically unacceptable sentences, but they were also
all self-corrected. Omission, then, was only a minor strategy for Fadwa.- Her
main strategy was the substitution of non-words. Of her total miscues, 47%
were non-words. It is important to note,that'many of her non-words maintained
English syntax. For example,

$slaked
The cook sliced it.

Neither Sabah nor Husein ever produced non-words in their reading. The
difference in familiarity with English words might explain why Fadwa, but not
Sabah or Husein, produced non-words when reading. However, it is also
interesting to look at.the production of non-words by native.speakers of
English in their reading.

The following table summarizes percentages of miscues which were non-words
or omissions for the students in this study along with data from a miscue
study of native speakers of English (K. Goodman and Burke, 1973:54).

Sabah Husein Fadwa Detroit 4th grade

(1st language illiterate) (1st language literate) (native English)

non-words -0- -0- 47% 13%
omissions 60% 18%: 6% 16% (low prof)

In a miscue study of native English-speaking second, fourth, sixth, eighth,
and tenth graders' in Detroit city public schools, all the groups produced non.7
words in their reading. In the.upper grades the percent of miscues that were
non -words increased with story difficulty to 38.5% for a low proficiency tenth
grade group reading a difficult. selection. But of total miscues, the mean
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percent of non-word miscues was 13%.for fourth graders and 12% for sixth gra-
ders (K. Goodman and Eurke, T973:84). These percentages were much lower than
Fadwa's 47% non-word miscues. Still, it is clear that production of 'non-words
is not a strategyreserved for first language literate second language
readers.

The data of the native English reaclers further relate' percentages of
miscues that are non-words and omissions among low- proficiency readers. The
following table shows that "low proficiency second 'graders, and to a lesser
extent low fourth graders, show a strong tendency to omit rather than generate
non-words" (K. Goodman and Burke, 1973:54).

Percentage of Omission and Non-word Miscues by Low Readers

.

grade 2 4 6 8 10
omission 20.5 16.5 10.6 10.7 6.4
non-words 2.4 4.3 8.4 9.8 16.8

"Compared to average and high readers, there is a tendency for lower grade low
proficiency groups to omit rather than produce non-words, so the groups have
low percents of non-words. Among low groups, each grade has a successively
higher rate of non-words" (K. Goodman and Burke, 1973:85). Thus, Sabah's
reading strategy of omitting words and never producing non -words was similar
to that of low proficiency second grade American born readers.

The other first language illiterate reader, Husein, omitted for -18% of his
.Jmiscues (between the low second and fourth grade- emission percentages), and he
also never produced non-words. Yet omission did not, stand out as his major
strategy, which was substitution of real words, half of which retain the
syntax, less than a quarter ofwhich retain meaning.

goat ® lunch
wants go uc °little him

...A little pig will make a ood lunch for me, he ,said.

At times it appeared that Husein was calling out words that had only the first
letter in common with the text. In fact, 49% of Husein's miscues had only one
graphic feature in common with the text--the first letter. Of these piscues,,
69% were syntactically unacceptable, and 85% were semantically unacceptable.

On a proximity rating of 0 to 9, with 9 being an allolog, Husein's graphic
proximity rate was 3.9. Sabah's proximity score was 3.7. Fadwa's proximity
rating was 6.6, made up mostly of non-words that were graphically close to the
text.

According to the Detroit miscue study of first language readers, fourth
graders averaged 5.4 on graphic proximity, and sixth graders averaged 5.6.
All grade levels' graphic proximity ranges were within 4.5 to 6.2 except for
one group. .This exceptional group was the lower proficiency second graders,
whose mean was 3.6 (K. Goodman and Burke, 1973:52).

To summarize the first section of data, Sabah's main reading strategy was
the omission of parts-of the text, Husein's was the substitution of words with
only the first letter in common, and was the substitution of
non-words. Compared to native English speakers' reading, the strategies of
Sabah and Husein showed the greatest similarity to strategies of low profi-
ciency second graders.

Oral Second Language. Strengths and Reading Strategies

The objective of study in this article is the effect of first language illi-
teracy on second language reading. However, the first Language illiterate
subjects here did have strengths in understanding and speaking the second

u..
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language. In this second part of data presentation and, analysis, I will look
at the strengths the first language illiterate students had in their second
language and how these were expressed in'theirreading.

As mentioned previously, Sabah and HuSein had been in the U.S. for over
four years and speak accentless English. °In fact, substitute teachers were
often not aware that they were foreign born. Fadwa, who had only been exposed
to English for a year, could communicate on general topics, but her English
was clearly the English of a_ second language learner who' made the usual,, syn-
tactic overgeneralizations (Dulay and-Burt, 1974) (null form for plural,.lack
of past tense marker, confusion with articles; limited Arocabulary)-, and had

. clear phonological interference from Arabic. 'Sabah's and Husein's strengths
in. English, then, were. their 'refined command of English phonology, syntax, and-
semantics. Fadwa had much less control over appropriate forms of .English syn-
tax and much less breadth in English semantics. 0 .

'Ago of the main categories for analyzing miscues are the syntactic and
semantic acceptability of the miscues. Syntactic acceptability refers to
English organization of grammatical function. Thus, the example,

fly deers
Her eyes'filled with tears

is syntactically acceptable. By the nature of language, semantic accep-
tability implies syntactic acceptability, but as with the above example, the
syntactically acceptable miscues are not necessarily semantically acceptable.
Therefore, I will look first at syntactic acceptability.

The following table summarizes the data on miscues for syntactic
acceptability. I include the comparison scores for second grade native -.

speakers ofEnglish both because thereading selections are similar to this
level and for general comparison purposes (K. Goodman and Burke; 1973:49).
The native English fourth and sixth' graders are about the same age as the
second ldnguage students in the,, study.

Sabah

Percentage of Syntactically Acceptable Miscues

Husein Fadwa 2nd grade 4th grade 6th grade

(low-average-high proficiency)

32 47 .82 44-64-59 47-254-69 42-77-66

.Sabah's relatively low score was partly the result of her numerous
omissions, most of which resulted in syntactically unacceptable structures.
Husein's score was higher, partly because his substitutions, wild though they
may have seemed, were often noun for noun and therefore syntactically
acceptable. What was unusual among the second language readers was Fadwa's
high score. This was largely the result of her frequent non-word, though syn-
tactically acceptable, miscuing. 'What is clear from these figures is that
SabLh and Husein, who controlled English syntax better than Fadwa when
speaking, did not make use of this control to an even average extent when
reading. Instead, it was Fadwa who retained syntax to a high degree in
reading. This needs to be qualified, for, as mentioned before, syntax in
miscue study is not a precise or number specific system, but rather a general
order of parts of speech. Fadwa, seemed to adhere to this ordered system in
her miscues to a much greater extent than the English fluent but first
language illiterate students.'

Building on syntactic acceptability is semantic acceptability. The table
on page 38 summarizes the percentage of total miscues that were semantically
acceptable (native English scores by grade level, K. Goodman and C. Burke,
1973:49)..
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Sabah

Percentage of Semantically Acceptable Miscues

Husein Fadwa 2nd grade 4th grade 6th' grade

ll
(low-average-high proficiency) .

15 16 37-42-49 34-36-55 26-66-41

Again the major strategies of the students in.this study mediate strongly
against higher scores here. Sabah's omissions left few semantically accep-
table sentences, Husein's wild word calling_totally disrupted meaning, and
Fadwa's extreme use of non-words showed up in her low score here. However,
the significance of Fadwa's use of non-words is not clear cut. Sometimes
readers will-xiiie.the same non-words in the retelling as they used in the 'story
and be able to give a similar meaning for'the non-word as for the real word in
the story. For example, Fadwa talked about the.Srivery in her retelling of
The Magic Pot.. She explained that the $rivery had wings, came to people in
their. dreams, scared little babies in their-sleep, and that a particular
$rivery had given the magic pot to ,the girl in the story. She obviously had a
clear understanding of the word "fairy," but not its ' English pronunciation.
However, since it was impossible to check each non -word in a student's reading
for concept background, a general decision of non-semantic acceptance was
made. Thus, Fadwa's low score here was not the last .word on heg comprehen -' .

sion. Nor, perhaps, was Sabah's.
Contrasting English strengths with reading performance, a less extreme but

similar situation prevailed in semantic acceptability as it did in' syntactic
acceptability. The first language illiterate students, despite their - -far
superior command of semantics in English, scored close to Fadwa in this
respect Again it appears they were unable to express their semantic strength
in'English through the reading process.

According to the extensive Detroit miscue study, semantic acceptability
correlates most closely with comprehension (K. Goodman and Burke, 1973:58).
After all, the purpose of reading is to get meaning from print, and so the
ultimate test of reading should be one of comprehension. The retelling and
questioning sections of the data are where comprehension is directly
expressed. In the case of Sabah, Husein, and Fadwa, however, the retellings
were not that enlightening.' All understood the main events of the stories and
were able to tell who the main characters were. None were able to .develop the
characters or speculate-on motivation, but then the simplicity of the stories
mediated against this. Only with the third selection were the readers able to
develop character and use this to explain events. (This will be discussed in
the last section of data analysis.) But even here it was very difficult to
evaluate retellings in such a way that those of different readers could be
compared for quality. (The pictures of the first two stories further compli-
cate evaluation of this section.)

In miscue analysis, a system of evaluating retellings involves assigning
points for characters, events, plot, theme, character development, and
misconceptions. This is the least satisfactory part of the miscue process,
according to its originators.. It is also the most difficult part to evaluate
fairly because so much depends on the researcher. Still, if a researcher has
a particular question concerning whether a reader understood a certain concept,
the only place an answer can be found:. is in the retelling or in the questions
based on the retelling. Thus, the retelling is critical for checking compre-
hension on specific points. But for comparing comprehension of different
readers; the retellings are valid only in a gross way.

Returning to the reading process itself, in miscue analysis there is a
measure of quality that approaches the critical problem of comprehension. This
measure is made up of a combination of the percent of semantically acceptable
miscues plus those which were unacceptable but successfully corrected by the
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reader. This comb'i'nation score, .based on the two _clear indices of concern for
construction of, meaning, is referred to as the comprehending score. -

The following table lists the comprehending scores of the subjects of this
study.

Comprehending Scores

Sabah Husein Fadwa

semantically acceptable 15 21 16
semantically unacCeptable,
comprehending

corrected 6
21

10

31

28
44

The mean comprehending 'scores for the Detroit native English. speakers were
higher than these scores (second=63, fourth=63, sixth=57)..(K.- Goodman and
Burke, 1973:340). But the range of the Detroit native speakers' was from 17
to 100, which accommodates the second Language learners' scores in this study.

Even more interesting than outside comparison is the comparison of compo-
nents of the comprehending score of the first LangSage illiterate students
with that of the first language literate student. They all had semantic
acceptability percentages in a close range, but Fadwa had a much higher com-
prehending score, due to her correcting of semantically unacceptable miscues.

Corrections result when readers make miscues, recognize that they have
made them, and then correct. For total corrections, including correction of

\\semantically acceptable miscues, Sabah had an average of 7.5% on two stories,
Husein corrected 11% of his miscues, and Fadwa corrected 30% of her miscues.
A4ain'the first language illiterate'and the first language literate students'
data were very dissimilar. Fadwa corrected at a rate close to that of the
fourth grade -Students in the Detroit study (30.7%), (K. Goodman and Burke,
1973:A4), which represented a peak in correction percentages for native

: English\speakers. Sabah and Husein corrected much less often.
Looking more closely at' the few self-corrections in Sabah's reading, it is

idterestihg to' note that they occurred in bunChes. One such section showing
Sabah's seLf-correcting is the following two sentences from The Three Little
Pigs.

Othe
So he huffed and he puffed and he huffed and he puffed.

© blew
. But the wolf couldn't blow the house in.

RS the
The. wolf gat onto of the houSe...

Sabah corrected two miscues here. Besides being semantically unacceptable,
both miscues had another feature in common, namely, both were semantically
acceptable with the earlierpart of *.he sentence.

Considering all Sabah's miscres from the first two stories, 28% were
semantically acceptable with the prior part of the sentence. This.is unu-
sually high because the vast. number Of her 'miscues were qmissions which did
not qualify as acceptable with prior sentence content. Of Sabah's non-
omission'miscues, 87% were semantically acceptable with prev.itaus contents
alone. This indicates that when she verbally miscued, she was building on
what came before. In this' restrictedsense,_Sabah was able to use her seman-
tic competence during the reading process.

Sixteen percent of Husein's miscues were acceptablewith earlier parts of
the sentence. Unlike Sabah's, most of Husein's miscues were truly unrelated
to what had be'en mentioned previously in the text.

Going back to Sibah's reading and looking only at what was corrected, a
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clear pattern. emerges. All Sabah's corrections were of miscues semantically
acceptable with the previous part of the sentence, but not the following part.
Sabah of course made many miscues Which she did not correct, but of the total
pool of miscues that were acceptable only with prior sentence content, she
corrected 50% of them. On the surface, then, Sabah had the overriding ten-
dency towards omission in her oral 'reading. The omission process was even
more pervasivoe than the percentages suggest, since miscue analysis only counts
the first occurrence of omission of a particular word. Simple texts repeat
the same words often, and these words tended to be omitted repeatedly by
Sabah. Despite this, when Sabah changed strategies, even for a few lines, she
sh-wed potential for more. interactive reading.

An Uncommon Sample,.of a First Language Illiterate's Reading

ia
Sabah's potential for more interactive reading and greater concern for 'main-
tainiry2 sense was 'hinted at in her reading of the first two selections. In
the third selection, The Magic Pot, Sabah realized this potential to a much
greater extent. This reading was like no other reading I heard her do in two
years' time. To clarify the differences in this reading, I will contrast
three critical areas with her two previous readings. I will also look for
similarities in all readings.

Sabah: Critical Miscue Percentage Categoriesover Three Stories

Onion Pigs 4* Magic Pot
non-words -0- -0- .-0-
oMissions 57% 64% 14%
corrections -0- 13% 49%

The clearest difference in the three readings was in the category of omission.
In the first two stories, Sabah's main strategy was omission. But in the
third story, the percentage of emissions to total miscues was one-fourth what
it was in the other stories.

Looking more closely at the few omissions, a consistency appeared. When
_Sabah did omit in the third selection, 90% of the resulting sentences were
semantically unacceptable, and none of the omissions were corrected. So while
omission was no longer Sabah's main strategy in the third story, when she did
omit, she did not correct. This was consistent with her 'earlier readings
where-none of the omissions were corrected.

The syntactic and semantic acceptability in the third story were not
skewed by high omission scores. 'ghat was revealed was a syntactic accepta-
bility percentage -(65%) comparable to the upper range of native English
speakers' scores and a semantic acceptability score of 27%. According to Rigg
(1977), there is usually about a%20 point difference between these scores for
both native and second language students, so the spread of Sabah's scores was --
wide. Still, both the syntactic7A8Ceptability and the semantic acceptability
scores were about double her earlier percentages. (This was an unusual' change
in the reading of the same person, which leads to speculation about the extent
to which Sabah's omissions in the first two stories were similar to silent
non-words. Certainly non-words were rarely corrected, and they often main-
tained high syntactic, but not semantic, acceptability.)

The greatest change occurred in the area of correction. Sabah moved from
correcting no miscues in the first story to correcting 13% in the second story
and to correcting 47% in the third story. This was a peak grade.ln correc-
tion. As mentioned earlier in this article, the native English speakers at
the fourth grade level corrected an average of 30% of their miscues. .Sabah's
correction percentage was so high here (47%) , and represented such a change in
strategy, that it warranted closer inspection.
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Corrections can be examined in several ways. What percent of the original
miscues. that were corrected were unacceptable? What percent were acceptable
only with prior sentence content? What percent were totally acceptable even
before correction? The first two of these categories would show a concern for
ameaning;.the last would show an overconcern for textual accuracy at the
expense of efficient reading. The following data resulted from a closer exa-
mination of Sabah's corrections on the third story with comparison oftlnative
English readers as a group (K. Goodman and Burke, 1973:81), and w' h Fadwa's
data for the same selection.

%,Corrected

Correction DataMagic Pot and Detroit Comparison

Sabah Detroit 4th Fadwa

Syntactically unacceptable 57 39 % NS*
Semantically unacceptable 45 28 33

,

Syntactically acceptable with prior 97 ._49' 50
Semantically acceptable with prior BO 46 50
Fully syntactically acceptable 39 741 . 18
Fully semantically acceptable 50' 21 0

*Not significant

Sabah corrected a higher percentage of her miscues in all categories than
either the Detroit native English-speaking fourth graders or Fadwa,. In fact,
Fadwa's percentages appeared similar.bo those of the native English speakers'
for this reading selection, except that she didn't correct, miscues that were
totally acceptable. Here she appeared to be an efficient reader.

All Sabah's percentages here were higher than similar category percentages
in the first two reading selections. Still, she did show consistency with the
earlier readings in that the highest percent corrected was that of miscues
syntactically acceptable with prior sentence content. This was the main
trigger of her corrections in the first two studies, where she corrected over
50% of the miscues. As before, the percentage was higher than for any other
category, but here it was almost 100%.

Despite the much greater interaction with the story and meaning that the
corrections generally represent, the high percentage of already semantically
acceptable miscues that were also corrected generates concern. To maintain
meaning in the story, none of these needed bp-be corrected. As shown by the
Detroit fourth graders' data, other readers corrected unnecessarily, but
nowhere to the extent that Sabah did. It appears that Sabah moved from not
correcting anything to overcorrecting. Concern for graphic accuracy could be
part of the reason for this high overcorrection rate (4.7 graphic proximity,
which is not an excessive rate). .

A measure of quality in reading can' be related to a combination of the,
percentage of miscues that were unacceptable but corrected plus the percentage
of miscues that were semantically acceptable. Sabah had a comprehending score
of. 72 "for this story, which was five times higher than the comprehending score .

on the first'story and over double that,on the second. This was generally a
high score and waS in line with her retelling (which is unusual).

Sabah's retelling of the third story included the basic events, charac-
ters, and plot of the story. But for the first time she went beyond what was
stated in the story. Usually when asked to speculate why. a character did.
something, or why an event occurred, "I don't know" was her first and final
response. But when asked questions in the retelling of The Magic Pot, she
answered willingly and even seemed to anticipate my questions. When asked why
she thought the pot wouldn't stop making porridge when the mother asked it to,
she first said what was implied in the story - -that the mother didn't say the
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complete Eihrase'for stopping the porridge-making. But Sabah then added, "it
didn't stop because the fairy didn't give it to the mother, she gave it to the'
girl." I know of no way to quantify this. In two-years-of.seeing Sabah
regularly., the creativeness of this response:Wasunique.

I also cannot account definitively for the change in relative frequency of .

different reading strategies between the third selection and the other two.
The third .selection was twice the length of the other two, but Sabah's strate-
gies did not develop with the contextOf the third selection. Rather it
seemed as if from the beginning she-apProached,the third selection differ--
ently. To illustrate, in the first Zwo stories, Sabah began omitting in the
first paragraph and continued this strategy throughout. In The Magic' Pot,
however, she did not begin with omissions. Some of the change may have been
due to a difference in pictures. The pictures in the third story were 'less
frequent and fuzzier than in the other stories. Thus, Sabah had to depend
more on language for her predictions. I do not feel that the stories, were
culturally dissimilar enough to contribute to such a change in 'relative
strategies. The-third story was about a girl, 'which appealed to Sabah. But
again, I do not think that this is a main reason for her change. A last fac-
tor which may have oor,cributed significantly "to her reading was that of
choice. Sabah chose the third story herself from ari. area of the room where I
kept older books. Within the context of knowing. that I-wanted her to read to
me, she chose the. time and the book. I chose the .other stories and determined
the time. The semi-voluntariness surrounding the third reading situationmay
have been a decisive factor.

Whatever the reasons, with the third reading selection, Sabah gave a
complete and somewhat creative retelling. Her major strategy was correction
rather than omission. She was able to express her strengthc.in control of.
English syntax and. semantics through her reading. This represented a change,
from her earlier readings, a change in direction toward a higher quality .of
reading as defined by the comprehending percentage. The one negative quality
expressed was overcorrecting -- correcting what was already totally acceptable.
It is as if when Sabah was able to forgo the excessive use of omission, many
positive strategies came forth, but with them unnecessary correction came too.

CONCLUSIONS'

In this study, I examined the second language reading strategies of two first,
language illiterate 12-year-olds and compared them to the second, language
reading strategies of a first language literate student of similar background,
as well as with data of reading strategies of other first. language readers.
Due to the small sample of first language illiterate students, this study was,
necessarily a dedbriptive case study, but the results do suggest areas for ,

thought and further research.
An unusual feature of the first language illiterate students' second

language reading is the total absence of, non-words. Most second language
readers produce a high percentage of- non- words. Non-words are also a common
feature produced by people reading thdir first language.

Another feature of the first language illiterate students' reading was
their use of strategies that disrupted syntax. Most second language learners
pick up the general syntax of English quickly, and their reading in English
reflects this. Also, many first language readers maintain'' the syntax even
when they have, lost the meaning. But the omitting of one first language
illiterate student and the calling of words with only a common first letter by
the other first language illiterate student did not allow maintenance of syn-
tax to an average degree. Here the strategies were not unusual, but just "poor
onesfor retaining meaning.

The first language illiterate students' second language reading, according
to these features, was more like that of low proficiency second grade native
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English readers than that of .other second language learners. .

Unlike native English speaking second grader'S, the first language illit-
erate students had been in American schools for over four years. An important
concern, therefore, is _the delay in getting _them. to a basic level of ading.
Other second language learners surpassed them in reading-within a'ye r-of
their introduction to English. The unproductive strategies'of.eXce sive
omitting and calling words with only a letter in common with tie t, Ignicerr
sistent enough, could stall progress in'reading.-, But we need\to w he
first language illiterate students' reaction and-progress from the be inning
of their encounter with reading to explain the delay. Still, it is posble
to speculate on the causes of their general reading strategies.

In genei-al Sabah 'emitted frequently, never produced.nonAiordand gave
short, minimal, fact retellings. Ill' these tend to point to a fear of,making a
mistake. In the third selection she overcorrected. This couldihow an over -
concern w th text accuracy, which is' analogous to fear of making \a mistake, as
well as .arriiSunderstanding of the purpose of reading. Husein's substitution
of words that had no precedent in the story, some syntactic continuum, and the
single first letter in common could reflect the instructional dictum "sound
it out" (unaccompanied by. concern for meaning), since there is no natural
language process that could otherwise account for this. Husein also refused
to read the story without pictures. During his reading, I watched his eyes
travel to. the picture, back to theqtext, and then "read" a word from what was
going on in the picture. Unfortunately, pictures Rave multiple meanings, an_ d
what Husein focused on in the pictureoften had little to do with the text.
He appeared to trust his reading of the pictures over any other reading. The
fear of making a mistake, an overtrust in reading pictures--were these inse-
curities related to the students' first language illiteracy? A larger sample
is needed, but still it is possible to consider social, linguistic, and metho-
dological factors.

As described at 'the beginning of this study, the social setting of the
American classroom is a. tight world of its own, where immigrant students feel
strong pressures to fit In.. Sabah and Husein would certainly have had dif-
ficulty meeting academic expectations in this world, and it is my oonjecture
that their delayed and-existing reading strategies were partly the -- result of
too much pressure to do what the other students were doing, coupled with too
little understanding of'a purpose in reading beyond teacher pleasure and
conformity.

Psycholinguistic factors,Also probably influenced the first language
illiterate students' reading. .Because they already spoke a language, the 'con-
cept of speaking another language had a ready parallel. But reading had no
such psycholinguistic analogy. When'they came to American schools, Sabah and
Husein must have had some idea of reading because it can be presumed that some
of the people they came in contact with in their former society could read.
But as reading had never been required of them, its purpose might'have been
vague. Reading would hai.re been defined for them according to the half under-
stoodwritten tasks they were. given to do in school.

Here methodological factors enter in. Husein's strategy of substituting a
word beginning with the same letter as the printed word had suggests some
phonics instruc4ori. Sabah's omissions actually may indicate that she was
simply waiting fat- a teacher to fill in the blank. ,Teachers sometimes feel
that it is their ,duty-to correct each miscue as soon as it-occurs, so reading
becomes a correction duel instead of a search-for meaning. This zeal is espe-
cially strong with regard to second language learners, and it leads to student
dependency -on the teacher and fear of error.

These methodological confusions, ignorance of reading as a language"forM,
and social. pressures are not reserved for the first language illiterate
students. Native English speakers are affected by them as well, but the
effect on first language illiterate students seems more acute.
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To establish clear links-between social, psycholinguistic, and methodolo-
gical influence on first language illiterate students' reading, which would
lead to a better understanding of the effect of first language illiteracy, a
longitudinal study of more first language illiterate students needs to be
conducted. A potentially valuable study would be one that would focus on the
strategies of second language readers who do not produce significant numbers
of non-words /PTath the .attempt to determine why .non -words were not produced.
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Factors Which Enable Deaf Readers to
Get Meaning from Print

Carolyn Ewoldt
Kendall Demonstrotion Elementary School

Gallaudet College

For profoundly deaf people reading can open the door to all the knowledge and
experiences that are denied to them in other ways. It is sometimes their only
means for keeping in touch with events (captioned news), culture (literature),
and the everyday concerns of their awn lives (telecommunications). Yet educa-
tors and researchers have repeatedly stated that there is a lack of reading
proficiency among the deaf (Hart, 19621 Streng, 1965; Furth, 1966;'Moores,
1970; Gibson and Levin, 1975). These statements are, however, based on stan-
dardized test scores, which are suspect for any population, especially the
deaf (Brill, 1971), and which provide no information about the way the deaf
process written English.'

This article, which is based on descriptive studies of the reading of deaf
children, will attempt to demonstrate that deaf readers are capable of getting
meaning from print and that any limitations they may have in terms of reading
proficiency -are not the direct result of deafness. Along the way; thet
following pointsrelated to this theory will be presented and discussed:

Deaf and hearing readers 'process print in essentially the same way:
The factors which makeit possible for a deaf reader to achieve profi-

ciency are the same as those which allow reading proficiency to develop for
any reader. Any limitations with regard to these factors could, by the same
token, result in problems for any reader.

One crucial factor in reading is language--an understanding of how lan-
guage is used and what it is used for. Another factor is eX7erience and the
extent to which new experiences can be related to existing cognitive
structures. Finally, we need to consider the strategies used by a given
reader and the redundancy of'' the language being read.

The argument that the reading process is the same for the deaf and the
_hearing is based, in part, on the theory that there are universals of language
(Greenberg, 1963), universals of, language learning (Slobin, 1976; Fillion et
al., 1976),'and universals in rea'

There is evidence that deaf c
language closely parallels the ac
children. There are similarities
amount of language. produced at ea

ing (K. Goodman, 1970b).
ildren's natural'acquisition.of sign
uisition of oral language, by hearing
in time- of onset, stages of Acquisition,
h stage, the acquisition of .the shapes of

the language (comparable to the sounds of oral language), and the\acquisition
of meaning (Schlesinger and Meadow, 1972; Bellugi and Klima, 1978)\. In addi-
tion, there is evidence (Ewoldt, 1978) that deaf and hearing childr\cin exhibit
the same reading behaviors. (For detailed information about these behaviors
with regard to hearing monolingual readers, see K. Goodman and Burke, 1973.)
One example is that both deaf and hearing readers make omissions, insertions,
and substitutions, as in the following excerpt from a deaf child's readingNof
a story ("Bus Ride." From All in a Row. Reading Unlimited, Level 2.
Glenview, Ill.: ScottPoresman, 1978).

45
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Text: Then the bus went fast.
Reader: The bus is go away.

This reader is 6.11 years old. She has-a profound hearing loss of 100 dB in
the better ear, was born deaf, and has no residual .hearing in the speech
frequencies. All the readers described in this paper have the same character-
istics. The only variable is age (with two exceptions, which will be noted,
with theexample). These criteria were chosen so that oral language input
would not be a variable.

Another example of similai reading behavior is that .both deaf and hearing
readers attend more closely to the print when the material they are attempting
to read is too difficult.' Three deaf children were 'given two stories each.
They were videotaped as they signed and retold the stories. One of the
stories was at approximately their ability level or somewhat lower; the other.
was much more difficult in terms of concept load, Table 1 presents the
results of an analysis made of their reading.

TABLE 1

Comparison of Easy and Difficult Stories

Jane Lisa Amy

Easy Diff. Easy Diff., Easy Diff.

% Syntactically
Acceptable 91 89 77 63 97 41
Sentences

% Semantically
Acceptable
Sentences

75 59 ' 60 42. 93 29

'Fingerspelled
Words per
.Hundred Words.

4.00 10.51 12.52 14.26 2.42 . 5.95

Non7Divergent
Miscues per
Hundred Words

11.11' 8.94 13.17 7.80 36.97 28.57

Siglish Signs
per Hundred
Words

15.31 24.28 10.56 12.30 30.30 17.00

Divergent
Language Influence 67.28 . 54.47 63.46' 55.61 58.00 36.19
per Hundred Words N... ..

Ages of Subjects: Jane=15.11; 'Lisa=16.11; iimy=6.11

Each of the readers produced smaller percentages'of grammatical (syntac-
-tic) and meaningful (semantic) sentences in the more difficult story, as would
be expected. What is most interesting.is that they also seemed to attend more
to the print in the second story. For example, fingerspelling (representing
the English letters one at a time) increased for all the readers, and the num-
bers of miscues (unexpected responses to the print) decreased. -While a
decrease in number of miscues may .seem a desirable outcome, it is the quality
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and not the quantity of miscues which indicates reading proficiency. There-
-

fore, a decrease in miscues accompanied by a decrease in syntactic and seman
tic acceptability is evidence of less effective reading. "We have moved from
preoccupation with frequency-of-deviation to effectiveness of reading" (K.
Goodman and Burke, 1973).

The number of signs produced without English inflections (divergent
language influence) decreased, and the number of signs with such inflections
(Siglish) increased for the two older readers. The decrease in the use of
Siglish signs by the youngest reader is the result of the larger number of
omissions in the second story. Words which might have been inflected were
omiftted.

Using evidence such as the-above, the author has proposed a model of the
reading process for the deaf (Ewoldt, 1977). This model closely follows that
proposed by Kenneth Goodman (1976) for hearing reader's. Its basic elements
are-predicting, sampling, confirming, and comprehending. According to the
model, readers make predictions on the basis of their prior knowledge and
their own language systems, they sample from th print to make or confirm'
these predictions, they process the information in chunks larger than single
words, and they either assimilate the information into existing schema or
accommodate to the new information by .changing such schema. Much the same
proCess has been described by Smith (1975) and Huey (1908).

While the basic elements of Goodman's model'apply to any reader, the deaf
reader does exhibit some differences. One of these is that profoundly and
loprelingually deaf people with no residual'hearing in the speech frequencies
must make use of graphic rather than graphophonic cues as a hearing reader
would. However, there are two other language cuing systems--the syntactic and
Semanticavailable to all readers. They are used to a greater extent by pro-
ficient hearing readers than graphophonic cues (K. Goodman and Burke, 1973).

In Kolers' (1966) study of the reading of French and English bilinguals,
the readers produced both substitutions which changed the pronunciation of the
expected response to the pronunciation used in the other language and substi-
tutiOns which were in a different language from the expected response._ This
study prompted Kolers to assert that "reading is only incidentally visual."

_The reading of two deaf children suggests that the same may be true for
deaf readers. Figure 1 presents the mean percentages of miscues taken from
two stories read by each child. One is a proficient reader who is 16 years
old; the other, a non - proficient reader who is 12.8 years old. Their profi-
iency was, determined by teacher judgment, retelling scores, and reading per-

formance. TheOmajor difference between the profiles of the two readers is in
the relative use of semantic and graphic cues. The following is an example of
a semantically acceptable but graphically dissimilar miscue produced 'by the
proficient reader. (Taken from "My Brother is a Genius." In Adventures Now
and Then. Betts Basic Reader, Level 6., New York: American Book Company,
1965:2467256.)

Text: But he was rushing around giving orders to lighting crews and camera-
men.

Reader: But he was rush, around, give order to light man and cameraman.

Note that syntactic acceptability here does not mean syntactically acceptable
only in English. As will be discussed below, deaf readers use a variety of
communication. systems, and miscues which would be acceptable in either Englfsh
or one of the sign systems were coded as acceptable.

The problem reader is one who exhibits ineffective strategies most of the
time. Miscues such as building for Billy and library for Lucy produced by a
deaf reader (age 12.8) in one story are examples of graphic similarity with no
meaning. This strategy is used consistently by readers who have been "taught"
one word at a time and whose attention has been focused only on graphic infor-
mation.
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FIGURE 1

Comparison of Proficient and Non-Proficient Deaf Readers
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One additional differehce between Goodman's model and the reading of the
deaf may also be true of any hearing,ESL"learner who is processing English
print. That is, the non-native wocessor'of,EnglIsh, whether hearing or deaf,
does not seem to be tied to the syntax of English in the way that native
speakers are. For the native English speaker the structure and the meaning tif
the language are almost,inseparable, but there is more-flexibility in'the way
a deaf reader can get to meaning without having to go.through conventional
English forms.. This possibility. was suggested by Romatowski (1972) when she
noted that Polish readers' substitutions of non-Inflected English words did
not 'deter them from getting meaning from the ipaSsage: Such substitutions and
other differences related to the sign systems of deaf readers occur fre-
quently. The following is an excerpt from the reading of a 'story by a deaf
girl age 15.11. (Taken from B. Friis- Baastad, "Leave'Him Alone.", In
Milestones to Excellence. Reading Systems, Level 8.3., Glenview, Ill.:
Scott Foresman,,1975:60-63.) *,

Text: The two young-ladiesno, big girls--who'd boarded the streetcar just
before him, sat opposite, eating plums out of a yellow paper bag.
They nudged each other and giggled. Girls like that really get me
down.

Reader: The two young lady--no, big girl-whathad boarded (fingerspelled)
the street car (fingerspelled) just before him (fingerspelled)'sit
opposite, eat (stuffing motion) plumst(fingerspelled) out
(fingerspelled) of (fingerspelled) a yellow paper bag
(fingerspelled). They eat (continuous motion) giggle and giggle.
Girl like that true get me down (meaningful facial expression):

Excerpts fromretelling: Two girl'gO in train.(mimes tromping on
Two girl.laugh, eat plums (fingerspelled) eat. See, laugh, boy bring
Teddy.... Eat, eat, eat.

Note that the above transcription is a gloss, an English word matched with
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each sign. This is given to show that the systems being used are varied. An
interpretation would include considerations of facial expressions,. emphasis,
and use of space and movement. There is no generally accepted .way of .writing
Sign, and it does not do justice to any language to write its closest equiva-
lents in another language. As can' be seen from the above gloss, however, deaf
readers have-a wider range of-options for representing English print. They
can use fingerspelling, pantomime.(expressing ideas concretely through the use
of non-sign gestures and body movement) , and a variety of sign systems'. One
such sign system is American Sign Language (ASL),-which is the natural
language of the deaf community. 'The influence of ASL may be one reason for
the substitutions of non-inflected forms above and, possibly, In. the use of

ti the-true sign for really, although many non ASL speakers also use that sign.
The above excerpt also has elements of other sign systems which, for the

purpose of simplification, will be called by the generic term Siglish.. These
are invented sign systems Whidh use' English order and English inflections.
Examples can be seen in the reader's signing of they and a. Woodward (1973)
describes these systems .on a continuum, with ASL approximately at one end and
the Siglish systems at the other. As shown above, most deaf signers can be
found somewhere in between. '

Since 'the process of reading is believed to be essentially the same for
both hearing and deaf, it is also believed that the same factors which enable
a hearing child to become a proficient reader are available to the deaf child
and that the degree of reading proficiency achieved by any child is related to
the :extent to which these factors are realized.

One of these enabling factors is a sufficient language base. Although it
is still, believed by some that this base must be oral English, many educators
and researchers are now convinced that this solid base can be any language
(Conrad, 1976). The fortunate deaf child Who has other deaf relatives in the
home or whose hearing parents recognize the importance of signing with their
child, and who had the advantage of learning.a form of manual communication
naturally, comes to school with a solid language base to apply to the learning
of reading. Indeed, studies have shoWn that deaf children of deaf parents do
better on tests of reading than deaf children of hearing parents who do not
use manual communication-(Meadow, 1968; Vernon and Koh, 1971). Unfortunately,
Many deaf children do npt oame from homes where manue.1 communication is used.
Many have hearing parents who communicate minimally with them in ahy language.
And those who must rely solely on. oral language often do not develop the solid
language Vase they need, the lack of which will be a deterrent to reading for
them.

While the importance of language in reading ,for the deaf has long been
recognized, concern,has'been directed primarily at the structure of English
and analysis, of transformations which present obstacles for deaf people
(Russell et al., 1976). Such concern is valid, to a, degree; however, studies
of the deaf person's linguiStic competence In,English are usually .not oon-
ducted within a framework of natural. language in a meaningful context. As
discussed earlier, deaf readers sometimes seem able to get to meaning without
'going through conventional English forms if they are processing the language
of a whOl.e story.

There is a natural redundancy of language available to readers of a whole
story which can enable'themto grasp the important ideas even though they may
not be familiar with ,a particular sentence structure. Cues to the important
information in a story are' given more than once. For example, in the pre-
ceding sentence there are two syntactic cues for the plurality of the word
cues--the s ending on cues and the word are. In addition, there is semantic
information in the .phrase "more than once"'which helps to convey .the plurality
concept. In'a_whole article about the cue systems, even more information .

would be provided, not only for a concept like plurality but for many more
important concepts such as the meaning of words and ideas..
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More basic understandings than the structural components of language must
be gained-by a child. The child must understand the functions that language
can serve (Halliday, )973)- This understanding probably precedes, or at least
cqincides with, learning language forms for the he4ring child or the deaf
child whose parents.use Sign. Such a child will experience language being
used in meaningful contexts for specific purposes and will 'begin to use the
'language in the same way. Deaf children who must depend upon .the school .

environment for language learning may perceive. language as having only regula-
tbry or informative functions. At the same time they may be involved in
language instruction which is artificial and structured according to some sup-
posed hierarchy of syntactic. complexity. The ludic quality of the language- -
the language play that gentle baritering, songs, and nursery rhymes provide for
the hearing child or the child of signing parents (Schlesinger and Meadow,
1972)--is often missing altogether. Also missingjs the to
experiment with the constraints of the language, as "mistakes" -are usually
devalued from the first day of. school, and creativity is often viewed as
deviation.

One striking example of a misconception of the functions of Language can
be found in a' videotaped conversation of two boys who had read different
stories and who were telling each other about their stories. Although the
boys understood that neither had read the other's story, they asked each ._other
questions about events that the other did not .know, as in the following
excerpts from the interpretatiOns of their conversation: ,

Randy.: Tell that story? There was a race--oht no--The title was "One, Tw
- : Three, Go." Who won the race? Which--a boy or a girl?

Harold: A boy.
Randy: Right.
---
Randy: One, two, three go. .Who won?\
Harold: Who won? The boy.
Randy: Who won? What's his name?
Harold: Oh,'I know who.
Randy: Ken or the boy--which?
Harold: The boy.
Randy: No, Ken.

Harold: ..."We can buy'paint for the old house. It's not a pretty house."
Do you know what color the paint was?

Randy: Brown.
Harold: No, red.
---
Harold: The mail went inside. The ol'd woman said he was not finished inside.

"You forgot. Go buy two oolts of paint." (To Randy: What colors ?)
Randy: White alvl red. '

'Harold: Wrong. 'Yellow and blue.

The boys seemed to be demonstrating their perceptions of the function of
questions--to ask something-the other, could not possibly knOw. Their attempts
to .answer the questions demonstrate a "game-playing" strategy which is'pro-
bably prevalent in schools for the deaf and which casts serious doubts on the
ValiAity of using questioning as a measure of comprehension.

These two boys, age, 12.2 and 13.1, are the exceptions to the criteria used
to choose examples for this paper.- The hearing loss of one is moderate, that
of the other, severe; unl,..ike the other readers, they do not have a profound
hearing loss. In addition, one became deaf at about one year of age; the time
of onset of deafness for the other was not known by the parent.

When asked, "Why did the author write this story," both deaf and hearing
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children tend to say,-"To teach us Words," or some' similar statement that
reflects the perception of reading as having only an instructional function.
Because some d4af children may have a- limited understanding of what language
in general is supposed to do, they may have an even more limited view of the
functions -of reading than a hearing Child-would. The. deaf person who does not
choose reading as a leisure activity, who rejects fanciful literature, who
does not perceive a passage as being humorous or sad, may be reflecting a
limited view of the functions of reading.

The following is an interpreted excerpt from the retelling of a tall tale
about Pecos Bill's bride, who started bouncing on her bustle and went all the
way to the moon and was never seen again ("How Pecos Bill Won and Lost His
Bouncing Bride." Passports. -Reading'Unlimited, Level' 16. Glenview, Ill.:
Scott Foresman; 1476:107-109.). The reader is 16.11 years old;

Researcher
Reader:
Researcher
Reader:
Researcher
Reader:

---
Researcher
Reader:
Researcher
Reader:
Researcher
Reader:

Not a true story? Which--true
I think it's not true.'
Why do you.think that?
I think maybe -it's an invented
What was not true in the story?
Because it was about the moon.
crazy. (Dsgusted look)

Wad it funny, or sad, or what?
I think it was sad.
Why?
I don't know. Funny.
Why do you think it was funny?
I don't know, really.

or not true?

story.

You can't go to the moon." That's

If a knowledge of language and its functions is essential for reading, a
broad experiential base is crucial. (In the above example; a- lack of
experience with tall tales was probably an additional factor.) This experien-
tial base is an advantage that the deaf child of deaf parents is more aikely
to have. Parents who are deaf themselves will not be embarrassed for their
deaf children and will be more likely to tak them places and invol,icthem in
the deaf community. The child and the par is will have a common language for
expanding and exploring thoseexperienc7 . Within the deaf community such a
child will also 'be able to use the hearing child's strategy of picking up
incidental information. from "overheard" adult conversation. A deaf child of
hearing parents who sign and who associate with other signing people should
have a similar advantage.

Even with this advantage, however, the deaf child js not likely.to'have
-access to as many possibilities_ for experiential input as a hearing child
would have. The vicarious experiences of radio and television, 'for example,
are often denied to the deaf person. All other things being equal, it is pro-
bably their experiential limitation and not a limitation 'of the children them-
selves thatis reflected in the lack of proficiency of some deaf readers.

Deaf readers, like any readers, make use of the experiences they have had,
and like any readers, are successful when they are abre to make associations
between these experienceS and the information in the passage. The unsuccess-
ful matches are good evidence for this fact.

In the retelling of "Leave Him Alone" one deaf reader (age 15.11) who was
highly proficient in retelling other stories said that the story was about a .
teddy bear, when in actuality it was the story of a mentally retarded boy
named Teddy. In the excerpt which was read, Teddy's brother is embarrassed
when he and Teddy get on a bus and two girls make fun of Teddy. The miscon-
ception about the teddy bear would appear to reflect an appalling lack of
understanding, but an examination of the information about Teddy which the
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story provided seems to support a different view. ,Because of the story's
length and time constraints on the day of taping, the researcher unwisely took
out what were thought to be. unnecessary parts of the story. The following
sentences, found at different points in the story, are the only references
left as to the identity of Teddy.

(1) "Teddy refused to wait but padded along with two girls and dumped himself
on the seat just inside the door."

(2) "And Teddy wouldn't mind if they laughed at him."
(3) "Nobody was going to laugh at my bZother."
(4J "Teddy was singing and waking everyone up. He sat on his hand, rocking

with delight."
(5) "Maybe other people think it doesn't matter if they laugh at sick boys."
(6) "Should I feel-ashamed of Teddy? Sometimes I've had the feeling that

Mother and Father are. But that's nonsensethey-love-Teddy."
(7) "Teddy's head is useless, for thinking. One, or perhaps more, of the

machine parts is missing."
(8). "Nobody had ever told me what was really wrong- with Teddy."
(9) "I dragged Teddy out'of his seat quickly, and we tumbled out of the

streetcar as soon as it stopPed."

This' reader apparently assimilatedthe information in the story into an
existing category for Teddy, which had only been experienced as the name of a.
bear. Sentences 2, 6, 7, 8, and 9 present no information that would _necessi-
tate accommodation. Sentence 3 could have been interpreted metaphorically..
In Sentence 5 the referent could have been interpreted as the older brother
instead of Teddy. Sentence 4 makes se,nse If related to the idea of a mechani
cal toy - -an idea Which.opuldi have bee:PSupported by Sentence .7. This rela-
tionship'suggests that at or prior to'§entenne 4, the reader predicted that
Teddy was a mechanical- bear, and thieprediction was confirmed by Sentence 3.
That leaves Sentence 1 as.the only cue to Teddy's being human that might not
have fit with the existing category. Because it Occured so early .;in the Story
the third sentence), there was no prior. semantic build-up, and the influence
of, prior experiences is strong (Anderson 1977), this information was either
disregarded.or-reinterpreted, and the following references to Teddy were not
sufficient to disconfirm the prediction that.Teddy.was a bear.

Some stories do contain sufficient redundancy to allow a .reader to discon-
firm original predictions. For example, the following. two excerpts are from
"My Brother Is a Genius." The word genius is, obviously, an important concept
'in this story.

(1) You don't have to be a genius to win the prize, just smart enough to plan
something really interesting and original.

(2) I leaned over the crib, pointed a finger at him and said, "Say 'da'."
Clearly and distinctly Andrew said, "Philosophical." At first I just
looked at him. "Philosophical?" I asked. "Did you say 'philosophical'?"
"Communication," he said, also clearly and distinctly. "Mother! Dad!" I
yelled. "Andrew isn't typical! He's -- he's a genius!"

The same reader who mistook Teddy for a bear read this story. She finger-
spelled genius in the first encounter (excerpt #1), but signed smart the
second time it appeared (excerpt #2). Following the reallaing of the whole
story, she retold it as follows:

The older brother studied and read a book. The baby listened to him read and
said, "Philosophical." The baby calmed down from the brother's speech. He
listened and understood. It was a surprise. The baby got smart.
(Interpretation).

I
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Obviously, the concept of genius was made clear to this reader through the
author's use of redundancy.

A deaf boy -(age 13) who had been described as a poor reader encountered
the. name Don in a story six times. Each time, the word appeared at the
beginning of. the sentence, so the fact that it was capitalized did not signal,
to the reader that this was a name. On -the first encounter he asked for help
with the word. He was advised to make a guess. He signed the word do for Don
and:continued reading. Do was substituted for Don two more times, but on the
fourth encounter with the word, the boy broke into a grin and gave the name
sign for Don, then, fingerspelled it, gave the name sign again, and finger-
spelled it again. On the last two encounters he confidently used the. name
sign.

This is not .a rare occurrence. This author has seen similar things happen
with many deaf readers, of varying profiCiency and degrees of hearing loss.
Given the experience and the opportunity, deaf readers. can make use of redun-
dancy to deal with print on their own.

In summary, through examples of descriptive studies of the reading of deaf
children, the author. has attempted to shoW that deaf. readers caa get meaning
from print, that the major factors which enable this to happen are the
reader's perceptions of the functions of language and reading, the experien-
tial base of the reader, the strategies the reader has developed, and the
redundancy of natural, whole language. Implications for facilitating reading
can:thus be seen clearly. The teacher should help the child to perceive the
communicative functions of language and reading by making language and reading
meaningful. A structured, drills approach can result in false perceptions
about what reading is supposed to do for the child and in ineffective strate-
gies for dealing with print.

The teacher should see that the child has as many experiences as possible
--both vicarious and concrete--and should. give the child many opportunities to
make the most of those experiences by communicating about them and expressing
feelings about them in language, art, music, dance-in every way possible to
ensure that categories for these experiences are developed. The teacher
should also make sure that children have many opportunities to read whole,
naturally - written, stories without interruption and without fear that-their
understanding of every detail in the story will be subject to questioning.

Deaf children are, like any children, human beings with functioning minds.
If we- trust that they can get meaning from print and give them the environment
in which to read, they will.

-



A Miscue Analysis of German Speakers
Reading in German and English
Barbara Willoughby Mott
Michigan State University

INTRODUCTION

This article represents the findings of a more comprehensive studyl which was
undertaken to examine, by means of miscue analysis, the second-language
reading proficiency of native speakers of German, reading both in English and
in, German. Two sets of data--miscues in English and in German--were analyzed
and compared to delineate similarities and differences inthe subjects' abil-
ity to process written versions of their native' and second languages. The
purpose of the study was, therefore, threefold:

*To determine how closely a German speaker approximates the task of
reading in English to that of reading in his native language by describing
the oral reading miscues in each language quantitatively and qualitatively:*

WTo assess the proficiency bf the subject!s reading for comprehension in
both English and his native German by means of an oral. retelling in each
language of what had been read previously.

*To draw conclusions on the pedagogical implications of teaching reading
in English to second-language speakers, makihg use .of Y. Goodman and Burke's
Reading Miscue Inventory (RMI) as a diagnostic tool..

METHODOLOGY

Seven German students between the ages of.18 and 21 were selected to partici-
pate in the study. All subjects came from the vicinity of westpharen and
Hessen in the central part of West Germany, .and had completed from 7 to 11
years of schooling in the Gymnasium. The average length of formal English
training received by the subjects while in .the Gymnasium was eight years.
Selection was based on several criteria, the most important of which was that
each student had been in the United States for only four weeks (as a part of
an American/German student summer exchange for language study at Hope College
n Holland, Michigan). This insured that the subjects, were not any more°
influenced in their reading or oral discourse by acculturation to this country
than most foreigners foun : in the average ESL classroom at the beginning of

'their.English studies in the U.S. Also, the subjects were screened to deter-
mine that they were not bilingual', that English was not used alternately
with German in their home environments.

The selection of two English and two German short stories for theStudy"
was made on the basis of length and approximate diff.Iculty.2 Each participant
was asked to read and retell one story in each language for the investiga-
tor.3 A marking system was adopted which resembled the RMI short form." Each
of nine categories on the RMI coding sheet refers directly back to the4 phono-
logical, syntactic, and semantic processing done by the reader.,

The categortcal breakdown of language cueing systems--phonological, seman-
tic, and syntactic--on'the RMI coding sheet allowed the investigator to ani-

54
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lyze individual oral miscues; which in turn indicated the manner in which the
reader used .the necessary strategies of scanning, .fixing, selecting, pre-
dicting, testing, regressing, and'confirming-(K, Goodmaa and Niles, 1970) to
acquire meaning. .T6 adapt to the unique situation of having a foreign
language speaker reading in English as well as ih his own language, the RMI
marking systemikwas altered where necessary. This was particularly impOrtant
for the categories of "Dialect" and "Sound.Similarity, and will be elabOrated
on in the category findings.!

While miscue analysis recognizes the need tb evaluate the genesis And.
significance of deviations from' the written text, the simple enumeration of
miscues. must come first. From this information important statistics can be
gathered, including the7number of miscues generated per hundred words (MPHW),
and the number of miscues generated per half of the given story (MP1/2S). While
the MPHW figure is an average, the MPI/tS figure is an absolute count to deter-
mine to what extent miscues increased or decre ed as the reader.prOgressed
through the text. iv

GENERAL FINDINGS

As can be seen Table 1, the number of miscues per hundred words varies from
1.0 to 5.5 in German and from-3%5 to -9.1 in English. The average number of
miscues per hundred words, by language, was '3.2'and,6.5 respectively. Thus, a'

Ofraction more than twice as many miscues were made n average by subjects when
reading the second language as were made when reading the native language.

TABLE 1

Comparison of MPHW, Residual MPHW, Retelling, and Comprehension.

Subjects MPHW Residual MPHW Retelling % Comprehending %

German

1 1.1 0.5 99.4 38.5
2 , 5.5' 2.1 80.0 70.9
3 1.0 0.7 92.5 27.3 1.

4 2.7 1.3 97.5 70.4
5. 4.9 1.8 85.0 62.5 .

6 2.3 0.9 82.5 61.6
7 4.7 2.5 58.8 50.0

Averages 3.2 1.4 85.1 54.5

English

1 3.5 1.7 93.8 51.9
2 7.8 6.0 88.8 25.0
3 ., 4.8 2.9 83.8 37.8,
4 7.7 5.2 58.8 29.8

<-5 9.1 4.6 58.8 53.6
6 4.1 2.1 63.8 50.0
7 8.4 5:9 45.0 29.5

Averages 6.5 4.1 70.4 -39.7
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Table 2 reveals that, for both languages used, the average rate of miscues
of all types combined increased from one half or the text to the other;
however, the average amount of increase is more for German than for English.

TABLE 2

Miscues by Half Story for'Each Language

Subjects
German

First Half Second Half

English

First Half Second Half

1 10 '6 18' 11
2 .26 39 29 36
3 4 8 :21 19
4 15 23' 26 29
5 2 36 33 43
6 11 16 20 14
7 26 ., 30. 33 37

Total MP1 /2S 11;1 158 180 189
Percent 41.9% 58.1%" 48.8% 51.2%

Because the MPHW and MPl,dS cannot supply qualitative information about the
miscues. made, different types of measurement must. be used, one of which is the.
residual MPHW. To determine the residual MPHIL all miscues .which were seman=.
tically acceptable (or were corrected to become semantically acceptable) are
subtracted' from a subject's total MPHW. The result'is a figure reflecting the
number of miscues which cause a loss of meaning; they would represent "low
quality" miscues, i.e. those which do not help. the reader gain meaning.

The second type of measurement used to analyze miscues qualitatively is
the comprehending score, which focuses upon the subject's ability to provide
for language patterns from which meaning can be elicited. Goodman and Burke
determine the comprehending score by taking the first 50 non-dialect miscues
of each sUbject and measuring the percentage of "high quality" miscues, i.e.
those which are semantically acceptableor corrected to become acceptable,
even if the intended meaning of the author has changed. For the purposei of
this study,'the comprehending score is. determined by using all non - dialect
miscues mac* by the subject and finding the percentage of "high quality"
miscues therein.

Table 1 iilluStrates the relationship of comprehending scores to MPHW,
residual MPHW, and retelling scores. As has been noted, the averages of the
MPHW percentages for both languages show that twice as many miscues are being
made in English as in German. Even more importantly, the averages'of residual
MPHW percentages for both languages show that three times as many miscues are
of a "low quality,"-i.e. semantically unacceptable in the context of the
English story. While the average comprehending score fn German is 54.5%, that
in English is 39.7%, or approximately three-fourths of the German rate.
Finally, the average German retelling score is 85.1% as compared with the
average English retelling score of 70.4%, which is approximately four-fifths
of the German 'rate.

The question that arises is this: how can such a large degree of compre-
hension be manifest in the German subjects' reading of English despite the
number Of miscues made--so many of which destroy the semantic intentions of
the text? For answers one must look further into the data Provided in the
Inventory. The fllowing section deals with a,brief analysis of findings for
each of the Inventory's nine categories.
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FINDINGS RELATED TO SPECIFIC RMI CATEGORIES

Dialect

If oral reading miscues can be identified as a part of the consistent and
rule-bound dialect' of the speaker (even if multiple miscues are then triggered
within a given utterance), the grammatical and semantic acceptability of the-
utterance need not be automatically questioned. Y. Goodman notes in the RM117
manual that sound-level dialect variations (such as /pl'tcer/ for "picture,"
/aydier/ for "idea," or /wif/ for "with") generally are not even coded as
miscues. However, in this study, because sound varlet-Long were the predomi-
nant difference found in a German subject's reading of English, all such
deviations from standard.English were initially marked and then surveyed to
determine their relative importance.

In many. cases, 'a distinction. had to be made between phonological
deviations from the text that merely represented an imposed German phonetic
feature on an understood lexical item and a'deviation that actuallywas no
more than a-partial "sounding-out" of an unknown lexical item. In the first
case,5 comprehension usually was not affected; such phonological miscues were
normally restricted to a set of features we readily recognize as being part.of
a German "accent." Occurrences of this type of deviation were then marked
"dialect," but were not included-on the coding sheet because of their con-
sistent use by all subjects and their full rate of grammatical acceptability
with no ,change in meaning.

In the second case,6 the pronunciation actually rendered the item a "non-
sense word," and it had to be marked and coded accordingly. These items
usually indicated semantic unacceptability and full meaning change, although
inflection often verified that the functiOn was not changed and that an
allowance for syntactic acceptability had to be made. Items of this .sort were
not marked "dialect," as their pronunciation was idiosyncratic and highly
unpredictable.

It became 'a difficult task to determine-Whether, in some cases, an item
was a nonsense word, signalling a loss of meaning, or whether the reader
recognized the item and understood its meaning in the context of the story but
simply did not yet have full productive control over -its pronunciation.' After
consultation with Y. Goodman, it was determined that-an extra parameter ought
to be established, providing for phonological deviations of. this sort by non-
native speakers. Marking this type of item7 with a "PP" under "Semantic
Acceptability" and "Meaning Change" meant that the degree of comprehension and
correct usageoould not be fully determined although the degree of graphic and
sound similarity was high. As phonological approximations of this sort are a
natural part of learning a second language, they must be accounted for, yet it
should be understood that only the retelling can ultimatelY verify whether the
items are comprehended within the context of the story.

German language features other than the noted phonological interference
did. not surface during the readings in English.' There were few vocabulary
variations, and none illustrated the example of cultural bias seen in the
reading of a lexical item like headlights for headlamps as described by Y.
Goodman and Burke (1972).

In summary, over three times as many dialect-attributed miscues were made
in English as were made in German, although these were, for the most part, of
phonological origin and represented the subjects' ever-increasing approxima-
tions of native English pronunciation. Syntactic and leXical Miscueing,
attributed to dialect, represented only .5% of the total number of German
miscues and a negligible percentage-of the total number of English-miscues.
This indicates that spoken dialectal forms were not only inhibited, but vir-
tually suppressed,.as the readers adhered very carefully to-the written text
in their reading. The notion of a formal "reading" register may account for
this phenomenon.8
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Intonation

Slightly more than five times as many intonational miscues were made in
English (46 instances) as were made in German (9 instances), most of those
having to do with misplaced stress in a polysyllabic word. While meaning
change can be affected by an Incorrectly-placed stress marker (/ritortg/ in
place of /ritorts/, for example) , such a .miscue was marked "PP" in the "Mean-
ing Change" category. Th s indicated that the researcher could not evaluate
whether a meaning change d occurred for the reader who was unfamiliar with
appropriate pronunciation factors in English, but who may have syntactically
and semantically comprehended what he was reading in the context of the story.

Graphophonic Proximity

Y. Goodman and Burke (1972) noted a tendency for a slightly higher graphic
Proximity to the expetted oral response than a phonetic proximity among their
94 native English subjects from Detroit. Rigg (1974) completed a miscue
analysis on nine subjects from two differing regions of the United States
(Detroit, Michigan and Port Gibson, Mississippi) and found much the same
thing.

This analysis of German subjects reading in EngliSh and their native
language found, also, that in both languages, graphic proximity ranked higher
than sound proximity (see Table 3). It. should be noted that the graphic
proximity is approximately 14% higher in English than it is in German;
likewise the sound proximity is approximately 10% higher in English than in
German.

TABLE 3

Graphic/Sound ProXimity and Retention of Meaning

Subjects
German English

Graphic-% Sound-% N/MCh*-% . Graphic-% Sound-% N/MCh*-%

1 61.5 46.1 46.1 66.0 88.0 51.9
2 79.0 73.7 71.0 56.2 52.1 25.0
3 50.0 60.0 36.4 80.6 71.0 29.8
4 ' 66.7 61.9 70.4 93.6 83.0 46.8
5 65.9 65.9 67.8 183.6 75.4 62.4
6 68.2 68.2 65.4 \87.1 74.2 65.61
7 65.7 65.7 64.0 68.5 72.2 33.8

ti

Averages 66.7 63.1 60.2 80.8 73.7 45.0

*ND Meaning Change

Thus, while all subjects' observed responses (ciRs) were closer to the
expected response (ER) graphically than in sound (approximately 7% difference
in English and 4% difference in _German), there is a 'substantially greater
reliance 9n .the graphic features in English than in German. This fact is, in
itself, not surprising. Because English is the second language and much of
the vocalaplary, if not the syntactic structure, is les's familiar, one might
have predicted that there would be greater attention to critical graphic

-features,. But the degree of increased attention is significant. The greatest--
proficiency in reading comes as a result of the trade-off between graphopho-
nic, syntactic, and semantic Cues which allow, as a result of redundancy,,the
selection of only that minimal number of cues necessary for identification and
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comprehension. The substantially greater degree of graphic proximity in
English may indicate an overreliance on this single cueing component at the
expense of greater apprehension of meaning.

The only moray to fully determine this is by looking clsely at the category
of "Meaning Chamr" for both languages, to assess how little or great the
occurrence of mea *ng change was as a result of miscueing. The N/MCh column
in Table 3 reflects the percentage of miscues that do not change the meaning
of the sentence or author's intent. . The results range from 36.4% to 71%
in German and from 25% to 65.5% .in English for individual subjects. But the
degree Of "no change" in meaning averages 60.2% and 45% respectively for the
two languages. Conversely, then, a partial or Tull loss of meaning is
incurred in 39.8% of.all German miscues and in 55% of all English miscues.
The intended meaning of the author in the English readings is changed con-
siderably more than it is in German, despite--or possibly because of--the
conscious and consistent proximity.to graphic features displayed by the
readers in English.

One might wonder at the discrepancy between the average percentage of
sound. similarity in German as opposed to that in English, i.e. 14% greater in
English than in.German. This appears to contradict the widely held but unten-
able position that a closer phonetic correspondence -to print, which German as
a language has as compared. with English, can be dealt with more easily and
accurately by the reader. In fact, after comparing the degree of graphophonic
proximity to the amount of retention of meaning in each language, it should be
clear that graphic/sound relationships have little bearing on the process of
reading for meaning. (The implications of this point will be discussed
later.)

Grammatical Function

The analysis shows that, for all miscues made, the majority of substituted"
words have the same grammatical function as that of the expected response. A
full 83.2% of German miscues had an identical function as the textual item;
89.6% of English miscues followed the same pattern.

Correction

The overall correction x..les of oral miscues by individual and by language
group are surprisingly different when compared with one another. In German,
the individual rates of correction range from 8.3% to 73.7% of all oral
miscues made, whereas in English, the range is much smallerfrom 19.7% to
44.1%. The average percentage of correction is 42.6% in German, which com-
pareSwith only 26.5% in English.

The much higher rate of correction in German as opposed to English could
be accounted for by recalling that most German and English language miscues
involve contentives, for which there may be-a considerable lack of familiarity
in the second language. Indeed, the residual MPHW findings noted earlier show
that nearly three times as many semantically. unacceptable deviations were Made.
in English as were made in German--a fact which would seem to support this
idea.

In English subjectS corrected grammatically unacceptable miscues more
readily than semantically unacceptable ones, Whereas in Germar the reverse was
true (Table 4). However, the tremendous, unpatterned spread of correction
percentages among the individual readings in English, when compared with indi-
vidual syntactic and semantic unacceptability rates (residual MPHW), leaves
one without an explanation as to why or how each rate of correction was estab-
lished. It appears that there is actually no correlation whatever between the
rate of correction and the rate of semantically. unacceptable miscues when they
are analyzed person by person in either language. It also appears that
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idiosyncratic and seemingly. unobservable factors play a part in the correction
process.' (These factors will also be discussed in further detail later in
this article.)

TABLE 4

Rates of Correction for Grammatically and
Semantically Unacceptable Miscues

Subjects
German

Grammar Semantics

1 33.3% 60.0%
2 25.0% 28.6%
3 0.0% 0.0%
4 33.3% 50.0%
5 0.0% 22.2%
6 0.0% 33.3%
7 0.0% 14.3%

Averages 13.1% 29.8%

Syntactic and Semantic Acceptability

English

Grammar Semantics

100.04 50.0%
0.0,1 4.2%
28.6% 20.0%
33.3% 22.2%
0.0% 6.3%
33.3% 25.0%
23.1% 12.5%

31.2% 20.0%

In assessing Tables 5 and 6.for syntactic and semantic acceptability rates,
some interesting phenomena surface. First, the overall grammatical accep-
tability is higher in English than in German by 6.8% in the first half and by
a full 16.2% in the second half of the readings. Also, while the rate of syn-
tactic acceptability increases in the second' half of the English readings by
an average 4.2% over the first half, the rate of syntactic acceptability
actually decreases from one half to the other in the German readings by an
average 5.2%. Previous data have shown the graphic proximity of all English
miscues to be 14% higher in English than in German, which indicates that much
closer graphic attention is being given to the English text than.to the
German. As a result, a German, miscue might. retain enough of the necessary
semantic and syntactic qualities to fit the context of.a reading passage, but
it could have very little graphic or sound similarity with the expected
fesponseparticularly if the miscue is a substituted lexical item. Simi-
larly, with full, control of a variety of syntactic surface structures which
could all convey the same underlying"deep structure, the native German speaker
is quite capable of deviating from the German text syntiOtically while still
retaining the semantic import of the message being read, and indeed this
frequently happens. BUt because the second- language reader may feel less com-
petent in anticipating or recognizing the wide range of alternative surface

. structures for any given utterance's underlying deep structure, he may find
himself reading the English text much more closely than he would a text in his
own language in order to "decode" the particular syntactic structures given.

Secondly, no significant change in semantic acceptability can be noted
(Table 6) from one.half of the German readings to another, although indivi-
duals vary to some degree, either up or down. On the other hand, English
semantic acceptability increases significantly from the first to the second
half of the readings (the group' as a whole averages a full 19.7% increase by
the end of the reading), and uniformly so for each individual. Still, the
overall rate of German semantic acceptability remains higher than:that of
English (a full 25.3% in the first half, dropping only 2.4% in the second
half), which indicates the possibility of a comprehension base that is more
extensive in the native language.

74
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TABLE 5

First/Second Half Syntactic Acceptability Rate

German English
Subjects

First Half Second Half. First Half Second Half

1 87.5% 20.0% 87.5% 90.9%
2 72,7% 81.8% 68.2% 61.8%
3 33.3% 50.0% 68.4% 83.3%
4 70.0% 70.6% 86.9% 79.2%
5 81.8% 76.5% 82.1% 90.2%
6 70.0% 81.2% 78.9% 76.9%
7- 62.5% 61.51 53.6% 72.7%

Averages 68.3% 63.1% 75.1% 79.3%

TABLE 6

First/Second Half Semantic Acceptability Rate

German English
Subjects

First Half Second Half First Half Second Half

1 50.0% 20.0% 43.8% 63.6%
2 63.6% -75.8% 18.2% 29.4%
3 33.3% 25.0% 31.68 44.4%
4 70.0% 70.6% 21.7% 37.5%
5 63.4% 61.8% 42.8% 61.0%
6 60.0% 62.5% 36.8% 69.2%
7 45.8% 53.8% 14.3% 42.4%

Averages 55.2% 52.8%_ 29.9% 49.6%

Meaning Change

Table 7, in fact, establishes the truth of the preceding assumption. It
illustrates the degree to which the readers' oral miscues retain the ultimate
sensibility and intention of the author; therefore, the percentages given
simply indiciate no meaning change. While the degree of no meaning change for
individual German readers does not provide a distinct patterri which, can be
readily compared with syntactic and semantic acceptability rates, a tendency
does exist for no meaning change percentages to mirror rising or falling
semantic acceptability rates in the second half of a reading.

For the group as a whole, it is evident that the rate-of no meaning change
stays relatively stable in German, decreasing only by '.7% from the first half
to the second half of the reading, which again resembles the average decrease
in semantic acceptability seen in Table 6. Likewise in 'English, the degree of
no meaning change miscues. reflects' the ndency to stay closer to the semantic
acceptability figures than to those of ntactic acceptability. Just as all
individual English rates of semantic acceptability increase consistently in
the second halves, so, too, do all individual rates of no meaning change
(except one--Subject 6). Moreov-ai, there is a substantial gain in the group's

.1
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average rate of no meaning change for the second half of a reading, which con-
firms the same trend established in Table 6. .

TABLE 7

First/Second Half "No Meaning Change" Rate

Subjects
First Half

German.

Second. Half

1 50.0% 40.0%
2-_-_-_ 59.1% 78.8%
3 66.7% 25.0%
40 60.0% 76.5%
5 63.6% 70.6%
6 70.0% 62.5%
7 58.4% 69.3%

Averages 61.1% 60.4%

English

First Half Second Half

43.7% 63.6%
22.7% 26.5%
21.1% 38.8%
34.8% 58;3%
57.2% 65.8%
68.4% 61.5%
27.6% 39.4%

39.4% 50.6%

There are three points,, then, which could be made-4n summing up this sec-
tion of the analysis. In the first place, there is no dramatic change in the .

number of miscues that measure meaning retention from one half of the German
readings to another. The degree of semantic acceptability in German .stays
relatively the same (actually dropping by 2.4%). secondly, all subjects
reading in English appear to ImproVe the quality of their miscues as they
progress through their stories, in that the percentase of semantically accep-
table and meaning-retaining miscues continues to increllse. Finally, it
appears that, while the number of high-quality no meaning change miscues
increases as the subjects.read in English, the highest degree of no meaning
change is still maintained in the native language.

CONCLUSIONS

We will now attempt to put into perspective the statistical information
gathered on the individual English and German readings and retellings in order
to answer the question asked on page 56 of this article: "How .can such a
large degree of comprehension be manifest in the German subjects' reading of
English despite the number of miscues made ---so many of which appear to destroy
the semantic intentions of the text ?"

The fact is that, while twice as many miscues were made in English as in
German,.and while three times 'the. number of these miscues are of low quality
or semantically unacceptable; much of what the subject is doing as he reads in
English appears to compensate. for this.

.We have already established that the subjects' oral miscues in English
are, on average, 79.3%. syntactically acceptable by the second halves of their
reading. They, are also 49.6 %' semantically acceptable and 50.6% free of
meaning change by the second half. Thus, although the subjects ,may have run
into a "great deal of nonsense" (Smith, 1971), and. have numerous low quality
miscues with which they must contend; they are simultaneously seeking to "make
sense" of their reading wherever -they can. 'The most ?bvious strategies
employed by the individual subject in his attempt to extract meaning from the
English text are:

0
Reading primarily for grammatical structures that are complete and that

. can bear meaning by (a) replacing substituted or miscued lexical items with
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- .

others of the same function and (b) correcting ungrammatical miscues where
they-interfere with semantics.

Attempting to gain semantic control of the reading by (a) creating a
semantic "buildup" from one half of the story to the other and (b)i. increasing
the quality.of semantic miscues during the course of reading.

Keeping close to the graphic representation of the text by (a) .attempting
to maintain a close graphic/sound relationship to the leXical items whAle
:reading aloud and.(b) observing the syntactic structures used by the author
and adhering to them in an effort to get to the deep structure.

All of the strategies noted above are useful when the.subject is allowing .

for an even "trade-off." In other words, the emphatis cannot be placed exclu-
sively on any one of the three major language systems being used -- Syntax,
semantics, or graphophonics.

Wherever low qtlality.miscues are observed in uantity, a shift has taken
place, such that the focus appears to be primarily on the third strategy. The
result isan.oral response to the text that approximates it according to
graphics, sound, and even grammatical structure, but not according to semantic
sensibility. The subject may be attending to the graphics so much that he
"loses the thread," or semantic buildup, of what he is reading.

It is useful, at this point, to contrast the .general findings with a brief
profile of results for individual subjects. Table 8 provides information
regarding each subject's grammatical and semantic acceptability rates, along
with his comprehension score. Yet, while these scores are indicative of how
much comprehension mad have taken place, they must not be analyzed apart from
the subjecti:s retelling score. If an- ,accurate assessment of reading profi-
ciency is to be obtained, the oral retelling of each subject must be used

'alongside all other scores to map out the subject's personal reading profile.

TABLE 8

Grammatical/Semantic Acceptability and. Retelling Rate

Subjects Grammar Semantict Retelling

:1

2

3

4
5

7

61.5%
. 78.2%
45.5%

-70.4%
78.6%
76.9%
62..0%

German

38.5%
70.9%
27.3%
70.4%
62.5%
61.6%
50.0%

99:4%
80.0%
92.5%
97.5%
85.0%
82%5%
58.8%

Averages 67.6%' 54-5% 85.1%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Averages

88.8%
64.3%
75.7%
83.0%
86.9%
78.1%
63.9%

77.2%

English

51.9%
25.0%
37.8%
29.8%
53.6%
50.0%
29.5%

93.8%
88.8%
83.8%
58.8%
58.8%

. 63.8%
45.0%

39.7% 70.4%
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.Subjects 1 and 3 have the least number of miscues in the study, and, as a
44result, have somewhat distorted scores for grammatical- and semantic accep-'

tability tastes. Their retellingo scores, however, reveal that they are indeed
gaining meaning from their readings in a way that is unimpeded by the number
of low quality miscues. Their retelling rates are among the three highest
both in German and in English; their residual MPHW percentages rank as the

- lowest in German' and are among the three lowest rates in English. Thus, they
are the most prOficient readers of the croup in both languages.

Subjects 4, 5,.,and 7 have similAr residual MPHW's in German, and their
_grammatical and semantic acceptability rates are also within a comparable
range (within approximately 8% of each other). Their German retellings, how-
ever, appear to show a difference inproficiency--while 5 and 6 scored 85%-and
82.5% fespectively, 4 scored 97.5%.' " In English, the grammatical acceptability
rates are within approximately8% of each other, but semantic acceptability
rates show that 4 dropped 20-24% below the other two. Only when looking at
the retellings does one see that, in fact, th-lr reading proficiency levels
are similar. Subject 4 scored just as well as 5 in the retelling and only 5%
lower than 6. 'Obviously, 4's semantic acceptability rate does not reflect the
apparent "internal correction" or cognition of a number of items that showed
up as oral miscues when she read aloud. In other words, even though the mis-
cue statistics would seem to suggest considerable variance, the three subjects
all prove to be moderately proficient readers in English. It is possible, and
intriguing, to sptculate that the same degree of "internal correction" may
account for 4's considerably higher German retelling score, despite the rela-
tively close parallelism between the semantic acceptability rates of these
three subjects.

Subject 2's reading needs to be discussed at some length as she is the one
subject whose English retelling score stands diametrically opposed to her
other English reading scores in the analysis. Her residual MPHW is the second

o highest of the German readings and the highest of the English readings, Indi-
- cating that a very large number Of low quality miscues is being generated.
This is particularly interesting in view of the fact that she hasa relatively
high number of miscues per hundred words in both languages. But 2's gram-
matical and semantic acceptability rates in German are actually quite high,
which may be the reason why she scores a respectable retelling score of.80%.
Her grammatical acceptability score in English is the second lowest of the
group, however, and her semantic acceptability rate is the lowest of all (less
than half of It is because of this that her English retelling score is
remarkable--88.8%, or the second highest of the group. This situation is all
the more surprising when her English scores are compared to those of, 7. There
is.a close correspondence between 2's and 7's MPHW, residual MPHW, compre-
hending score, and grammatical and semantic acceptability rate." Indeed, all
percentage scores are within 4.5% or less of each other, yet 2's English
retelling score exceeds that of 7 by a full 43.8%. One possible reason for
the discrepancy may be that 2 has .:earned somehow to circumvent the large
number of unacceptable semantsi.c miscues she makes in oral reading by con-
centrating instead on structural features. But the more plausible explanation
is that silently corrects much of what she reads.for'efficiency's
sake and that these corrections cannot be seen in her oral reading scores .9
Thus, 2 is actually a much more proficient reader than we might have otherwise
expected.

The results show that 7 is reading least proficiently in .both German and
English. At 4.7 his MPHW is the third highest rate in German, and at 2.5 his
residual MPHW is the highest. His grammatical and semantic rates of accep-
tability are somewhat closer to thetgroup average--at 62% and 50% respec-
tively--but 7's retelling score confirms that he is not reading primarily for
meaning. With the lowest of all German retelling scores, 7's rate is only
58.b%--well below the group average of 85.1%. His English percentages do not

7
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fare any better. His MPHW and residual MPHW rates are the second highest--at
8.4 and 5.9 respectively. Furthermore, grammatical and semantic acceptability
percentages are the lowest and second lowest--at 63.9% and 29.5% respectively.
Subject 7's English retelling score serves to substantiate the lack of cogni-
tion that is occurring; it registers at only 45%, or 25.4% below the group
average. It would be interesting to know what impediments are the most
influential in keeping 7 from comprehending more of what he has read. While
the act of cognition is one on which we can only speculate, ultimately it
appears. that 7 is unable to deal with his numerous miscues and high residual
MPHW's, as 2 is able td,' by correcting internally. Subject 7's low quality,
miscues accumulate from one half of the text to the other without being con-
sistently 'recognized and resolved, so that he eventually stops reading'-pri-
marily for meaning and instead reads for surface structure accuracy. This is
verified by the fact that 7's miscues are approximately 12% higher in graphic
similarity than comparable scores for 2. Also, his syntactic acceptability
rate actually rises by about 20% in the second half of his reading, whereas
2's syntactic acceptability rate drops by about 7%. Thus, pears that 7's
attention to structure at the expense of meaning is-his bigge t liability.

While this study needs to have its findings' confirmed witY re extensive
research on a larger number of subjects, the results do suggest a general
correlation between the proficiency withwhich the German subjects read in
their native language and in English.

Further, the more proficient readers in both languages appear to be pro-
ducing relatively low residual MPHW's while maintaining relatively -high rates
of grammatical and'semantic acceptability, particularly in the second halves
of their readings, or else show evidence of internal correction.

Finally, the projected. comprehending scores based on the number of seman-
tically acceptable; or high quality miscues appear to be less 'accurate measures
of actual comprehension than the information gathered from MPHW, residual
MPHW, syntactic acceptability, and retelling scores.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INSTRUCTION

The s<Nclusions drawn from the analysis lead the investigator to suggest some
implications for the teaching of reading to the second-language learner.

In the first place, whenever possible the English instructor should be
aware of the reading patterns and proficiency of students in their native
language. Results of this analysis have shown that proficiency in reading
English is related, to a considerable extent, to the degree of proficiency
shown by subjects in processing written material in their first language. It
is obvious that the proficiency level in the second language is never likely
to be. as high as that in the native language (unless the individual is, or
becomes, truly bilingual); the significance. of the findings resides in the
fact that parallel relationships exist. between reading strategies employed in
both languages. (One will recall, in this context, how closely the rate of
contentive function miscues coincided in the two languages.)

Therefore, while second-language instructors may not speak the students'
native language and may find it difficult to obtain information on their
native reading proficiency, they have an obligation to look beyond the parame-
ters of English to establish a profile of the strengths and weaknesses the
students may have in processing written language in general. The universals
of reading dictate that the primary purpose of reading is comprehension, and
that this, in turn, is achieved by making use of at least two fundamental
language sub-systems--syntax 'and semantics--to arrive at a deep structure
apprehension of surface structure forms.

In establishing how well the student is processing and comprehending writ-
ten material, the focus must be on the manner in which the syntactic, seman-
tic; and graphophonic (in the case of oral reading) language systems are being
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used and integrated. The RMI, as a diagnostic device, is especially suited to
determine this because of its emphasis on the:n4tural ;phenomenon of miscueing
and the cognitive activity it involves.

. In assessing the results of miscue analysis, the instructor should be
cognizant of:the following assumptions about proficient reading:

Por optimum semantic sensitivity, students must be bringing their prior
knowledge and experience to bear on the reading. In other words, students
need to know that prediction and anticipation are a vital part of the reading
process, allowing one to gain meaning more easily. This requires some risk-
taking, since syntactic structuresmay not be fully recognized, individual
lexical items may not be fully apprehended semantically, and graphophonics may
not always be providing the necessary information for acceptable pronun-
ciations by the language learner. And yet, based on the hypothesizing,
testing, predicting, and confirming strategies discussed at length by Goodman
and Niles (1970), students can be actively InVolved in making all the
necessary distinctions which give print meaning. Their can core of knowledge
and experience extend to an understanding of language and its universal struc-
tures which cannot be overtly taught but which can be tapped in dealing with
the second language.

*The instructor cannot assume that the number of "miscues in students' oral
reading haith, by itself,%any bearing on their ability to read for meaning (cf.
the example of Subject 2). Those with fewer miscues tend to build up an
"-acclimatization" to the text, with regard to style, vocabulary, structure,
and meaning, at a faster rate than the subjects with more miscues. But it has
alreadg5teen established that internal correction may be taking place among
subjects with the larger number of miscues and that their rates of comprehen-
sion can be as .high--if not higher--as those who maintain fewer actual miscues
throughout their reading. It has been demonstrated that miscues are generated
for numerous reasons and that they must be evaluated qualitatively as well as
quantitatively. Because of their direct impact on meaning and possibility of
meaning, change, the rate of residual MPHW or the number of high quality
miscues is much more significant than the total number of miscues made by an
individual.

.Graphophonic miscues, however, do not pose nearly as serious a problem for
the reader since it is understood that the semantic component of language, at
the deep structure level," is not directly related to the phonological oom-

-ponent, which is restricted to the surface structure.10 Indeed, foreign stu-
-dents can have a very clear conception of the .lexical item. they are reading
"orally, but the pronunciation of the word may exceed the boundaries of
graphophonic acceptability for English. Thus, as Y. Goodman notes, parameters
must be enlarged in order to account for the successive regularizations and
approXimations,of this sort on the part of the second- language learner.

Students must learn to be graphically selective as they read. They
should be taking in only those minimal graphic and syntactic cues that are
necessary for comprehension, since a concentration on semantics and a buildup
Of the intended meaning are primary-to the reading process.

While much of second - language instruction requires that the student focus
strongly on language structure, form, pronunciation, and graphic represen-
tation, reading instruction must do otherwise if true proficiency is to
result. Only when students learn to make use of the vast amounts of syntactic
and graphic redundancy available to them, and to attend to,only the most cri-
tical of graphic features found on the printed page, can their chances for
making sense out of what they read be great.

The Instructor need not try to teach all such selectivity overtly;
learning about and distinguishing between such critical features is often an
unconscious process; and consistent and varied exposure to written English
will, in many cases,.provide the environment for the necessary distinctions.

The ultimate purpose of reading instruction, then, is to orient the stu-
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dent towrds an active involvement with the text. This is as true for the
native speaker of English as it is for "the second-language learner.' Students
should be drawing on their knowledge and experience, predicting and hypoth-
esizing about the text before them and selecting .only those graphic and syn-
tactic elements that will help them confirm their hypotheses. Meaning will
then.become apparent. -

,
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3While readability factors do not exist for determining tfle'"grade level"
of literature in German schools, comparable material.41ould first be eklogged to
native German readers at approximately the age of 14-15. For the English
se`l.ectrons, the SMOG Feadability formula was administeredo both texts to
determine.approximate "grade levels" for their use in American public schools.
In each case, a ninth grade readability was determined. '

4Every subject was taken to a smallvroom for the.reading'procedure; only
the subject ancthe investigator were present. :After an initial period of
collecting'' personal information from the subject, the investigator, asked the
subject to read one German and one English story. in their entirety, with no
assistance or interruption. An audio tape was made of each reading. After
the reading, the subject was askeaN,to put .the script aside and to retell, in
his own words, all that he could recall about'the story. The investigator did
not comment or question until the subjeCt had divulged all that he could
remember by himself. ,Ilhereafter, the investigator attempted to elicit as much .

Additiorlal information as possible, but withoUt ever referring to anything,
general or specific, which had not already been mentioned by the subject him-

.

self
.

in the retelling. -

5The folloViing examples illustrate this

[ v ] [ w ]

Isl

nervously
/wriTter/ visitor

/vat/ what
/v9rnt/ weren't

c/sAmsin/ something
/wIs/ with

'.6Examples of this phenomenon include ($ indicates a nonsense word) :

$ /skraybd/ scribbled
$ /stibel/ subtle
$ /dijes/ digits

7Examples of this occurrence are:

/mgTte5An/
/krukr/
/mTIdli/.
/dIplommt/

agitation
crooked
mildly
diplomat

O
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8A11 of the subjects are well-educated by German stanArds; every subjeA

equivalent of a high school which prepares student for the university. this\
was in his or her penultimate or final year of -the Gymnasium, the German

:,

',fact alone is significant, in that the Hochdeutsch used in school and any
academic environment" disallows many of the spoken dialectal features used in

. the community. In the words' of Martin Joos (1967), speakers simply change
- their speech register from a "casual" to a "formal" level,

\ The second reason'may be a, corollary of the first: while. the readings,
which the subjects undertook for=themiscue inventory were not, considered a
teat (this was .empha'sized at .the time),.tRe situation was in fact a formal one
-in2that the readings were" done aloud, before an unknown researcher, and a tape
rcorder was 13.sed. .

'!P. Rigg (1974) documents the case of one of her nine-subject'S WhoYL.74d the
highest residual! MPHW and the lowest comprehending score of all, .yet had the

Asecond highest' retelling score as well. 'Rigg attempts to explain the unusualsecond
character of this type'of reading by suggesting that, according to .records,

\

her sul3ject's formal reading' training shl.fted from a language experience
methodology to a heavily phonics-based methodology early in primary school.

I

This, she feels, may have directed him to pay more attention to graphic/sound
relationships, especially 'for oral production, than semantic and syntactic
acceptability. "Somehow," Rigg notes, "with all the nonsense...he still mana-
ges to'uAderstand°the story...he evidently does try to 'get to the meaning of
.the story\ and is rather successful at it. Re exemplifies the silent correc-
tion technique..." (191; emphasis mine).

10 Judith Greene; Psycholinguistics: Chomsky and Psychology. Harmonds-
worth, Middlesex, England: Penguin'Books, 1972:56.



Reading in Spanish and English:
Evidence from Adult ESL Students

Mark A Clarice'
University of Colorado at Denver

In 1966 Kolers noted the lack of baseline research into the reading process.
Since that time, controlled experiments with adults (for example, Kolers 1969,
1973) and numerous In-depth analYses with children (for example, Goodman 1969,
Goodman and Burke 1973) have been conducted which support a psycholinguistic
perspective of the reading process. This perspective characterizes reading at
an active process in which the reader samples linguistic cues and then, on 'the
basis of these cues, produces hypotheses about, the message of the writer. As
Goodman (1970c) states in his oft-quoted definition of reading:

.reading is a psycholinguistic guessing gaMe. It involves an
interaction between thought and language. Efficient reading does

` not result from precise perception and identification of .all elements,
but from skill an selecting the fewest, most productive clues neces-
sary to produce guesses which are right the first time: (260)

" The psycholinguistic perspective of reading was developed from research,
into the reading behavior. of: (1) children reading in their native language
(English); (2) proficient adult readers reading in their native Language (Eng-
lish); and (3) proficient bilingual adult readers reading in En§aish and in
French.

However, as recently as 1976, Robinett noted the lack of research into
the reading behaviors of second language learners (specifically, ESL readers;
see also Hatch 1973). Rigg (1976, 1977) and Barrera (1978)'have provided
th'e first glimpse of the reading process do English as a Second Language
(ESL), as reirealedby the analysis of the oral reading miscues of children.
To date, there have been no published accounts of studies which describe the
reading behaviors of adult ESL learners as they attempt to master reading in
the target language. The two studies2 reported here were developed, in part,
to provide preliminary data for that description.

The objective of the studies was to describe the first language (LI) and
second language (L2) reading behaviors of*adult Spanish-speakers who are pro-
ficient readers in their native language. The principal research questions
addressed were:

1. Can the psycholinguistic perspective of reading explain the reading
performance of proficient, adult, Spanish-speaking readers, reading in Spanish
and in EngliSh? D \

.

2.. Do these individuals transfer their reading skillsto the second lan-
guage?

In the first study, the cloze test performances of good and poor L1 readers
were examined. In the second study, the oral reading performances of a. good

*Reprinted by permission from Language Learning 29:121-150, June 1979
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and a poor L1 reader were analyzed according to established miscue procedures.
The former provides a description of group performance; the latter provides an
indepth analysis of the reading behaviors of individuals.

.In both studies, confirmation of the psycholinguistic perspective of
reading was to be recognized if the analysis showed that the subjects used
graphorihonic, .syntactic, and semantic cues. to produde hypotheses about the
message of the writer. That is, psycholinguistics would predict that the
readers' cloze test responses and oral reading behaviors would not reveal
"precise identification of all elements" but, rather, their attempts to under-
stand a text using available linguistic cues. With regard to question number
two, an affirmative answer was to be accepted if good Li readers maintained
an .equal advantage over poor L1 readers in both Spanish and 'English. It was
assumed that, given' equivalent proficiency in the second language, the superior
reading skills of the good readers would provide them with an equal advantage
over. the poor readers in both languages. This assumption is based on a
"reading universals hypothesis." If the ability to read is acquired only
once, and if the reading process is basically the same in all languages, we
would logically expect good native-language readers to be good second language
readers. Furthermore, we would' expect good readers to maintain their advantage
over poor readers in the second language.

There was no independent criterion available to determine the LI reading
proficiency of the subjects used in this study. "Good" readers and "poor"
readers were so designated on the basis of their cloze test performance. Cloze
tests have been shown to be valid and reliable measures of reading proficiency
(Taylor .1956, 011er 1975, 011er et al. 1972, 011er and' Tullius 1973) . However,
it is important to keop in mind that for the purpose of,this study, "good/poor
readers" actually means "good/poor cloze test takers." The possibility exists
that cloze tests measure a special skill which is sufficient but not necessary
to proficient reading and that subjects identified as poor readers here are
merely poor cloze test takers. Because there is no way to confidently deter-
mine the difference between the two, thepotential distinction will not be

. I

continued throughout the discussion. Rather, subjects will be referred to
simply as "good readers" or 'poor readers." And, unless otherwise. indicated,
the designation will refer to Li reading ability.

STUDY I: CLOZE TESTS

Subjects

The subjects were twenty-one low -level ESL students enrolled in intensive
courses at the English Language Institute, University of Michigan. The sub-
jects (14 males-and 7 females) were 'all young adults, high school graduates (a
few had college degrees), and citizens of Latin American countries (11 from
Mexico, 8 frOm Venezuela, 1 each from Colombia and El Salvador). They were in
the United'States to continue their professional education. All subjects were
therefore assumed to be proficient readers in their native language. The
majority had recently arrived in the United States and were therefore relati-
vely equal in terms of exposure to intensive training in ESL and to second
language testing procedures.

Tests

Cloze tests are typically constructed by deleting every nth word from a prose
passage. Subjects are required to fill each of the resulting blanks with an
appropriate word. The tests are,scored by counting the number of times the
subjects restore the original word.to the context (Exact Word 'method) or by
counting all responses which are syntactically and semantically acceptable
(Acceptable Word method).
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For this study, cloze tests were required in Spanish and English which
were deemed appropriate, both in difficulty and in content. For the Spanish
tests, two Latin American short stories were selected. "Una Carta a Dios" by
Gregorio Lopez y Fuentes (1971) and "La Camisa.de Margarita" by Ricardo Palma
(1948). The English cloze tests were taken from ESL textboWts which were not
currently being used in the intensive ogurses at the English Language Institute
("Meet Don Rogers," Mellgren and Walker 1973a; "The Life of a Housewife,"
Alesi and Pantell 1972; "My Summer Vacation," Mellgren and Walker 1973b).

A rational, rather than a mechanical, deletion procedure was used to pro-
duce the tests (see Greene 1965 for a discussion of rational deletion pro-
cedures). After the ,customary lead-in of several sentences, every seventh to
tenth word became a candidate for deletion. An effort was made to delete
words whose replacement would seem to require comprehension of the entire
passage. Words most often deleted under this procedure were discourse markers,
"content" words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs), and words with speci-
fic referents earlier or.later in the text.j It was hoped that this deletion
procedure would produce tests which -were especially sensitive to constraints
across the text. A special test administration with native speakers indi-
cated, in fact, that the deletion procedure did produce cloze tests in which a
large number of the blanks could not be correctly filled without knowledge of
the larger context (see Clarke 1978, 52-55). It was felt that.such tests
would be stronger measures of reading proficiency than tests constructed by
mechanical deletion procedures. The Spanish batteryproduced by this process
contained 1903 words and 90 blanks, the English battery, %602 words and 57
blanks (Appendix A).

Analysis

In a cloze test, a response which is totally syntactically and semantically
acceptable indicates that the subject has understood what he has read.
Rek3onses which are not acceptable provide evidence about the processes used
by the subject in responding to the mutilated. text. In order to describe the
linguistic cues used by subjects in responding bo_:the cloze tests, an,instru-
ment was developed which permits'reSearchers to characterize the "degree of
acceptability" or "quality" of a cloze test response (Appendix B). The tool
(An adaptation of the Goodman Taxonomy; see Goodman and Burke 1973) allows for
an evaluation- of syntactic and semantic acceptability, on a scale ranging from
totally unacceptable, through acceptable only with parts of the sentence, to
acceptable in the sentence and totally acceptable (see Clarke and Burdell 1977
far a detailed description of the tool and an explanation 'of coding proce-
dures):

Syntactic Acceptability (SYNAC)
4: totally acceptable
3: acceptable in the sentence; the response satisfies sentence-level syn-

tactic constraints, but violates discourse constraints.
2: acceptable only with the following portion of the sentence; from the

response on, the sentence is syntactically acceptable
1: acceptable only with the preceding portion of the sentence; the

sentence is syntactically acceptable up to and including the response
0: totally unacceptable

Semantic Acceptability (SEMAC)
6: totally acceptable
5: totally semantically acceptable if mirippr syntactic constraints are

ignored; the sentence and/or the response require minor syntactic
changes

trS
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4: acceptable in the sentence; the response violates passage -level mean-
ing constraints ;

3: acceptable in the sentence if syntactic constraints are ignored; the
sentence and/or the response requires minor syntactic changes to
become acceptable at the sentence level

2: acceptable only with the folloving portion of the sentence; from the
response on, the sentence is semantically acceptable

1: acceptable only with the preceding portion of the sentence; the sen-
tence is semantically acceptable up to and including the response

0: totally unacceptable
9: doubtful; the response 'seems to fit the context, but it is impossible

to determine -the contextual motivation for it

The twenty-one subjects took the Spanish and English cloze-test,batteries.\
Their tests were first scored for exact word replacement (Exact Score). Two
coders, working independently, then evaluated all non-exact responses using
the analysis tool described above.3 All responses receiving scores ;Of SYNAC 4,
SEMAC 6 were added to the subjects' exact scores. The sum became the Accept-
able Score. The remaining responses (i.e., unacceptable responses:' those
receiving codings of less than SYNAC 4, SEMAC 6) became the data for analysis.

Two pools of unacceptable responses were required for analysis. The best
readers and the poorest readers were selected until two approximately equal
pools of responses-Were identified for analysis. This procedure produced a
Good Reader group of 8 subjects and a PoorReader group of 6 subjects. The
Spanish response pool_contained 68 responses for the Good Reader group and 124
responses for the Poor Reader group; the English response pool contained 129
responses and 157 responses, respectively. Tables 1 & 2 provide a'profile of
.the two groUps.

As preViously mentioned, reading ability was determined by the subjects'
Exact scores on the Spanish cloze tests (SPCLZ (exact)). The results indicate
that the two groups represent different reading abilities. The Good Reader
mean is 60, with a range of 58-65, while the Poor Reader mean is 45, with a
range of 33-50. The means, plus the eight-point spread between the highest
Poor Reader and the lowest Good Reader, assures us that the two groups repre-
sent substantially different reading abilities. Furthermore, the ,-esults of
the. English placethent test indicate that the two groups are of equivalent

.-English competence. (A T-test for differences between means showed that there
was -no significant difference between the two groups.)

Result?

Immediate videnca is available that good L1 readers are goo:: L2 readers..
First, the rank order of the good and poor reader groups is maintained.in the
second language; there is a positive correlation between the'Spanish and-
English cloze test performances (Exact scores, r = .53, p < .01) And second,
the Acceptable means for the two groups on the English cloze tests show a ten
percentage point difference. A T-test for difference between means shows that
the difference is significant at the .01-leVel. Thus, despite the 10 point
overlap in the range of scores, the good readers as a group are better L2
readersithan the poor readers.

TheOmacceptable.cloze responses were analyzed for syntactic and semantic
acceptability. The Spanish results are pictured in Tables 3 and 4.

As Tables 3 and 4 Show, the difference between good and poor readers
appears,to be their use of syntactic and semantic cues when confronted with
blanks for which they have no immediate answer. The good readers produced
responses which conformed to meaning constraints (SEMAC 5:41% compared to 25%
for the poor readers) 'even though such responses violated syntactic con-
straints. The responses of the poor readers, on the other hand, indicate a
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much greater sensitivity to syntactic constraints than to semantic constraints
(SYNAC 4:50% compared .to the good readers' 35%).

The results for the English cloze tests are provided by Tables 5 and 6.
The two groups appear virtually equal in their ability to utilize syntactic
cues when confronted with difficult blanks (Table 5); the greatest difference
between good and pOor readers on any analysis category is two ,percentage
points. However, of primary interest here is the SEMAC code category 5
..(,Table 6) where only four percentage points separate the Good Reader groui, from
the Poor Reader group. Good readers did not demonstrate the expected advantage
over poor readers in producing semantically acceptable responses.

Summary

The answers to the-- two research questions poSed. earlier appear to be "yes"
"to some extent."_ With regard to question one--"Can the psycholinguistic
perspective of reading explain the. reading performance of proficient, adult
,Spanish-speaking readers, reading in Spanish and in English?"--the cloze
results provide partial confirmation; although only a limited view of the read-
ing process is available from an analysis of cloze performance, it is clear
that the subjects were producing hypotheses about the text based on syntactic
and semantic cues. The cloze test analysis. instrument provided a framework for
identifying the linguistic clues used by the subjects in producing those
hypotheses, and the degree of success attained.

With regard to question two--"Do these indit'iduals transfer their reading
skills to the second language?"--the results are ambiguous. When reading in
English, the good readers were superior to the poor readers in that they were
able to produce more acceptable cloze responses. Yet when confronted with
difficult blanks, the good readers appear to be little better than the poor
readers- in producing high quality guesses.

STUDY II: ORAL READING MISCUEJ

Method
.

The cloze test analysis described above provides group serformance data. Oral
reading miscue research, on the other hana, produces a, great quantity of data
for each subject, providing an in-depth analysis of individual reading behav-
iors. The research procedure' generally. followed (see, for example, Goodman
1969. and Goodmar and Burke 1973) involves the following steps: After identify-
ing the ;.population from which the subjects will be taken, reading selectiOns of
moderate difficulty and appropriate content are selected. Each subject reads
the selection orally, in its entirety, and relates as much as he can remember
when he has finished. During the retelling of the 'tory, the researcher. does
not comment or ask questions. When the subject hat exhausted his initial-
impressions of the selection, the researcher questions him further about the
passage being careful not to add any information not already supplied by the 4

subject. The reading, retelling, and question-answer period.are all tape
recorded. The researcher then listens to the tape repeatedly until ill devia-
tions from the text have been noted on a master-worksheet. The miscues for
analysis are selected and analyzed according to the Goodman Taxonomy of Reading
Miscues (Goodman and Burke 1973). The retelling is used t-Jo provide a compre.,-
hension score for the subject.

Subjects

.Two criteria were used to select subjects for the oral reading miscue analysis.
First, it was necessary to have subjects whose speech was relatively Clear,
both in Spanish and in Englisb (Rigg 1977 mentions clarity as a primary con-

tT
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sideration in the "Miscue-ESL Project"). The second criterion was dictated by
the research design; it was necessary to select a good L1 reader and apoor L1
reader who were of comparable ESL proficiency. Table 7 provides a profile of
the two subjects selected for analysis. The good reader, _Andrade (not his
real name) , received the highest score on the Spanish cloze test (rank: 1;

score 69/90). The poor reader, Baca (not his real name), received the third
lowest score on the Spanish cloze test (rank: 72, score 49/90). Their ESL
.proficiency wan approximately the same; Baca shows a higher Placement Test
score, but they both scored in the lower third on the English cloze tests. ,In
addition they were in the same mid -level ESL class at the English Language
Institute.

Analysis

Reading selections in Spanish and English were selected according to four-
criteria:' (1)7 The 'selections were new to the readers. `(2) ?They were moder- r
ately difficult. (3) They were of-sufficient length to insure the availabil-
ity of Syntactic and semantic context. (4) They were semantically complete
units., The Spanish reading, "MeditacOn del Saludo" (Ortega y Gassett 1957),
is a philosophical treatise on the" handshake, an extremely complex reading. of
4839 words. The 'English selection; "Cold Cash" (Hoke 1965), was taken from an
ESL reader which was., not being `Used at the English Language Institute at the
time of the testing.° It is a short story of 960 words. intended for inte-

, mediate-level ESL students (Appendix C contains excerpts of both, selections).
The Spanish and English reading performances of Andrade and Baca were eli-

cited using the procedures described above. All deviations from the text
(i.e., Observed Respon -::.'. did not equal Expected Response) were noted on the
mastc er sheet. Miscii..4s for analysis were selected by a procedure (see Goodman
apd Burke 1973, pages 25-26) which eliminates all non - significant miscues from
consideration; that is, only miscues which represented a potential loss or
change ofiMeaning were included. The first fifty miscues thus identified for
each reading were evaluated on thirteen categories of the Goodman Taxonomy of
Oral Reading Miscues (Goodman and Burke 1973) (see Appendix D):

J. Correction
,2. Dialect
3. Graphic Proximity
4, Phonemic Proximity
5. Allolog
6. Syntactic Acceptability
7. Semantic...Acceptability,.
8. Syntactic Change
9. Semantic Change
10. Intonation
11. Bound and Combined Morphemes
12. Word and Free Morpheme
13. Grammatical Category and Surface Structure

All coding decisions were reached by two coders working independently; dis-
agreements which could not be resolved by repeated-examination of the tape
were resolved by a third coder .4

Because the Taxonomy was developed for the analysis of miscues generated
by children reading in English, a number of changes were required for the ana-
lysis of adult ESL students reading in Spanish and English. First, two codes
were added to the Taxonomy under Dialect to account for first language inter-
ference'and For inter-language phenomena (see Selinker 1972). Second, a major
change'in coding procedures was adopte4 to account for the apparent ease with
which adults process information when reading orally. Coding instructions for
Semantic Acceptability were amended so that miscues with "minor syntactic

ec'
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errors" could be given full semantic credit. The assumption was made that
such errors are so slight that they do' not significantly affect meaning. -(The
resulting code categories are similar to the codes for Semantic Acceptability
used in the Clozeanalysis.) Third, code categories were added to Grammatical
Category and Surface Structure. to account for reflexive verbs, verbs with pro-
nominal suffixes, and phrasal contractions, structures which occur in Spanish
but not in Ehglish.

Finally', major changes were made in the procedure for evaluating subjects'
comprehension of a selection'. Miscue researchers typically evaluate subjects'
comprehension of passages by producing a typescript of retelling and then
evaluating the typeschpt against an exhaustive outline of the passage read.
Scores can range from 0 to 106; Although researchers working on a project for
a period of time mightdevelop enough coder reliability to make such an evalu-
ation.meaningful, the sys'tem-is too subjective to permit replication by
researchers working independently of each other.5

.

For this research project a different method of determining reader
comprehension was developed. ,First, the retellings of five subjects
(including the two subjects used in the analysis) were transferred to two
tapes; one tape contained five retellings of ."MeditaciOn del Saludo," and the
other tape. contained five retellings of "Cold Cash." Bilingual Spanish/
English speakers were then engaged to listen to the tapes and to evaluate the
comprehension of the subjects by ranking them from best to worst- using stan-
dard criteria. ;The purpose of the ranking was to produce an estimation of the
relative de7ree of comprehension attained by the subjects. This prOcedure
allows the :researcher to Charadterize one reader as "the good reader" and
another as "the poor reader" without implying that an absolute: standard of
reading effectiveness has .been applied. The benefits of this scheme are two.: c
it precludes investigator bias, and it facilitates replication.

Results

A detailed explanation of ttie results on all 13 analysis categories is beyond
the scope of thiS paper (for such an explanation, see Clarke 1978).. The
di4oussion which follows provides an overview of the results; .detailed com-
ments are limited to the most important code categories. Table 8 presents a
summary of the reading performance of Andrade and Baca in Spanish and in
English. The results in each category portray Andrade as the better reader,'
both, in Spanish and in English.

MPHW (miscueA per hundred words):, the basic quantitative measure used in
.0

miscue analysis, is computed by dividing the total number of. words read.into
the total number of-miscues, and multiplying by 160:

MPHW - 100 AMiScues)
Total # words

Studies (for example, Goodman and Burke 1973) have revealed a fairly oon-
siStent relationship between miscue quan'Aty and reading proficiency: good
readers tend to make. fewer miscues than do poor readers.6 The performance of
the two readers in this study confirms this expectation. Andiade produced
fewer miscues than' Baca, both in Spanish (2.0 compared to 4.6) and in English
(5.8 compared to 6.8).

Whereas MPHW provides an index of the quantity of miscues, the Comprehend-
ing score measures the quality of miscues produced by a subject.- The score is
derived by adding the percent of semantically acceptable miscues (Code cate-
gories. SEMAC 4 and 6) to the percent of semantically unacceptable miscues
(Code categories SEMAC 0-3) which the reader has successfully corrected.

Comprehending = % SEMAC 4 & % CREC 1
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Unlike a comprehension rating, which measures the final amount of understanding
achieved by a subject, the comprehending score provides insight into the pro-
cess of understanding. It` reveals the reader's awareness of the effect of
miscues on meaning, and-the effort he makes to correct .semantically unaccep-
table miscues. Andrade displays greater sensitivity to the quality of his
miscues than does Baca. In Spanish, Andrade produced a Comprehending score of
82%, compared to Baca's 70%; in'EngliSh their scores were 52% to 44% respec-
tively.

If the quantity measure, MPHW, is reduced by the quality measure, Compre-
hending, the result is the frequency of unacceptable, uncorrected miscues per
.hundred words, the Residual MPHW. This.figure represents the percentage of
miscues which may disrupt meaning. Andrade's scores on this measure are
superior to Baca's: .32 to 1.3 in Spanish and 2.5 to 3.5 in English.

The Comprehension rankings confirm the evaluation of the three process
measures; Andrade was Manked first in Spanish' and tied for second in English,
while Baca tied for last in both retellings.

Although sliace'does not permit a detailed discussion of the results on each
of the 13 code categories, it is important to report that the reading behaviors.
of these.two adult ESL students resembled, in most respects, the reading beha-
viors of native English speaking readers (Goodman_and_Burke 1973) and the
reading behaviors of children for whom English is a second language (Rigg
1976,. 1977): the good reader produced fewer miscues than did the poor
reader; neither subject corrected many miscues; their miscues were generally of
high graphic and, phonemic proximity to the text; they produced no allologs;
their miscues produced little syntactic or semantic change; the most frequent
'miscue was -t:ie word-level miscue in which one word was substituted for another.7

Two of the code categories, however, merit closer inspection. Tables 9 and
TO provide information on the syntactic and semantic acceptability of the
readers' miscues in Spanish and in English. Andrade's performance, as
reflected by these. two -categories, shows him to be the superior reader both in
Spanish and in English. SYNAC indicates the extent to which a reader's oral
reading conforms to the syntactic constraints of the passage. SEMAC reflects
the reader's sensitivity' to meaning constraints. Previous studies (for example
Goodman and Burke 1973, Rigg 1977) have shown that good readers generally pro-
duce more syntactidally and semantically acceptable miscues than do poor
readers. The results of this study provide.a slightly different picture. In
Spanish, the two readers appear equal in their ability td produce.syntaCtically
acceptable miscues (52%), while in English, Andrade demonstrates a slightly
greater sensitivity to syntactic constraints (54% to 46%, respectively).

Semantic Acceptability appears to differentiate the two readers better than
Syntactic Acceptability. Here, 80% of Andrade's miscues on the Spanish reading
were either totally acceptable or acceptable with minor syntactic adjustments,
compared to 64% for Baca. The totals drop substantially when their English
performance is considered, but Andrade still performs better than Baca (46% to-
38%).

Summary

The oral reading miscue results provide answers to theLtwo research questions
which are similar to those provided by the cioze test results. With regard to
question one--"Can the psycholinguistic perspective of reading explain the
reading performancd of proficient, adult Spanish-speaking readers, reading in
Spanish and iri.English7"--thesanswer appears to be "yes." The reading perfor-
mance.of Andrade and Baca, as revealed by miscue procedures, is basically the

- same as it is for children studied by Goodman and others; both readers produced
miscues that demonstrated ,their attempts to utilize graphophonic, syntactic,
and semantic cues to extract the author's message. With regard to question
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two l--"bo thete individuals transfer their reading skills to the second lan-
guage?"--the results again lend themselves to conflicting interpretations: It
is clear that Andrade is a better reader than Baca in both Spanish and in
English; in all_ the significant analysis categories, Andrade's performance is
superior to Baca's.' Again, however, the good reader's superiority over the
poor reader decreases substantially when their English 1-eading performances are
compared to their Spanish reading performances.

CONCLUSIONS-AND IMPLICATIONS

As a preliminary investigation into the reading behavior of adults reading in a
first and second language, the present studies have a number of limitations.
First, because of the in-depth nature of the analysis, it was impossible to
study the reading performances of a large number of subjects. The results .are,
therefore, suggestive rather than definitive, and cannot be generalized to
other populations without qualification. Second, the studies are based on the
assumption that the behaviors elicited by clOze tests and oral readings are
representative of the subjects' silent reading behaviors. All ccnclusionsmutt
be tempered by the possibility that the elicitation instruments have produced
behaviors which are peculiar to those tools, and not in fact representative of
the subjects' reading behaviors. Nonetheless, the results provide theoretical,
pedagogical, and methodological implications.

Theoretical

The results of this study seem to justify some form of a reading universals
hypothesis. The adult readers studied here, reading in Spanish and in English,
appeared to be utilizing the tame basic behaviors as the proficient readers in
the Detroit study (Goodman and Burke 1973) and other miscue research' projects
(for example Rigg 1976, 1977, Sims 1972). For them, as for the sl.Lajects of
previous studies, reading is not an exact process which depends upon accuracy
at all levels of language; .but rather, it seems to be a process of hypothesiz-
ing, te'tting, confirming, rejecting.

The exact nature of the universal processes, and the linguisic levels on
which reading is different - -or the same--in different languages is not' clear at
this point. Goodman (1973:27) asserts that "...the reading_ process will be
much the same for all languages with minor variations to accommodate the speci-
fic characteristics of the orthography used and the grammatical structures of
the language." Glimpses of .potential "minor variations", are available from the
miscue results reported here. For example, in Spanish Andrade and Baca pro-.
puced exactly the same number of syntaOtically'acceptable'responses. Andrade,
of course, produced a substantially higher percentage of semantically accept-
able miscues.. In other English miscue st..udies, however, just as in the English
data from this study, the good readers consistently hOld the advantage in both
syntactic and semantic acceptability. With regard to another code category,

. grammatical form and function, it may be significant that in Spanish these
readers produced miscues on function words 'more frequently than on any other
part of speech, while in English they tended to 'miscue on-nouns more 'than on
the other grammatical categories; for the English. speaking subjects of the
Detroit study (Goodman and Burke 1973), the grammatical category most fie-
quently involved in miscues was the noun. These two examples would seem to
indicate that the language in which cne is reading does, indeed, influence
one's reading behavior.

A further implication of the present studies involves reading in a second ,.
language. As mentioned earlier, models of L2 reading have not been developed
because of4.a lack of research data to support them. Rather, theorists have
assumed that reading is basically the game in all languages, and teachers have
developed methods and materials to reflect research insights into L1 reading.

=8. -A
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The results of this study suggest that, while the assumption of universals may
be justified, the role of language profiLlendy wy be greater than has previ-
ously been assumed. Cloze test performance aryl oral reading behavior suggest
the presence of a "language competence ceiling" which hampers the good Ll
reader in his a'tempts to use effectivep reading behaviors in the target 'Ian-
gUage; apparently, limited control over the language "short circuits" the good
reader's system, causing him to revert to "poor reader strategies" when con-
fronted with a difficult or confusing task in the second language

ThiS suggests that it may be inaccurate to speak of "good readers" and
"poor readers." It is obvious that the term "good reader" does not apply with
equal precision to Andrade When he reads in English as it does when he reads in
Spanish. Perhaps there are not "good" and "poor" readers, but merLty "good"
and "poor" reading behaviors, which characterize all readers at different
times.

Pedagogical

The research reported, here would seem to support psycholinguistrcs as a model
for curriculum; planning, methods, and materials development in the teaching of
ESL reading, at least to Spanish speakers. Some version of the reading univer-
sals hypothesis has been tentatively confirmed, Indicating that the fundamental
processes of reading are.the same- in Spanish and in English. , It would, there-
fore, seem justifiable to build reading programs that emphasize the behaviors a

which this. and previous research show tb be characteristic of good readers.
Among the behaviors which seem Most-productive and which might be effectively
taught are: concentration' on passage-level semantic cues; the formulation of
hypotheses about a text before reading to confirm, refine, or reject those
hypotheses; the de- emphasis of graphophonic and syntactic accuracy, that is,
developing a tolerance for. inexactness, a willingness to take chances and make .

mistakes.
On the other hand, the results of these Spanish-speaking adults reading in

English underscore the importanc of language skills for effective. reading.
This finding supports the activities of "traditional" teachers (Lado 1964,
Finocchiato 1969) whose approadhto teaching reading emphasized grammar lesSons
and vocabularrinstruction,'aS well as recent attempts to combine reading
skills work with language skills development (Baudoin et al. 1977, Clarke and
Silberstein 1977, Eskey 1973). The' dilemma fbr L2 reading teachers is one of
attempting to provide students with-a "global view" of the task--by emphasizing
the inexact nature 'of reading, the need for guessing, taking chances, etc.- -
while at-the same time helping bo.acquire the fundamental language skills to
facilitate the process. Gibson and Levin (1975) raise questions about Good-
man's "psycholinguistic guessing game" (Goodman 1970c) description-of yeading,
which illustrate the dilemma:

1. On what basis does the reader make his predictions?
.'2.-.14hat is the nature of his predictions? Is the reader guessing suc-

ceeding letters, words, phrases, sentences, or the general plot of meaning of
thetext? Said another way, what units is he predicting?

3. How does he check his predictions? How does he know where to look in
the subsequent, or perhaps preceding text? What informs the reader where to
focus hiSattention?-.

4. What constitutes-a confirmation? What happens if he finds he has
guessed wrong?.

All of the above questions can be answered on virtually every level of lan-
guage, ranging from the phonemic up to the discourse level, and beyond, to the
realm of knowledge 'that is outside the text. For- the second language learner
the task must seem impossible at First, as he attempts to master the different
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levels of the target language while simultaneously striving to use the language
for communication.

Attempting to teach someone to use the phonemic, morphemic, syntactic,
semantic, and discourse cues of the language before-he has learned what they
are, .how and when they occur, and their contextual variations 'seems unrealis-
tic. Yet the familiar example of the student who knows all the words and gram-
matical structures-of a sentence or a paragraph and yet cannot comprehend what
he has read is the result of learning the elements of language without under-
standing the processes which one utilizes to communicate with those elements.
In other words, ESL reading teachers must emphasize both the psycho and the
linguistic.

Another implicatioh for teachers concerns the "short circuit" hypothesis
put forth to explain the reduced efficiency of good L1 readers reading in a
second language. As mentioned earlier, the difference between the, good and
poor L1 reader on English reading tasks was not as great as it was on Spanish
reading tasks. It is possible, therefc,re, that two students could produce
similar L2 reading behaviors for different' reasons: one because he is 'a poor
reader, the other because he has clot. been able to transfer his L1 reading
skills to the second language. It would be unrealistic to suggest that the
teacher producedifferent materials oro methods to solve the problems of each
student, but an awareness of the different sources contributing to similar
behaviors would certainly increase the teacher's sensitivity and, therefore,
the potential for overcoming the students' difficulties. Such sensitivity
might mean that exercises developed for me student need only remind him of the
purpose and methodsof effective reading, while exercises developed for another
stvdent.would attempt to teach him hoW to read more effectively.

Methodological

The preSent study ,has confirmed the value of oral miscue procedures for the
investigation of the reading behaviors of adults. The results removed the con-
cern that adult L1 reading behavior would be so effortless as to produce very
little data for analysis. Indeed, the quality and quantity of miscued produced
by these adults were strikingly similar' to the quality and quantity of miscues
produced by children in previous studies.

The study raised a number of issues which future miscue work should
address. The first, and most important, ooncernsthereliabilityof the pic-
ture of silent reading provided by oral reading.' Hood and Gonzalez (1975)
discuss the issue at length, pointing out that all oral reading research
depends on the assumption (not always made, explicit) that oral reading is
equivalent to silent reading, yet little work has been done to confirm the
relationship. It is slightly suspicious that the reading behaviors of the sub-
jects in this study (adult SpaniSh speakers) were so similar, to the reading
behaviors of the children (English speakers) in previous research. One
explanation 'is that readir is a process characterized by universals; another
is that the oral reading task' s6 restricts the performance of the subjects that
their miscues reveal similaritiesvwhich would not be evident, if their silent
reading, could be observed.

Another issue of miscue methodology which needs ;attention is that of the
comprehension measure. The weaknesses of the "retelling" procedure have been
discussed by Goodman (Goodman and Burke 1973); the difficulty involved idget-
ting subjects to tell everything they remember (indeed, of getting some sub-
jects to speak at all) and the problem of inter - judge reliability are the two
most serious weaknesses. With adults and older children, ad objective test
might be used in conjunction with the retellings in an attempt to improve 'the
accuracy of the comprehension assessment. If the test were of the discrete
point variety, the questions. could be printed on separate cards and presented
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to the subject one at a time to minimize learning from the test which would
inflate his comprehension score.

The comprehension measure in its present form is a serious weakness in
miscue research methodology. Whereas a number of researchers working together
undoubtedly achieve respectable levels of inter' -judge reliability, individual
researchers working outside the pale of the miscue group are severely ham-
pered in their attempts to replicate research. Until a more'reliable measure
of comprehension is devised, the scores provided by resvrchers will have to
remain mere "rough estimates" whose principal value is to .rank subjects in
relatiOn to each other.

And finally, the results seem to confirm the value of cloze tests in
research into the reading process: The cloze analysis tool (Clarke and Burdell
1977). provides a framework for evaluating the quality of cloze responses. The
present study indicates that good readers' unacceptable responses are of

----greater semantic accuracy, than those. of poor readers. Further research is
needed to ascertain the exact nature of the linguistic cues used by good
readers--especially as these relate to discourse constraints (but see, for
example,'Flahive 1978)--but the results reported here indicate that explora-
tions with cloze tests will prove fruitful.

TABLE A

Subjects for Cloze Analysis: Spanish Cloze Scores and Responses for Analysis

:
.q. o .o.N o., cs

II a) n a) tt

z G o 0 o 0
to --..

0
ul ...-..

4J 4.: ca4N 0 0 0W$4 M I-1 M IA
C...) C.) C.)
04 a) al a)

X
A,
0 4

ii) .--- co .... cn ...-...

Good L1 Readers

1. 12

2. 19
3. 4
4. 16

5. 2

6. 5

7. 7

B. 17

Poor L1 Readers

47 5.33 65 87 3
37 10.50, 62 81 9
38 12.33 61 78 12
47 15.50 60 -, 10
19 17.20 '59 Erz 8

, 36 17.20 59 eo 10
46 17.20 59 83 7
44 22.20 58 81 9

68 Total
m=39.241
R=19-4

1. 14 34 58.50
2. 11 41 60.20
3. 20 46 , 60.20
4. 1 26 68.50'
5. 8' 67* 70.50
6. 0 6 36 74

m=60.37 m=81.50
R=5865 R=78-87

50

48
48
46
45
33

72 08
74 16
73 17
67 21
75
55 35

124 Total
m=41.6 m=45 m=-.69.33
R=2667 R=33-50 R=55-74

*Took placement test previously..
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TABLE 2

Subjects for Cloze Analysis: English Cloze Scores and Responses for Analysis

0
1-1

'C.=
In Sol

0
II W

0 M
W M
0M ,-1

MM
W 0 >1
(...) 04 1-:

o0 m
4 CD r-- P4 A'

Good L1 Readers

35
39
32
26
23
26
30
41

45
:48
42
35
31

36
'40

"50

12

9
15

22
26
21

17

7

1. 12 47 4.50
2. 19 37 2

3. 4 38 7
4. 16 47 11.'25

5. 2 19 16.50
6. 36 11.25
7. 7 46 8
8. 17 44 1

129 Total
m=39.25 m=31.50 m=40.87
R=I9-47 R=23-41 *Ft-J=31-50

PoorL1rReaders

1. 14 34 11.125 26 31 26
2. 11 41 6 33 41 16
3. 20 46 15 24 31 26
4. 1 26 19.50 20 26 31
5: 8 67* 16.50 - 23 32 25
6. 6 36 19.50 20 24 33

157 Total
m=41.6 m=24.33 m=3n.83
R=26-67 R=20-33 R=24-41

*Took placement test previously.

TABLE 3*
C

Syntactic Acceptability of Spanish Cloze Responses

4 3 2' 1 0

TOT ACCEP ACCEP ACCEP Not
ACCEP In SENT After Prior ACCEP

Good B1
L.Readers 35%

.'h .6% . 38%- 15%
8 S's
68 OR's .,

Poor L1
. Readers 50% 1% 8% 31% 10%

6 S's
124 OR's

*See Appendix B for an explanation of code categories.



TABLE 4*'

Semantic Acceptability of Spanish Cloze Responses

5 4 3 2 1 0 9
TOT ACCEP ACCEP ACCEP ACCEP. Not DBT
ACCEP In SENT In SENT After . Prior ACCEP FIJI;

w/Error w/Error

Good Li
Readers
8 S's
68 OR's

Poor L1
Readers
6 S's
124 OR's

41% 34% 1% 4% 13% 6% 0% '

25% 44% 3% 3% 17% 6% 2%

4See Appendix B for an explanation o2 code categories.

t o TABLE

,Syntactic Acceptability of English* Cloze Responses

4 3 .2 1
n

.0

TOT ACCEP ACCEP ACCEP Not
ACCEP In SENT After Prior ACCEP

Good ir1.
Readers
8 S's
129 OR's

Poor L1
Readeri
6 S's
157 OR's

36% 7% 18% '19% 19%

36%, 5% 20% 19% 20%

*See Appendix B for an explanation of code categories.

TABLE 6

Semantic Acceptability-of English* Cloze Responses
rt.

5 4 3 2 1 0 9
TOT ACCEP ACCEP ACCEP ACCEP Not '. DBT

ACCEP In SENT In SENT After 'Prior ACCEP FUL
w/Error w/Error

Good Li
Readers

. '2245 :2456_ -5% / 12% i9% 16% 2%
8 S's
129 OR's,

Poor Ll
Readers
6 S's
157 OR's

18% 25% 5%
fel

10% 21% 19% 2%

*See'Appendix B for.an explanation of code categories.
.

r

to
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TABLE

a
Subject, for Miscue Analysis

Subject Andrade paca

Sex
Age
Nationality
Education
Placement Test
Spanish CLZ
(Rank)

English CLZ
(Rank)

Male Male
30 ; 19
Colombian Nicaraguan
B.S. H.S. Diploma
48% 61%*
69/90 43/90
(1/74) (72/74)
29/64 22/64
(26/35) (33/35)

*Took PLT previously.

TABLE 8

SumMary Misdte Results

Andrade Baca

Spanish English Spanish English.
0 ,

MPHW 2.0 .5.8 '4.6 6.8
.Comprehending .82 .52 . 7Q .44

Residual MPHW .32* 2.5** 1.3+ 3.5++
Comprehension ranking (n=5) 1:0 .2.5 4.5 4.5

*Based on 2767 words read +Based on 1213 i4grds reado
**Based on 959 words* read +4 Based on 780 words read

\.

TABLE.9

Syntactip Acceptability (SYNAC)

Code

Andrade Baca

Spanik.A English Spanish English

0 Not Acceptable
1 Acceptable with Prior
2 ACCEP with Following
3 }Acceptable in Sentence

- ,

4 Totally Acceptable
6 ACCEP in Passage but for othe
2-150

32%
10%
0

52%
miscues 0

12%
20%
2%
2%

54%
10%

6% 14%
34% 18%

16%1 10%

0

52% 46%
2% 12%
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TABLE 10

Semantic Acceptability (SEMAC)

; Andrade Baca
/

/Code Spanish English Spanish English'

Not Acceptable 4% 34% a% 38%
/1 Acceptable with Prior 8% 16% 8% 16%
2 ACCEP with Following

0.
0 0 0 6%

/

3 Acceptable in Sentence 6% 2% 14% 2%
4 Totally Acceptable 42% 20% 16% 26%
5 ACCEE_in SENT w/change 2% 2% 6% 0
6 ACCEP in PASS w/changct 38% 26% 48% 12%
n=50

rIOTNOTES

1 I would like to th ink. Robert Marzano, University of Colorado at Denver, for an
insightful critique/of 'an early draft of this paper. I would also like to
thank Senaida T. Carol , UCD for her efficient secretarial and editorial

preparationassistance in the of the paper.
2The studies rep4ted here are part of a larger research project (see

.Clarke 1978). conductl'A'while the author was at the University of Michigan.
Special thanks for assistance in that project are due to H. Douglas Brown and
John A. Upshur of'the English Language'InstitUte.

3Percentage ,' coder agreement on evaluations of syntactic and semantic
acceptability using this instrument ranged from 70% to 91%. Average,Percent- /
ages of agreement were as follows: Spanish SYNAC 86%; Spanish SEMAC:70%; Eng-
lish SYNAC 87%; English SEMAC 73%. (See Clarke 1978, 62.)

-4The Taxonomy presented here As the short form. A more complete version
----(but one which is missing many codes and coding instructions recently added 1301

Goodman and others) is available in Goodman and Burke (1973, Appendix D). Pat
Rigg (personal communication) informs me that.a good presentation and explana-»
tion of the Taxonomy is available in Allen and Watson (1976). The coding
decisions for the English story in this study were verified by Pat Rigg; in the
course .of working with her, I became aware of the large number of implicit
coding and analysis conventions which have developed among miscue researchers,
and which have never appeared in print. It strikes me as unlikely that miscue"-
studies can be reliably replicated-w4.thout tr;e assistance of a researcher. who
has been in close contact with the Goodmans for a substantial period of time.

. 5Goodran et al. have not. addressed the question of coder reliability. The
procedures they have'establiihed reduce subjectivity somewhat, b'iit researchers
.working together tend to develop criteria which govern their decisions, yet
which are not always explicit in coding ma.nuals. Hood (1975 -76) discusses
this weakness in miscue research procedures, and offers suggestions far improv-
ing the evaluation of texts by independent coders.

6This relationship should not be interpreted as proof that accuracy is a
prerequisite for effective reading. Goodman and Burke (1973, 32),point Jut
that it is quite likly that the tendendy to produce few miscues is a result,
not a cause of. good reading. Martellock (1971) studied one reader whose oral
production was flawless, yet he had apparently understood nothing of what he
had read. .

.

.
.

I

96
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'The striking similarity of the results of this study to the results of
previous. miscue studies suggests the intriguing possibility that oral reading
studies will produce results which exaggerate the "universality" of the
reading process. In other words,.perhaps oral reading is not an accurate
reflgcticin of silent reading. Hood and Gonzalez (1975) discuss the issue at
length, pointing out that all oral reading research depends on the assumption
that oral reading is equivalent to silent reading, yet little work has been
done to confirm the relationship.
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APPENDIX A

Excerpts from Spanish and English Cloze Test Batteries

Meet Don Rogers

(Auapted from Mellgren and Waller 1973a.)

My name. is Don Rogers. I am from Canada. I have one brother and two
sisters . We live with our mother and father in Toronto. My 'brother

and I like cars. We work at a gas station after school. We like our
work. We like to fix`cars. ,We like to wash the trucks and fill them
with gas. We have an old .car . We work on it every day.. It is a

good car, but it needs a lot of work. We ride to school in it
every day. Sometimes our sisters ride in it too, but often they ride to
schOol on the bus. I guess they Want to be safe.

The Life of a Housewife

,,(Adapted from Alesi and Pantell 197i.)

Sally Jones is married. She has four Children. She
her friend Rose. The children are in school. Mr. Jones

"Life is hard," says Mrs. Cones . "Every day is
the dishes and the clothes. I cook.food for breakfast
I clean the house. Every day is the same. That is

is having ,.coffee with
is at work'

the same. f wash
, lunch and dinner.
the life of a

housewife ."

Rose."Yes, that is right," says Rose.
1They drink their coffee.

Mrs. Jones works in the house. every day. She cooks and she cleans.,
On Mondays, she washes the clothes. On Tuesdays, she irons the
clothes. On Wednesdays, she shops for food. Of course every day she has
to cook and clean. Even on Saturdays and Sx6ddys she must work: She
is always tired. She - never has time to rest'. -

Every morning, she has coffee with her friend, Rose. Rose lives .

near her. Some mornings, the women have coffee at Sally's house. Other
mornings, they have coffee at Rose's houe .

After coffee, Mrs. Jones begins her work.' First , she washes thedishes
and cleans the kitchen . Then she makes the !beds and cleans the bed-"
rooms. Soon it is time for lunch. The children come home from school to eat
lunch. Mr. Jones eats his lunch at'work...- After. lunch , Sally finishes
her housework.

About 4:00 she begins to make dinner. The children come - home
from school about 4:30. Mr. Jones comes home from work, about 5:30. The
family has dinner About 6:00. ThenSally does the dishes and gets the children
ready for bed. /-

A housewife's work is never donet

My Summer Vacation

(Adapted from Mellgren and Walker 1973b.)

Last Agar I went to Guadeloupe for my summer vacation. Guadeloupe is an
island in the Caribbean Sea.

The weathe'r is wonderful there . The days are warm and sunny, and-the
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'nights are cool and clear. It seldom rains and it
air is always very clean.

I spent a week' in a hotel near the sea. The hotel had a beautiful
garden and a large, swimming pool. There was a beautiful beach too. It
Was especially beautiful at sunset. _ , --

The hotel food was very good. It was so good ttiet I ate too much

never snows. The
11

during my visit. And all thip was not expensive. It cost only fifteen
.dollats a day.

Ever day was full of fun. After eating a big breakfast, I
spent the ruing swimming and lying in the-,sun. At 12:00 1 usually ate

lunch with friends. After eating lunch, I would sleep for an hour.
Then I liked -to read a'book by the swimming pool. Sometimes -I played
tennis. In the evening everyone dressed for dinner. After dinner we
danced until morning.

I have decided to visit Guadaloupe again for my next vacation. I just
wrote a letter _asking for a room the first week in August. Do you want to
come -too?

Una: Carta a Dios

(Adapted from Lopez y Fuentes 1971.)

La casa--Unica.en todo el valle--estaba en lo alto de un,cerro bajo,
Desde *aali se veian el rio y, junto al corral', el nampo de niaiz maduro con las
flores del frijol, promesa indudable de dna buenacosedba.

Lo Gnico que necesitaba la tierra c:ra una lluvia, 6 a lo stenos unfuerte
aguacero que dejara mojados los campus. Dudar de que lioverla.habria Sido Lo
Mismo que dejar de creet en la experiencia y la sabiduria de los'AriejoS\del
pueblo.

,

Durante la mafiana, Lencho--que oonocla muy bien el campo y.crela mucho en
-las viejas oostumbres--no hab.Ia hecho Was que examinar el cielo hacia el
nordeste.'

Pi

- -Ahora si que viene,el aqua, vieja.
-If la viejai que preparaba la comida, le respondi6:
--Dios lo quiera.

Los muchachos mfis grandes arrancaban la mala hierba en' el campo sembrado,
mientras los mas pequenos jugaban cerca de la casa, hasta que la. mujer les
grito a todos:--Vengan a comer-;...

Fue duxante la comida cuando,'como lo habia dicho Lencho , comenzaron
caer grandes gotas de lluvia . Por el nordeste se veiah avanzar grandes
montaRaS de nubes . El aire estaba fresco y dulce.

El hombre saliO'a buscar algo en el corral s6lo para darse el gusto
de sentir la lluvia en el cuerpo y al. entrar exclam6:

--Estas no son gotas de Aqua que caen del cielo; son monedas nuevas;
las gotas grandes son monedas de diet' centavos y 14s gotas chicas son de
cinco.

Y miraba con bjos satisfechos.el campo de maiz 4roduro.con LaS
flores del frijol, todo cubierto por la transparente oortina de la

lluvia . Pero, de pronto, comenz6 a soplar un fuerto viento y con les
gotas de agues comenzaron a caer granizos muy grandes. Esos si que pareclan

"monedas -de Plata nueva. Los muchachos, exponiAndose a la lluvia, co'trian
a recoger las perlas heladas.

-7Esto si que est4,muy- malo --exclamaba el hombre. 7-i0jalg que pase
pronto!

No pas6 pronto. Durante una Nora cayo el granizo sobre Lk casa,
la huerta, el monte, el maiz y todo'el valle. El camoo estaba blanco, oamo
cubierto de sal. Los :arboles...
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La Camisa de Margarita

Las viejas de lama, cuando quieren protestar al alts precio de un arti-
culo, dicen: "IQue! Si esto es ma's taro que la camisa de margarita Pareja."
Yo tenia curiosidad de saber quienfue esa Margarita ctuya camisa eta tan
famosa, y en un periodico de Lima.encontre un articulo que cuenta la historia
que vanustedes a leer.

Margarita Pareja tenia, en 1765, dijez y ocho &los y era la hija fa'rorita
de don Raimundo Pareja, colectcr Callao. La muchacha era una de esas limefii-
tas que ..por. su belleza cautivan al miSmo diablo. Tenia un at de ojos negros
que eran ooMo dos torpedos cargados,con dinamita y que hacian explosiOn en el
OorazOn de todos los 'jovenes de Lima.

LlegO por entonces de Esparia un.arrogante joven,.hijo de Madrid, llamado
don Luis Alcazar, que tenia en Lima un do solterOn, may-rico y_ todavia ma's
orgulloso.- Por supuesto que, mientras be llegaba la ocasiOn de heredar al
do , vivfa nuestro don Luis :tall pobre como una rata.

En una procesiOn conociO Alcazar'a la linda Margarita. _ La'
muchacha le llenO el ojo y le nacho. el corazOn . El le cohO flores, y
.aunque ella no le contest6 ni sf ni no, le dijo con sonrisas y dem5s
.armas del arsenal femenino que le gust_ aba . Y la verdad es que se
enamoraron locamente.

Como los amantes olvidan que existe la aritm6tica, .__Ersyi don Luis que
para casarse con Margarita su presente pobreza no seria obstilculo, y the al
padre y sin vacilar,le pidiO laynano de su. hija A don Raimundo no. le

gusto mucho la idea y despidiO al joven, diciSndole que Margarita ere
arm muy joven-para terser marido , pues'a pesar de sus diez y_ ocho anos
todavia jugaba a las maffecas.

Pero no era "esta la verdadera razOn, sino que don Raimundo no queria ser
suegro de un pobre, y asi 1c6i,dec&a en OOntianza a sus amigos, uncr

O

O

ta
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APPENDIX B

Code Categories. for Cloze Analysis

(See 'Clarke -and Burdell 1977 for a detailed explanation of this instrument.)

Syntactic Acceptability (SYNAC) {exact responses appear in parentheses) r

OS,

4: totally acceptable

I stayed a week in a hotel by-thessea.
(spent)

Esto si que ester muy feo .

(maid)

3: acceptable in the sentence; the reSponse satisfies sentence level syn-
tactic constraints, but violates discourse constraints:

After: eating lunch I usually sleep for an hour.
(would)

(The passage requires the past tense.)
Consento en que le regale la camisa de novia... .

(Consiento),
(The passage requireSthe present tense.)

2; acceptable. only with-the following portion of the sentence; from the
response on, the sentence is syntactically acceptable:

The hotel food were very good.
(was)

Los muchachoS..., corrian a por perlas...

0

1: acceptable only with the preceding portion of the sentencel the sentence
is syntactically acceptable up to and including the response:

8

Sometimes our sister ride in it too.
(sisters)

El que sali6-a buscar algo en el corral...
{hombre)

0: totally unacceptable: 6.1

It (the food) was so good that I fat too much...
(ate)

Effie durante la comida cuando, como lo:habia dicho llovia , comenzaron
a caer grandes gotas de aqua. (Lencho) aj,

0.

Semantic Acceptability (SEMAC) (eXact -responses appear in parentheses)

6: totally acceptable:

I just wrote a hotel asking' for a room in August.
(letter)

Esos si que pareclan monedas de' acuRaci6n nueva.
(1314ta)

-"",,,

Jj
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5: totally acceptable if syntaCtic constraints are ignored; the sentence
and/or response requires minor syntactic changes:

Sometimes our sister ride in it too.
'(sisters)

Esos si que..pareclap monedas de oro nueva.
(plata)

4p acceptable in the sentence; the response violates some passage-level
meaning constraints:_

And all the was very expensive.
(not)

?or .supuesto que, mientras le llegaba la ocasiOn de heredar al
padre vivia...tan pobre oomo una rata.
(tio)

3: acceptable in '1-te sentence if syntactic constraint's are ignored; the
sentence and/or the response requires minor syntactic changes to' become
acceptable at the sentence level:

Even on Saturdays and Sundays she. don't work.
(must)

Y la verdad es que se-- puso' locamente.
(enamoraron)

2: acceptable only with the following portion of the sentence; from the
response on, the sentence is semantically acceptable:

At 12:00 I usually ate speak .___with_friends.'
(lunch)

Pero, de pronto, comenz6 a soplar un fuerte viento y con las gotas de
aqua comenzaron a caer 9otas .muy grandes.

(granizos)

1: acceptabq-e only with the preceding portion of the sentence; the sentence
is semantically acceptable up to and including the response:.

lifter eating there big breakfast, I went swimming.
(a)

Dios,..,escribio--si no me ayudas, el hambre con bode mi
familia... ..(pasare)

0: totally unaccept4ble

The weather is wonderful blue .

/ (there)
Y la verdad es que se 0 locamente.

(enamoraron)

9: indeterminate: the -response seems to .fit the;context, but it is impos-
sible to determine the contextual motivation for it:

It (the food) was so good that I fat too much...
(ate)

A quien muchacha le llen6 el ojd, y le flech6 corazon.
(La)
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APPENDIX C

It

Excerpts from Oral Miscue Reading Selections

Meditaci& del Saludo por Ortega y Gasset
(5,

91.

(Ortega y Gasset 1957.)

Nuestro viaje hacia el descubrimiento de que es en verdad. la sociedad y
Social ha hecho crisis.

Recuerdese que nuestra trayectoria partfo de la desconfianza que nos han
inspirado los soci6logos porque ningunb de ellos se habia detenido con 'la.
exicjible morosidad a analizar los fen6menos de sociedad mes elementales. Por
otra parte, en nuestro derredor - libros, Prensa, conversaciones - hallamos
que se habla con la mgs ejemplar irresponabilidad de naCiOn, pueblo, Estado,
ley, derecho,-JuSticia social, etc., etc., sin que los-habladores posean la
menor,nociOn prescisa sobre nada deello. En vista de lo cual querfamos .

averiguar, por nuestra cuenta, la posiblb verdad sobre _esas realidades, y a-
este fin nos pareci6 oftigado ponernos delante las cosas mismas a que.esos
voCablos aluden, huyendo de todo Lo que fuera ideas 'o interpretaciones de esas
cosas, elaboradas por otros.

. Queremos recurrir de todas las ideas recibidas a
las realidades mismas. Por eso tuvimos que retirarnos a aquella realidad. que
es la radical, precisamente en el sentido de que en .ella tienen que aliareCer,
anunciarse o denunciarse,todas las demgs. Esa realidad radipal es nuestra
vida, la de cada cual. o

En. nuestra vida ha de manifestarse cuanto tiara nosotros pueda pretender
ser realidad. El 'Ambito en que las `realidades se manifiestan es to que llama-
mos Mundo, nuestro mundo primordial, aquel en que cada cual -wive y que, en.
consecuencia, es yiviao por el y, al ser por el vivido, le es patente y sin
misterio. -Esto nos llev6 ahacer un inventario de lo que en ese mundo hay,
inventario enfocado al descubrimiento de realidades, cosas,. hechos...

Cold Cash

.(Hoke 1965.)

At 53ur thirty- five\on Friday afternoon, Alvin Pimley put his pencils
away; took his hat 'from.the rack, and drove to the bank. He parked outside
and then went in. While he waited in line at the window; his thoughts drifted
to the delicious question of 'what to have for dinner that night.

Suddenly, panic broke loose in the bank lobby. Someone screamed, and a
man yelled, "The bank's been-held up!" The fat woman in front of Alvin
fainted. The alarm rang .and somewhere-outside-there was a'shot.

A bank clerk said, "He got ten, thousand!" and Alvin, to his surprise,
found himself admiring the thief's courage. "What I couldn't do with ten
thousand dollars!" he thought.' , .

A few minutes later the police came into the bank, dragging a young man
with them.

"He's the one, . I!,!know him anywhere; the teller said.
"But he doesn't have a cent on announced a puffing officer.
"He must have a helper,"the teller suggested. In spite of loud com-

plaints, everyone in the bank was searched. Nothing was found.
when Alvin 'was at last free to-ga, his thought§-returned to his dinner.

He quickly drove...

1
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APPENDIX D

Code Categories-for Oral Reading Miscue Analysis

(See Guodman and Burke 1973 for a detailed explanation of this instrument.)

,1. Correction: Did the reader repeat material in an apparent effort to
correct a miscue? Was-he successful?

2. Dialect: Was dialect involved 'in the miscue? Does the miscuC demonstrate
first of second language influence? Is- there evidence that the miscue is
a result of inter-language phenomena? (Only miscues which involve morpho-
logical or syntactic changes are coded in this Category.)

3-- Graphic Proximity: Graphically, how similar was the miscue to the
expected .response? (To make this judgment, the researcher must render the
miscue-according to the conventions of English or Spanish 'Orthography,
then compare the OR and ER to arrive at a decision which can range from
07-no 'similarity, to 9--homograph.).

4. Phonemic Proximity: Phonemically, how similar was the miscue to the
expected response? (The - same scale - -0 to 9--is used here as in category

Q5. Ailolog; Is the miscue an allolog of the expected response? (Allologs
are alternative forms of the same word. Examples include can't for
Cannot, that's for that is,.plane for airplane.)

6. Syntactic Acceptability: Syntactically, how acceptable was the miscue?
(The codes, which range from totally acceptable through acceptable only
with parts of the sentence, to totally unacceptable, represent an attempt
to grade ,each miscue-according to "degree of syntactic acceptability."
Such a ranking of responses permitd researchers to characterize the
"quality" of a subject's hypottiesb-g concerning the syntax of the struc-
ture he is reading.)

7. Semantic Acceptability: Semantically, how acceptable ,.gas the miscue
(The codes, which are basically the same as those in category 6,.permit
researchers to characterize the "quality" of a subject's hypotheses con-

,

cerningcthe meaning of the text.) -
S. Syntactic Change: Syntabtically,.how much change resulted from the 'mis-

cue?. (When a miscue produces a sentence which is syntactiCally accep-
table, the degree of change between the ER and OR is measured. This
category is coded using a scale of 0 through 9, indicating increasing
similarity.)

9; Semantic Change: Semantically, how 'much change resulted from the miscue ?.
(Just as with category 8, this category is not coded unless "the miscue is
semantically acceptable. The oode..values also range from 0 to 9.)

10. Intonation: Is intonation involved in the miscue? (Intonation changes
are involved 'in almost.all.miscues. This'category is used only when
intonation signals .a morphological,or syniactic change.)

11. Bound and Combined .Morphemes: Did the miscue involve inflectional, deri-
'vational, or contractional morphemes?. Did it involve the stem? (Each
miscue involving bound and combined morpheMes is coded for substitution,
insertion, omission, or reversal of morphemes.)

12. Word and Free Morpheme: Did the miscue involve the substitution,' inser-
tion, omission, or reversal of a free morpheme or word?

13. Grammatical Category and Surface Structure: To what structural category
does the miscue belong (noun, verb, noun-modifier, verb-modifier, function
word)? What is its form (i.e., common noun, verb in passi.ve, -noun-der. ivad
adjective, etc.)? What is its function in the sentence (i.e., subject,
main vert3., object, etc.)? (This category is used only when the miscue
does not have the'same-grammatical function and form as the expected
response. This allows the researcher to describe the degree eo wtfich a
subject tends .to subgtitute words which have the same grammatical form and

. function as the expected response.)
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INTRODUCTION

Developing an adequate measure of degree of bilingualism has long been a
problerrifor testers and educators alike. Osgood and Ervin 51954) discuss
methods of measuring degrees of coordinate bilingualitm, and Jakobovits (1970)
deScribes'no less than 27 methods for assessing various .aspects of bilingual-
ism. In many countries, probleascof bilingualism in education have lent-an
urgency to the need for an acceptabl measure. Particularly in such countries
as the United States and Canada,- social,_political, and legal factors have,_
drawn attention to this urgency. Interest has quite naturally centered on
bilingualLasessment in children enter!ng school, and_thereforee bn oral testing!'
(See Holloman, 1977 and Burt and Dulay, 1978, for examples.)

The 'purpose of the present research is to work toward the development of a
.tetting procedure for measuring the degree of bilingualism in reading among
older subjects. It InvolVes the use of clozentropy; a variation on the well-

,
,2 known clote procedure as it can be demonstratpd that clozentropy, applied to

the assessment of degree of bilinclUalitm, fulfills conditions specified for
such measurement'by such researchers as-Jakobovits and Burt and Dulay.
Jakobovits (1970) suggests that such a measure should -take account not _only of
A subjects control of his two 'languages, but also of the amount of inter-'
fetehce caused by the fact of bilingualism itself (not only in the L2 but also
in the Li). In other words, What is needed is a measure which` compares a
bilingual Individual's proficiency in each .of his languages with that of mono-
linguals in each language.

Burt and Dulay 1978) euggett the use of measures of syntax (broadly
interpreted) in "structured natural communication" as tests of_ degree of
bilingualism. They also identify six "checkpoints" for evaluating proficiendy
and dOminance'tests: (1) the parts of a language-.dbminanCe test that assess
each language -must not be mere translations of each other; -(2) the content of
a language measure must not be outside the student's experiehce or cultural
customs and values; (3) the responses required by test items must not, violate
conventions of natural discourse;-.(4)..-a distinction-must -,be made betweeh the
quantity and the quality of-the student's responses;.(5) age.and grade norms
cannot be used alone in Interpreting blilingual test scores; -(6) .psychometric.
-requirements. must be met. The Burt and Dulay checklist refers to oral domi7
nance testing -, of course, but the guidelines are applicalle tio all areas of
bilingual/bidialedtal measurement. In the discussion-section of this article,
it will be shown that a_clozeptropy measure of degree of bilingualisth can-

.

satisfy the requirements suggested by both Jakobovits and Burt and Mita-Y.

''CLOZENTROPY PROCEDURE

That the bloze format might be a suitable vehicle for bilingual measurement.

93
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has le en considered for many years. Osgoo d and Ervin first propoied the
- possibility: "Passages in langugeS A and B, as,translated bpmaximatfy
facile coordinate translators, could be mutilated (every fif h.word deleted,
for example) and given to subjects with varying.flegrees of bilingualism...the
more nearly correct the 'fill-in' scores for languages A and B, the more truly
bilingual ip the coordinate sense: the subSect...'11954:146). In research with
cloie procedure as a measure of foreign lapguage.proflciency, Carroll et al.
(1959) used the prqcedure outlin0 by Osgood. 'an Ervin. They tested,Engt4sh-
German and English- French bilinguals using translated doze tests and found I

that the passages used,fkled.to retain their relative difficulty when trans-
lated Into another lan(Tua...)e--even by "maximally facile" translators. Thus,
Osgood and Ervin'sprocedure would seem to be oversimplistic. lincidenfally,
it also doesn't make sense( to give two doze passages, one a translation of
the othe'r, to a bilingual .subject, since reading the passage in one langua4e
would help him to score higher sn the second; this has" been 'shown to be the
case in an experiment with JapaneserEnglish palinguals (Douglas. and Yamada,
19781]., Nevertheless, Carroll and his colleagues did demonstrate that the a
cloze,prodedure could distinguish between the first and second.langu'ages,of
the bilinguals they tested, even thmigh many of bilinguals in the sample
had native or naar-native proficiency in .tile second language 1959:291. This
finding that clOze tests discriminate effectively between first-'and second-
language speakers has been demonstrated many times since (e.g., 011eriand
'Conrad, 1931; Darnell, 1968), and cl.oze 4'sts are clearly measuees of ,reading
proficiency, in both the first and second languages.

Carr011 et al. also report 'finding what has been termed a !'cloze factor" .

--an-ability to perform the doze task unrelated to language proficiency.
This was indicated in their study by.'"Substantial correlations" between cloze
scores in the first and -second languages' (1959:152) and is taken by them as az
serious shortcoming-in cloze procedure when. used to measure Proficiency' in a

,-.Second language. However, their data is based upon a small number of
guals (15 French-English and 12 German-English), and their correlations are
inconsistent' (.5(1,, for the French-'pelglish sample and .06 for the German-,English
sample). Subsequent research has .found no "substantial" correlations.
(Douglas (1976) found a correlation of .36 between English and Setswana doze
scores; Douglas (177) found a correlation of .02 between English and Arabic
doze scores.]

an interesting development in the experimentation with doze procedure in
the measurement of, both native and foreign language reading proficiency is the '
use of a scoring procedure known as clozentropy. This term, first used by
Darnetl (1968), refers to the application of information theory to the scoring
of doze tests. It 'has been described in detail elsewhere (e.g., Darnell,
1968, 1970; McLeod and Anderson, 1970; Douglas, 1976; and Enkvist and Kohonen,
1978) and was first applied to,thean.;.lysis of doze d4ta by Taylor /Z1954).
Briefly, clotentropy involves taking account of all responses to a doze test t

provided by a criterion group of subjects, weighting each response according
to the probability of its-coccurrence, then scoring the performance of the test
group, on this basis. Thus, a test subject who gives responses similar to
'those of a majority of the criterion, group will receive a high score, while
one whose responses vary froM those of the criterion group will receive a
lower score, depending upon "how great the deviation is.
, The benefits of this system in -language proficiency testing, or.moreto
the point here, reading proficiency testing, are obvious. The selection of
the criterion group is crucial, for it is the language habits of this group
against which those "of the test group are to be interpreted. The criterion
group may ;be composed of fluent native speakers of the target language (cf.
McLeod,- 1975); it may be made up of the educational or developmental-peers of
the test group (cf. Darnell, 1968; Douglas, 1976);. indeed, the criterion group
and the test group may be the same (e.g., Darnell, 196p), in which case sub-
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jects' scores represent their linguistic "fit" wit)* the other members of
their igoup.

The concept of assessing language proficiency by relating individuals'
test responses to a criterion established by a group of which they are members
or potential members is intuitively appealing, for we can thus compare, if we
like, the profitieno'y levels of_dinority pupils,with those of a majority
group. We can also compare minority children's performances in their second
language or :dialect with their performances their.first fanguage or,
dialect; which itself may be compared with those of their. own peers. It Can°
bet argued that individuals' idiolectal or dialectll differences should not
penalize' them an the assessment of their proficiency; that because they would
fill in a_cloze.item ,very nice" with shy instead of she's, they would
receive a lower score.' The selection of the criterton group that the subjects
are to be scored against is-Seen.to be very important here. The criterion may
be the language habits of middle class Ariglo-Americazi sal-tool children; it may
be those of a random sample of American school children,1tmay be those of
sample of blackAmerican school children. The clozentropy scoring method is
very flexible in this regard, and, this feature should be taken advantage of in
bilingual reading measures.

r

As for the size of the criterion group, McLeod and Ande'rson (1970) found
that a group of 25-30 .was sufficiently large to ensure stability and con-
sistency. They found that the correlations between tests of 57 eighth-grade
Pupils scored using a clozentropy criterion group of 50 Australian student
teachers and the same test scored using .07oUps of 15, 25, and 35 Canadian uni-".
versity students were .97, .98, and .99 respectively. Thus, in the Prepara-'
tion of a test of bilingual reading proficiencyesearchers need not try for
excessively large ..numbers of subjects for their 'criterion group, which
enhances greatly the convenience of the-clozentropy technique.

CL9ZENTROPY AND BILINGUAL READING .PROFICIENCY'

The preSent experiment is one iriVestigating further the use of clozentropy in
the measurement of bilingual reading proficiency. It follows suggestions made
by' McLeod (1975) as a result of his experiments-with cloze tests in different
languages-. He and his colleagues worked with 'tests in English, French, -

GerMan, Czech, and'Polish. The material consisted of six passages in each
language- -two originally written in English, two in French, and two in German.
They were translated into each of the othergtwo languages, then all six were
translated into Czech and Polish. Thirty to 50 primary school children were
tested in each Tountry (Canada, France, West Germany, Czechoslovakia, and
Poland). The criterion groups were fluent native-speaker .readers at' senior

-
secondary or university levels.

0

McLeod calculated a "Relative Uncertainty Reduction Index" for each sub-
ject by. dividing the score made on the test by the highest possible score
(assuming maximum uncertainty reduction), and,a "redundancy index" for each
langualge by dividing the average observed item.reduancies for the test by
the maximum possible redundancy (ssuming complete agreement on each item by
the criterion group). What is being measured here is the subject's uncer-
tainty reduction owing to utilization of the redundancy available in the
passage. This is, -of course, "reading comprehension" as -defined by, for
example, Smith (1971:185). In clozentropy, the redundancy of the, passage is
estimated by the performance of the criterion group, and individuals' utiliza-
tion of this available redundancy is-represented by their clozentropy scores.
McLeod, also found that redundancy across languages seemed t be constant (75%
to 90%). This finding led him to question the necessity for using parallel
translations, a laborious and questionable procedure. Douglas (1976), working
with clozentropy in English and Setswana, using independent rather than
parallel passages, also found comparable redundancy (74% for English and 75%
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for Setswana), apparently confirming McLeod's suggestion. (As it turns out,
this was an unwarranted conclusion, but as it formed the basis for., the present
.experiment, it needed to be explained. Wire will be said on the subject of
redundancy across languages in the discuss.ion section.)

McLeoa also suggested that an individual's "bilinguality index" could be
calculated by dividing the difference between his performances in each lan-
guage by the sum of his performances (LgA=LgB/L4A + LqB). Thus, the bilin-
guality index would range between minus one and, plus one. If language A were
a subject's first language and B the second, a positive bilinguality score
would indicate dominance in the first ,language; the closer topluS one, the
greaterthe dominance. Similarly, a negative score would indicate dominance
in the second language, while a score of or near zero would indicate perfect
or balanced bilingualism.

This, procedure was employed experimentally on the English7Setswana data
from Douglas (19-76). The bilingual subjects were senior secondary school
pupils in Botswana, and the English criterion group were Scottish secondary
pupils of a comparable educational level. It was found, for example, that a
subject who. had scored well in Setswana'(Li)e.but who had scored poorly in
English (L2), had'a bilinguality index of ..47; another - subject who had scored
well on both tests had an indeX of .'15. The average bilinguality index for
the group of 435 was ..21, This average result suggests that the first
language of the subjects was dominant, but that their English reading Ability
was pretty good in comparison., The 'bilingual index must be interpreted in
light of 'both the average performance of the group and the individual's own
perfOrmance,,,in each language. For example, a subject Who had scored low on
both tests might have a bilinguality index of .05, suggesting/alMostperfect
bilinguality, but the low test scores would remind us that this subject is not
a very'prdficient reader in either language.

The present experiment- was carried out to further test the concept of the
index ofbilingualitY as produced bythe_clozentropy. technique. In partic
ular, further confirmation was sought that independent passages would yield
comparable degrees of redundancy (a necessary condition 'if meaningful oOmpari-,
sons across.languages.are to be made). Further, the experiment included the
construction of a doze "test in Japanese, and problems inherent in this were
explored. The relationship of the standard exact-word scoring to the clozen-
tropy method was investigated, the' relationship between cloie performance in
the first and second languages was once again examined,' and finally, the types
of'responses given on the English test by the native'speakers of English were
compared wdth those of the Japanese subjects.

0

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

=Subjects{'

,..;Thirty-four native speakers-of Japanese .and 31 native speakers of American
English were tested. "All' subjects were university students" or graduates, the
majority being ttudent teachers of English as a second or foreign language.
All the Japanese,subjectswere third-year students in the Department of
Curriculum Studies- (English Language' Teaching) in the Faculty of Education at
Hiroshima University. The English native speakers group was made up of 19
students at the University of Hawaii and 12 residents of Hiroshima. .Thus,
while the English native speakers were a more heterogeneous group than were

'.The Japanese speakers, both groups may be said to be at the upper range of
ability.

eaterials
41

Two._ 50 -item doze tests were prepared, one - in English and one in Japanese.
.
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The English passage was from aNpublished.essay entitled "Othier Threats than
Military: Redefining National Setw*ity." Every se"Uenth word was deleted from
the extract. The Japanese was also from a published,essay, entitled.
Sotsugyoo-shiki 'Graidation-Cer mony.' Since, the construction of"cloze tests
in Japanese is pot'a common' pro edure, and admits of some technical problems,
a short discussion of the pro dure followed here is necessary.

Written Japanese emplo two types. of script: kanji, adapted to the
Japanese language.long ago from Chinese characters; andThlragani, a syllablwry.
(A' third system, rkatakana, may also be used for .writing wards of foreign
origin.) 'Further, the language itself may be segmented in two ways: by bun-

- setsu "meaning *olips' or .by tango 'words.' For example, in the phrase Koshi
ni natte niju nen ni naru 5a... 'Although twenty years have passed since
became a teacher...,' the di!lisions shown are tango. Koshi 'teacher' would be
written. wit two kanji, niju 'twenty' would be written with the kanji for two
Awl zero, andnen 'years' would be written with a single k n'I. The rest of
the "words" would be written in hiraiaha'. Divided into b setsu, the segments
would be Koshini natte nijunenni naru 5a.

There"is often disagreement about the segmentation into bunsetsu and
tango. For a' cloze test, use of the first of these alternatives results in
items Wnich carry a laigesemanticalOad.in comparison with En ?lish cloze
items, and the passage.itself-must be quite long to produce 50 such items. It
was therefore4decided to use the second alternative in the present project and
segment by tango. This follows the precedent set by the only other applica-

. tion of cloze procedure to a Japanese text (Shiba, 1957) known to the present
investigator. (Briere et al. (1978) used the cloze procedure with Japanese,
but transcribed the text into the Latin alphabet; tholigh they do not say so,
,rit would appear from their description that they used 'the bunsetsu seg-
mentation (1978:25).r Three native speakers of Japanese in the Faculty of
Education of Hiroshima University segmented the passageinto o, and dis-

t, agreements were 'resolved.' Then every seventh 92 (word) was deleted 'to produce
the 50-item test. The resultigg test yes piloted on a group of graduate stu-
.dents in the Faculty of Education, and minor adjustments were made in the
'final form.*

one

Procedure
sY,

The ,English. test was administered to the Hawaii group by a colleague, while
the, investigator admlnUtered it and the Japahese test to the subjects in
HiroshiMa. No tune limit was set, and subjeCts were encouraged to respond to
all items. The"Japimese -subjects were given both tests at one time, half -

doing' the English one first, half doing the Japanese first.

Scoring

A two - stage scoring procedure was. used with each set of tests. First they
were scored by the standard cloze exact-word method, counting as correct only
those responses identical to the deleted. item. The second stage involved the
use; of the'responses of the best-scoring subjects .for a clozentropy scoring
procedure. The intention %;,6'to use only those Subjects- who had scored above
40% for the clozentropy ,criterion groups, and this proved possible with the

:Japanese subjects--26 subjects scored above 40%. However; the English test.
proved to be much more difficult for the English native speakers than the
Japanese test was for theJapanese native speakers, and only a'small number
scored above 40%. It was thus decided to tales the top 26 papers for the

*Thanks are due' to Mr. Jun Yamada of the Faculty-of Education, Aroshima
university, for his great help and advice in the preparation of the Japanese
cloze test.
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English clozentropy analysis. Thus, although the criterion of- 40% restoration
was not met with the English sample, the fact is that all the subject's may be
regarded as skillful readers, and their range of responses considered repre-
sentative of the larger population of readers (the lowest score in the English
criterion group-was 30 %).

The clozentropy formula used in scoring was T=Elog n, where the total
score (.19 of each subject was the sum (E) of the logarithms of the number of
subjects in the criterion group who gave the same response (log n). This for-
mula is one devised by Reilly (1971) as a simplification of that used by
Darnell (1968). (See Douglas; 1978 for a description of the details of its
use.), The formula used for determining tho redundancy of the passages was .

R=
E log n
Nmlog N

where redundancy (R) is the sum of all the logarithms of the number of the
number of subjects (n) in the criterion group producing each response, divided
by the total number of subjects (N) times the number of items in the test, (m)
times the ,logarithm of the number of subjects (log N). This formula is an
adaptation of one devised by McLeod and Anderson (1970). Finally, the formula
'for determiting the' index of bilinguality is

L1 -L2

1,14-L2:

.

where bilinguality (B) is the difference between the subject's.perforniance on
the tests in each language (L1-L2) divided by the sum of his two performances
(1,14-L2). ,This formula is an adaptation of one suggested by McLeod (1975).

RESULTS

The means, Dstandard deviations, and reliability coefficients for the English
and Japanese tests for both groups of subjects are shown in Tables 1 and 2
below.

TABLE 1

Results of Reading Tests in English for English Native Speakers (n=31)

Mean

38.2 170.3%)

Standard Deviation (SD) Reliability (KR-21)4'

6.2 .72

*Kuder-Richardson Reliability Formula

7

TABLE 2

Results of Reading Tests in English and Japariese for
Japanese Native Speakers (n=34)

Mean SD Reliability (KR-21)

English Test 21.9 (40.3%) 4.1 .2:1

Japanese Test 52.9 (84.2%) 4.8 .65
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14lopte that th"e mean score ofthe'EhigIish native speakers is much lower than
that of the Japanese subjects on the Japanese test, suggesting that the
.English test,was more. difficult. This is borne out by, the very low reliabil-
itY of the Japanese subjects' scores on the English test, an indication that
it was far too difficult for them and that they were doing a lot of guessing
and/or leavingA.tems blank. The percentages giver in parentheses indicate the
percentage of the highest possible score achieved by each group. This maximum
score is calculated by ing the scoring weights of the most popular
responses over the 50 i ms. No subject actually achievedthis ideal-score
(54.3 in English and 62 8 in Japanese)', althoughlp few cameclose (one subject
scored 93.8% on the Japanese test).'

The redundancy of the English passage for the American subjects was .54,
while for the Japanese sub"jects'it was .31. The redundancy of the Japanese
passage for the native Japanese speakers was, however,- .75. This result
suggests that the passages are not equally redundant, and is related to the
indication Above that they Are oot of equal difficulty. The implications of
this finding will be discussed below.

When scores on exact-word replacements and the clozentropy procedure were
correlated, high correlations resulted. For the Japanese subjects taking the
Japanese test, the correlation was .86. On the English test, the Japanese
speakers' scores correlated at .83, while the native, English speakers' results'
showed a .84 correlation. All correlations were significant at the .01 level.
This result suggests that there is a high degree of correlation between the
.two scoring systems, in both languages and for both native' speakers and
foreipin, speakers.

The correlation between the English and Japanese test results for the
-Japanese subjects was .07, which is more evidence against the existence of a
strong cloze factor.

The average bilinguality index for the Japanese subjects Was-.42.
However, since the English test was less redundant than the Japanese test-,
this comparison is biased in favor of Japanese and is an underestimate of-the.
subjects' relative proficiency in English. The correlation between degree of
bilingualism and the Japanese score was .38 (p<.05),/ While that between
bilingualism and the English score was -.89 (p<;;01). This suggests that both
tests were contributing significantly to the measure of bilingualism, with the
English test contributing much more heavily than the Japanese (the negative
correlation occurs because the higher the English. score, the closer 't10 zero
the bilingual index).

Q

DISCUSSION

It is clear that redundancy, as measured.by specific groups of readers'
responses to specific clozetests, is not constant across languages. The
result achieved here is at variance with that.of Douglas- (1976), where it did
'seem that independent passages in different'languages would produce equivalent
redundancy ratings estimated from the-cloze responses, of native speakers. In
the present experiment, the English passage was much more difficult than the
Japanese passage.. In Douglas (1976), the passages were of comparable dif-
ficulty. Surely, here lies the crucial distinction. MCLeod (personal
communication), suggests that'this-is the 'Case: suspect that my pilot study
in Europe [McLeod 1975] ...happened to use passages in the' different languages
that were of approximately the same readability level. .But when this con-,

dition is not satisfied, one runs into trouble." It was certainly true that
in Douglas (1976) the passages used "happened" to be of the same readability
level; in the present case, the two passages "happen" not to be. In resear-:h
subsequent to his 1975 work, McLeod 11977) reports is clear that not
only do independent passages yield different [redundancies] in different
languages, but they also yield different [redundancies] within the same
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language." He points to some. previous research (McLeod and Anderson, 1966)
which showed that while the relatidhship of the redundancy of passages of
varying difficulty to that of a standardized doze reading test, as estimated
by the performance of_ a group of primary school pupils, was linear, the slope
of the correlations was different for each text; corresponding to the dif-
ficulty level of the text. This is more'evidence that an important factor in
comparing texts across languages is the level of readability of the texts.

It seems clear Erom all this evidence (as indeed it shOuld have been on
.4. theoretical grounds alone) that a redundancy estimate is .always a function of

------both;.text-and,reader-factors..__A-text-which is easy for one reader-may-be-dif--
ficult for another; similarly, a-difficult-text_may be simplified. Thus, the
redundancies of independent passageS in two languages, as estimated from the
responses of groups of native speakers of each language, are very likely to"be
different. However, if the two referent groups are selected so as to be as
similar in educational and intellectual level as possible, and if the texts
are chosen so as to be as similar in difficulty as possible, the chance of
producing comparable redundancies is greatly increased. In this case, the
performances of one group on both texts' will represent its relative profi-
ciency, or degree of bilingualiSm. If the estimated redundancies are not-com-
parable, the result will be a biased measure of proficiency in the second
language. It should not matter what the redundancy estimates are -in the two
languages, sib long as they are eciiiivalent. Much research remains to be done
before this theory is proven, however.

Looking at the reading tests themselves, it would seem that with bOth the
English and the Japanese tests, reliability is a bit low to allow for the
measurement of individual differences among the subjects (for this, a relia-
bility of .9+ is necessary). In the case of. the English test, this low
reliability as most likely due to-its extreme difficulty, both for the native
speakers and the Japanese subjects. The item analysis (an advantage of the
clozentropy scoring is that it produces ready-made item analysis) shows that
only nine items received maximum scoring weight, i.e. were unambiguous,. or
maximally redundant, compared with 19 7...:1.14:11 items on the Japanese test. In
fact, the Japanese test was somewhat too easy, and, about 23 of the items
failed to discriminate. well-, although it should be remembered that a groUp of,
fluent native speakers at the university level would show little variance and
therefore rather low reliability estimates. The Japanese passage may well be
at an appropriate 'readability level (75% redundancy), and by lengthening the
text and increasing the number of items, the reliability would become more,
acceptable. In any case, the decision to use tango as the basic.cloze unit
would seem to have been justified,for adding more such items would not '-
lengthen the test indrdinately. However, much more experience with Japanese'
clOze tests is necessary before any firm statements can be made.

The rather strong correlations between the.standard exact -word scoring
method and.tho clozentropy method are ot:-_.interest. McLeod_ and Anderson (1970)
report similarlyb strong correlations. In all cases the criterion groups-used
in the clozentropy analyses were fluent readers; so, presumably, %Zre the
authors of the passages. Thus, it is not surprising that there would be a
high correlation between scores based on the author's original words (the
exact-word method) and those based on fluent readers' judgments (clozentropy).
The advantages of clozentropy are that it allows a more direct measurement of
redundancy, it produces =re reliable results (since discrimination is
greater), and it allows for varying criterion groups to be used.

Both scoring systems discriminated 'fairly well in English. The rank-
orders of, all 65 subjects show that, with either system, the bottom half of
the ranking is occupied by the Japanese subjects while the top half is held by
the American subjects (there is an overlap Hof two or three subjects in the
middle ranks). Thus, the doze tests effectively discriminate between the
native and non-native readers; no non-native reader scored anywhere near the
native speaker mean.
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Finally, a short discussion'of an interesting difference between the '

responses of the first and second language subjects suggests some interesting
further research. Cloze test's have long been indicted for measuring subjects'
response to "local redundancy" while ignoring longer range redundancy (e.g.,
Carroll, 1972). If this charge is true, doze tests would be measures more of
awareness of "transitional probability" of the type "John the ball with
the bat" than a test of What we normally think of as "reading comprehension"
--the awareness and utilization of syntactic, phonological, semantic, and
pragmatic rules in the interpretation of texts. For example, in the phrase
"..- .the- annual budget of_the United ...," attention to local redundancy
makes States the most probable. response. However, a reading of the following -

clause "...and Its specialized agencies," greatly reduces this probability and
makes Nations a distinctly more likely alternative.

It maybe suggested that reliance on local redundancy, ignoring longer
range redundancy (the source of which lies outside the clause containing the
doze item), might be a major difference in the reading habits between native
and non-native speakers of the- language being tested. To examine this possi-
bility, 19 items on the present English test which depend (in the researcher's
admittedly subjective opinion) upon long-range redundancy for their completion
were isolatedand rescored'for both the American and the Japanese subjects. A
very broad interpretation of correctness was used in this analysis, and if a
response was within the semantic field of the originally deleted word, it was
counted correct. The American subjects averaged 3.3 errors on the 19 items,
while the Japanese subjects averaged 12 errors. This is a difference of 72%
compared with a difference of 43% on the whole test. Thus, it can be
suggested that a major 'difference between native and non-native readers lies

°in the utilization of extra-clausal information in the comprehension of telAs.
The second language readers would seem to be focusing too closely On the
sequential' print data and not making enough use of infcrrMation which is
available from many sources throughout the passage (cf. Smith, 1971:191ff).
More investigation of this possibility is certainly' necessary.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the introduction to this article,' it was suggested that the clozentropy
technique could usefully be applied to the problem of the measurement of
degree of bilingualism in reading and that itsatisfied "guidelines such as
those suggested by Jakobovits and Burt and Dulay. The clozentropy test allows
a direct comparison of a subject's reading performance in two languages with
that of criterion groups in each. The criterion groups may be -fluent monb-
lingilals (as Jakobovits suggests) Cr croups selected on-any other reasonable
groundS. An interesting question--IMplied by Jakobovits (1970: 170) which
could be investigated throughifurther research with clozentropy, IS whether
the L1 language habits of bilinguals are different from those of monolinguals
(what Jakobovits refers to as "backlash interference"). Regarding the sugges-
tions of Burt and Dulay (1978) for bilingual measures: (1) ,the- clozentropy_:
procedure avoids problems of translation in arriving at equivalent tests
across languages, (2) the content. and level of the tests can be varied
according to the subjects.' own experience and culture, (3). the responses
required of the subjects correspond to conventions of natural discourse, as
set up by the criterion groups,. (4) the quality of the responses is determined
by comparison with the criterion groups' and is far from unconstrained,
(5) the 'meaningfulness of the bilingual rating is derived from norms estab-
lished by the criterion groups which represent the target communities, arid,
finally, (6) the validity, reliability, and sampling requirements can be met
through' proper piloting and field testing. '

Further research with the clozentropy technique must focus on the thorny
problem-of the difficulty levels, of the two test passages, for-equality of
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redundancy is crucial to the comparison of results across languages. One
.method for selecting passages might be as follows:

Select a suitable passage in language A. .

Select two or three passages in language.- B deemed to be of `approximately
equivalent difficulty to passage A by bilingual. judgeS (half of whose first
language is A, half of whose first language is B).

"'Give a clozentropy test basedon passage A to native speakers of A (the
criterion group), and'ones based on the B passages to the B criterion group.

Calculate the redundancies of all passages and choose the passage in B
which matches the redundancy of passage A.

The result would be two independent passages which were of_ equal redundancy
levels for their respective criterion groups. Admittedly, the procedure is a
.bit like navigating an-X=4.5 by the seat of one's pants, but at our presdht
state of knowledge, it may be the best way. By filtering the B passages first
through the panel of judges to get two or three estimated to be of comparable
difficulty to passage A, the chances of actually having one of them match A
for redundancy -axe greatly increased.

Once the technique for producing the bilingual measure has been refined,
experiments can proceed on the very interesting questiOns surrounding
bilinguality'itself, especially on the nature of the relationship of the

. bilingual's two languages to each bther, of his language habits to those of
monolinguals, and of native speaker to non=native speaker utilization of .

redundancy. The clozentropy technique is potentially of very great value in
this area.

J



DeVel.opmentql Patterns in Istatiiie sand
Non-Native Reading Acquisition.

Joanne Devine
Michigan State University

INTRODUCTION
a

In her Longitudinal Study of Children's Oral Reading Behavior ('1971), Yetta
Goddman reported the results of her two-year observation of f6ur young readers
learning to read in their native language--English. Using the Reading Miscue
Inventory Analysis full Taxonomy) developed by Kenneth Goodman and others,

.she traced the changes in oral, errors -- miscues - -made by these readers as they
moved towards greater reading proficiency. Goodman determined that there were
a number of developmental changes, reflected in the miscues, which accompanied
increased reading proficiency for these young readers,; as they became more
proficient, they demonstrated changes not only in the overall frequency of
oral miscues, but,,,,.more significantly, in the type of miscue with respect _to
meaning. a

The present study focuses on an important question raised by the Goodman
research: are these 'developmental patterns perhaps a.general feature of
learning to read? More specifically, will adults learning to read in a
foreign language evidence patterns of development, as seen through their
miscues, similar to those observed in children-learning to read in that same
language? The presence of similar developmental patterps would'indicate, at
least to some extent, an important relationship between native and non- native
reading acquisition and between first and second language reading acquisition.

STUDY METHODOLOGY

tr.

A cross-sectional investigation of 14 adults learning to read English as a
foreign ,language (MexiCans learning English), the study is based on teacher
evaluation of their reading. The readers were grouped lowt.medium, .or high to
represent the proficiency .levels that the young readers-would pass through. as
they moved from low to high proficiency. The groups, then, can be seen as .the
level, low, medium, or high, for any one of the young readers at different
-timet in the two-year study. In the Goodman'study there were two groups of
'readers -- average and slow--and the developmental patterns noted Mould be found
in all readers as they Inoved.towards higher proficiency and more'Particularly.
in the slow readers as they Increasingly showed, the same reaciing behavior as
the ,average readers. Withthe adults of this study, I expected to find' the

. same baSic developmental patterns in miscues from the low to the high group as
Goodman found in her readers over time as they moved towards' higher reading
proficiency.

The readers under study weremembers of a group participating, in a special-..
.summer session' at Michigan State University. All fourteen.were.from Merida in
the Yucatan and attend the same university where they study business adminis7
tration, marketing; and related subjects. The -only non-students were two mem-
bers of the group4Who acted as instructors/leaders. The average age of the

M
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6
asked the reader questions about the reading (following the Goodman guideline
of asking only questions based on information provided by the reader) to eli-
cit as .much information as poSsible about the'reader'sunderstanding of the
text. The retellings were later used as a check of reader comprehension. 'All
readings and retellings were taped by the. researchers, with the miscues of
each reader marked on a worksheet after the tapes had been listened to by at
/least two different researchers. In most ca-sies (well over 80%) the two liste-
ners agreed won the markings; a.third listener% was called in for 'those Cases
which presented a problem. As with the Goodman study, the miscues were
divided into two groups : (1), dialect and repeated miscues and (2) all other .

miscues.' T,e second group, which is the focus of this report, was submitted
to a full Ta :lomy analysis. This study does not deal with those miscues
which were repetitions of earlier miscues or with miscues that could be traced

` to dialect or Spanish language interference (as verified by a member of the
.

UniverSity's Spanish Department). .

As mentioned above, the miscues were analyzed using the full Taxonomy
(with minor changes). All coding was, verified, either with-a member of the
(former) Miscue Center at Wayne State University or with an instructor acti-
vely involved with_teaching,and research in reading at Michigan State. Any
..problem miscues were discussed by at least three researchers, and a consensus
was reached. After analysis-and checking, the miscue information was sub-
jected to a computer frequency analysis. In each case, analysis was done for,
the individual readers, the group as a whole, and. for the proficiency groups::
low, medium, and high. The results of the computer analysis were examined to
test, the .hypothesis that the same patterns in changes in miscues in the young
readers as a function'of increased proficiency could be found in,-adult readers
with proficiency levels ranging from .low to high.
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readers was20; the leaders were slightly older. Each student had studied
English for at least tao'but not more than four years at the high schobl or
college level, and only two had visited the. U.S. befOre participating in the
program. The English Language Center Tests from Michigan State University
indicates that the overall English Language Proficiency of the group was about
mid-range (61% on a scale of 100). At the time the readerS were taped, they
had been in the U.S for six weeks attending three hours of English .class per
day.

Each reader read aloud the same two short pieces of fiction (with the
exception of two of the low group readers who could only get through the first
text). Readers. were'told, prior to reading, that they would be asked,to
recall the stories. After: an oral summary by the reader, the researchers

COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH-THE GOODMAN STUDY :

Miscues per Hundred words (MPIIW)

Goodman found that while there was no absolute trend in the number of MPHWs
from session.:to Session for each of. her readers, average readers tended to
make fewer MPHWs and that the slow readers.eventuallymatched the reading
behavior of the average. readers. In other words, no Straight line decrease of
miscues could be'found, but cverall,as proficiency increased, MPHW went down.
_Table 1 shoW6 that the, same general pattern could.be found in my.data: the
MPHWs were lowest for the high proficiency groups,. In addition, the subjects
in this study; like thOse.in. the Goodman research, showed a variation in MPHW
from text to text. As .Goodman points out, this information about MPHWis, of
itself, unrevealing since it does notindicate how language and meaning are
treated by the reader. Nonetheless,, the general observations-about MPHW noted
by Goodman also "hold for the'currentstudy: -(1).allreaders make miscues,
(2) MPHW varies from reader to reader and from reading to reading for each
reader, and (3) average readers make fewer miscues than slow readers.
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TABLE

Miscues per Hundred Words (MPHW).
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High Med Low

,-
..READER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ;10.

STORY
#1 1.9 2.2 2.7 3.9 -3.0 3.2 3.2 3.3 2.9 3.3

STORY
#2 3.7 2.9 3.7 4.3 5.6 4.0 5.8 4.7 5.3 5.0

11 12. 13 14.

413 6.4 4.9 4.1

-- 10.5 -- 7.5

More important than a simple frequency count of the oral miscues of the .

reader is an analysis which examines each miscue with respect to how language
and meaning are Manipulated.- The Goodman Taxonomy asks three general
questions about each miscue--questions designed to uncover the reader's treat-
ment of language and meaning. What is the level of language and the type of
operation at that level? What cueing systems are involved in the miscue
(graphophonic, syntactic, or semantic)? -What happens after the miscue has
been produced (correction strategy)?

Levels of Language

In 'the Taxonomy, a miscue can be judged to occur at any or, an many cases, at
all of the following levels: clause, phrgse, word or free morpheme, bound
Morpheme, and submorpheme. While the analysis of word and morphemic levels
yielded no signifiCant developmental patterns; a major trend that Goodman did-
find was the increasing tendency,.as a function of higher proficiency, for the
reader to process larger units of language.' In-her study, she found that at
least 10% of

1:

all miscues involved manipulation of the clause structure, .and
2i% involved phrase structure manipulation. My data 1Table 2) show similar
although slightly higher overall figures and, more importantly, the ncreasing_
tendency towards processing larger units of language ass proficiency increases.

a

TABLE 2

Percentage of Miscues at Clause and Phrase Level

Goodman High. Med Low

CLAUSE 10+ 15.6 14.7 12.3

, . .

PFIRASt. '28+ 31.2- 30.1 29.2

A good elZimple of the increasing tendency to process larger units of language .

is evident in the high-level reaaers"manipulation of dependency within.and
---across sentences. As with the Goodman readets, the higher the proficiency,.

the more likely the readers of this study were to ,alter sentence dependency.
High group readers of the current study produced the following sentences which -

indicate that they were procesAing language at a larger than word-by-word. .

level:

Dependency Altered Within' Sentences:

I gave it to him before (W n) i. went into his bedroom 'to say goodnight.
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Dependency Altered Across'Sentences:v*

perplexity now. "Why, Mr. Purcell...
The merchant's brow was puckered with perplexity. "Now why," ..Mr. Purcell
muttered, "did_ he do that?"

Along with .judgments about the level of language being processed by the
reader, the Taxonomy' asks what type of.-.operation is being performed at these
levels: substitution, insertion, omission, or reversal. For both the young
and adult readers, the most frequent operation at all levels of language was
substitution. While the Goodman readers more frequently omitted and inserted
at all levels than, the readerb of this study, for all types of operations,
both groUps evidenced increasingly higher percentages of syntactically and
semantically acceptable structures as proficiency increased. In addition, for
both groups,` no matter What the proficiency, the percentage of syntactic and
semantic acceptability was about,te same. This shows that the readers were
concerned that what they produce both sound like language arid make .

sense even if the text was altered.
One particularly interesting developmental pattern that emerged from the

Goodman study involved omissions. Goodmanfound that the overall frequency of
omissions dropped as a function of age (her readers were primary students),
though not necessarily as a.function of improved proficiency. With amissiong.)
the important difference between proficiency groups was the acceptability Of
the structures that resulted. The better the readers, the more 'likely their' -

omissions would produce acceptable sentences'which did not destroy the meaning
of the text. My data suggest the same baSic pattern: the high proficiency
group producedgthe largest percentage of loth semantically and syntactically
acceptable structures. The medium proficiency group falls a bit behind the
low group here (see Table 3).

TABLE 3

Omissions and Acceptability in Percent

High Med Low

Syntactic Semantic' Syntactic Semantic Syntactic Semantic
FULL
ACCEPTABILITY 55 50 18 18 - 36 , 25

.

-

N°:,

ACCEP*BILITY 0 ' 21 21 29 29

Example:

Full Acceptability:

"Certainly is a rationalization, but..."

No Acceptability:

He 'turned his head towards the Boothe bedroom as the boy entered.

Cueing Systems in Language

The Miscug Inventory Analysis is based in a psycholinguistic theory of reading
which maintains that all readers use various types of informationgraphic,
phonemic,; grammatical, semantic--within the text as' cues to get to meaning.
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The most proficient readers are those who use. the fewest, most productive cues
to move successfully from the printed text to the meaning. In a taxonomy
analysis, each miscue is examined to determine to what extent and with what
success the reader uses the language cueing system6 available in the text. ,As.
with other partS of the taxonomy analysis, the central issue is the reader's-
concern with preserving the structure and meaning of the language encountered
in reading.

The Graphophonic Cueing System. There are two types of analysis here,
one which deals with the proximity of the miscue to the visual configuration
of the text and a second which makes judgments on the proximity of the miscue
to the sound ,of the expected response. The important question here is: to
what extent is the reader using the.. information provided by the print and
sound of the language? Obviously, reading- requires some. reference to the
print, and, not surprisingly, all readers in both" studies produced miscues
which looked and Sounded like the expected response.. Goodman also found that
readers at all proficiency levels made miscues which had higher graphic than
phonemic proximity. This suggests that the readers obtained cues. from the
,visual properties of words to a greater extent than from sound-letter
relationships. ThiS observation was confirmed in my study (Table 4) in which
readers. at all levels tended to produce miscues which had higher graphic than
phonemic proximity.

In addition to these general observations, Goodman found a number of
developmental patterns in the use of graphophonic information by the readers
at the various proficiencY. levels. Tables 4 and 5 show that these same pat-

..

terns emerged at the various proficiency levels for the adults of the current
study. _First, Goodman found that with higher proficiency, there was an
increase in finer graphic and phonemic discrimination in the young readers.
The adult readers, when grouped from low to high, also showed an increase in
graphic andphonemic'discrimination; for example, the percentage of words with
high graphic similarity from low to high,roficiency is 44-50-58.

Secondly, in the Goodman study, beginning or low proficiency readers
tended to use cues .from the beginnings and, to a lesser extent, from the ends

.

of words, while higher proficiency readers used'information from all parts of
the words. The adult readers of this study showed the same patterns; the low
'proficiency group had the highest percentage of miscues (graphic' and phonemic)'
in the category beginnings and' ends. With the high group, on the other hand,
most. of the miscues had beginnings, middles, and ends similar to the expected
response. For miscues with no graphic and phonemic similarity, Goodman found
that there was'an increase in.semantic acceptability as a function of improved
profitiency. In the current study,..the same pattern holds. A low proficiency..
reader. produced the following miscue, .

bluff
They rose like Wi.ndblown balls of fluff.

5.

-
which varied from' the expected response by only a single letter yet produced
an utterance which made no' sense. A high group reader produced a miscue which
had no graphic or phonemic similarity to the text word but nonetheless pre-
served bOth the sense and the structure:

But
Now let me think...

The higher the reading proficiency, the more-likely-it was that a miscue which
had no graphic or phonemic similarity to the expected response retained both-
the structure and the sense .of the text.

.. with the general patterns -of finer...graphic and phonemic discrimina-
tion with increased proficiency, Goodman also found an. overall tendency for
readers to rely more fieaVily_ on the graphophonic (rather than the syntactic or
'semantic) cueing system of language as the text material-became more difficult
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for .them. In the case of-the young readers, "more difficult" usually meant
reading material for a higher grade level or material that contained Unfami-
liar concepts. In the current study, each reader_ was given two storieS to
read. The general reader consensus was that the second -story was pore dif-
ficult, and the retelling and comprehending scores verified this. As with the
earlier study, the more difficult material caused the readers to rely more
heavily on the graphophonic cueing system.

TABLE 4

Percentage of Graphic and Phonemic Similarity

High Med Low

NO SIMILARITY.

LETTERS AND
SOUNDS

BEGINNINGS,
ENDS.

BEGINNINGS,
MIDDLES, ENDS

Graphic Phonemic Graphic' Phonemic

1.3 8

9 7 7

32 33 42 47

Graphic. Phonemic

8 1.7 8

6 6 5

48 51

58 52 50 38 44 37

TABLE 5

Semantic Acceptability X No Similarity and Single Difference
Graphic and Phonemic (in Percent)

High Med Low

'Graphic Phonemic Graphic Phonemic Graphic Pkionemio

NO SIMILARITY 50 42 50 53 67 14

SINGLE DIFFERENCE 43 46 33 32 20 24

Syntactic and Semantic Cueing Systems. In these categories the- Taxonomy
asks to what extent the reader is responding to the following questions. Does
what I am saying sound like language? Does it make_sense? Language contains
numerous grammatical and semantic. cues that a reader can use to get to
meaning. Although, strictly speaking, the separation of syntax and meaning is
somewhat artificial, the Taxonomy here attempts to make independent- judgments
:about how a reader is responding to the way thiP)language of the text operates
and how the meaning is built through the text.

The first very general question that- the Taxonomy asks about-these cate-
gories.is whether the miscue transforms the language of the text. Goodman
found-that when her readers, mascued, they usually transformed the pri?ited
language. 'The major developmental trend that she found among the young
reader's was an increase in-the number of optional' transformations produced in
the miscues as the readers became more proficient. The adult -readerS, like
Goodman's young readers, tended to transform the text language when they
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miscued. And like the young readers with high level. proficiency, the adult
.high proficiency readers produced optional transformatilens more frequently
(see Table 6). Both the young and adult readers showed another developmental -

trend :, with increased proficiency, there was higher acceptability, both syn-
tactic and semantic; when a transformation. did take place.

/J.

TABLE 6

Percentage of Transformations

. High - Med Low
t,

NO TRANSFORMATION 37 38 31.

TRANSFORMATION 47 47 48

ALTERNATE TRANSFORMATION . 0 ".4 0

.0/6eTIONAL TRANSFORMATION 10 5:6 7

.STRUCTURE .LOST 6 9

In a taxonomy analysis miscues are next examined to determine howthe
reader _treats syntactic and" semantic information available in the text. The ,

most 'important decision that the researcher must make is the extent of accept-
ability of the. miscue. Even when readers substantially alter the word-by-ward
sequence of the printed material, they may produce language Which is partially
Cr wholly acceptable and' which makes sense. The Taxonomy allows for a number
of judgments here about both the syntactic and the semantic acceptability of a
miscue; these decisions can be made independent- of each other, but semantic
acceptability cannot be rated higher than syntactid acceptability. "A miscue
,can be judged as: not acceptable - -it neither sounds like language (.syntactic)
nor makes sense (semantic); partially acceptable - -the miscue is acceptable
with the portion-of-the text which precedes it ,or. with that which follows'it;
acceptable--the 'Irdscue is both structurally acceptable and meaningful. In
thislast category, a miscue can be acceptable within the sentence only,, or it
may be fully acceptable within,the entire text. ,

Goodman noted a number of developmental trends in syntactic and semantic
acceptability as her young readers became more'proficient. First, the higher
the leading proficiency, the larger the percentage of fully'aceeptable
structures, both syntactic and semantic. Her average readers had 63% and 69%
syntactically acceptable structures within the whole passage, as compared to
50% and 44% for the slow.readers. The percentages for semantically acceptable.
structures within the pasage, while generally lower overall, were also, on
the average, aower for the slow readers (36% and 46% to 35% and26%). Second,
Goodman's readers showed a decline in the percentage of miscues with no accep-
tability as they became more proficient. For the slow readers, 30% and 24% of
total miscues had no syntactic acceptability, arid' 34% and 32% of the miscues
had no semantic acceptability. The average readers had corresponding scores .

of 15% ,and 12% for no syntactic acceptability-and, 32'% and 29% for no semantic
acceptability. Table 7 shows that these same two patterns held true for the
readers in the current study: with higher proficiency, a larger percentage of
miscues were acceptable within the total passage (syntadtic and semantic), and

.a smaller percentage of miscues resulted. in unacceptable structures and
meaning loss.

.Goodman also found that the better the readers, the more flexibility they
demonAtrated in-handling syntactic' structures. Specifically, as readers

0
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became more proficient, their ability to maintain syntactic acceptability
,

-increased even if the sentence was not semantically acceptable. This pattern
was repeatedin the carrel-Pt study; higher proficiency readers consistently
showed. sensitivity to gramifiaticality in -the structures they produced. To a
much larger _extent than the low group .readers, they managed to preset-lie synl-
tactic acceptability even when their miscues wege semantically unacceptable.\-
The following miscues were produced by high groupeaders. In both cases,'-the
resulting stt:lictures are gnimmatical even, though they are not semantically
acceptable. '

A'gilay pallor deadened his pinched features.

' ear (or Seer)
The strange man left him with a distinct sense, of the eerie.

This concern for syntactic acceptability is again reflected in- the fact that
the high group readers produced miscues which ;were of the _same grammatical
function as the eXpected'response a full 71% of the time (compared to 69%.for
the medium group and 63%' for the {tow group).

TABLE 7

Syntactic and Semantic AccPtability:in'Percent*.

High Wed

,Syntactic Semantic .- .JSyntactic Semantic
_ SyhtactiC.Sementic- .

IN PASSAGE 66 a2 .56 23 . 49 - 17
., ,

/- INSENTENCE4 18 4 15 2 13

WITH AFTER 4 4 4 4 6. 6
-

..`

.WITH PRIOR 20 21 24 24- . 23 26 - .,

NO ACCEPTABILITY 7 25 11 34 \
\18

- 39 .

*Numbers rounded off . .

I
.

.
.

A large percentage of the miscues whiCh were semantically unacceptable for
the young-And the adult readers,' involved non- words. Since; non-words can pre-
serve the syntactic.Structure of the sentence (through inflection, intona-
tion), a look at the patterns of non-word substitution miscues can provide
further information about the reader's concern for7meintaininggraMmaticelipy

.

even when meaning is lost. Goodman found that more.. profs 'ent readers tended ,

to 'have more non-word miscues -than slower readerS,but4the the percentage. of
syntactic, acceptability for these non-words increased with roficiency. She
found' further' that for ail her readers, non-words ap c and phonemic
proximity that.wes-much higher than the miscues-in' genera . This, of course,
follows from the observation above that the mare difficult the material for-

-the reader (in this case, unfamiliar vocabulary words), the.heavier the
-reliance an the print.

The non-,word miscue pattern for the -adult readers was different in one,
respect: the highest percentageof non-words occurred in he medium rather
than the high group (low=22%;imedium=24%; high=19%). Goodman's'other cbserva.7
tions held for the readeet of thecurrent study: higher proficiency'meant a
higher percentage of synEaCtically acceptable structures for non-words (Table
8) and higher graphic and phonemic proximity for non-words than -for miscues in
general for all readers.
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TABLE 8

Percentage of Non-Words Syntactically Acceptable

11'1

High Med. Low

NOT'ACCEPTABLE 11
A

14 17

a FULLY ACCEPTABLE 87 84 83 -

Once a miscue .has .been judged syntaCtically and--seMantically acceptable as
a piece of language, that is, makes sense and sounds like language wit:hin the
sentence or the Whole text, the TaXonomy allows for further analysis onthe
extent of change that has taken place as a result Of,the miscue. . The miscue
can prodiicelittle or no. change, a, major or. a minor change, or can be judged
ag differing only slightly from the "text. Independent decisions are made'
about syntactic and semantic chadge semantic ,ratings may be highei than'
syntactic. 7

e
;For all readers in the Goodman. study, once a miscue was 'judged as

acceptable; either semantically or syntacticallyi there waSusually very
.little change to either the'structure-or.the sense of the text. The develop-
mental pattern here wag in the.direction of still, less change. Like these
young ieaders, the adults in the current study changed 'the intended structure
,4nd-sense of the text very little in those miscues Which-were fully accept-
able. The readers at the different proficiency lem(rels had almost equal per-
centages of miscues which produced little or no syntactic change.. Higher -;

.proficiency meant an increase in the percentage of already semantically accep-
table miscues which produced little'or no, semantic change (loW=4914
medium=62%; high=61%). Below aresome--examplesof the types of changes the
adult'readers made in their miscues.

0'
,Syntactic Change

silence
Major: The liberator's silent and lifted, gaze watched after them.

Minor: I .gave At to him beforejOMOI went into his room.

drink
Little: The men drank the drinks in silence.

Semantic Change
madam

,Unrelated: Only a madman would give a loaded revolver to an idiot. (The
'madman' is supposed to be the speaker; reader should at this
point realize that this statement is the gior41 of the story. )

brought
Major: The man who bought the two doves.

(The whole story revolves around the man buying the doves.)
distinctive

Minor: The man left him with a distinct sense of the eerie.
(This miscue does not cause any import.ant. change in the story.)

at fifty-cent's reduction...,
Little: ...which told him that at a fifty-cent reduction...

- Correction Strategy

Perhaps one of the most revealing pieces of information provided by a miscue
taxonomy is what a reader does once the miscue has been produced. If readers
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are aware of the miscue, they have two opeions: they can continue on in the
text (perhaps silently correcting) or they can regress and attempt to correct
the miscue. ObServations of when a reader chooses to attempt correction and
how successful thov attempts are allow for some insight into how the reader
is processing the language of the text. Miscue studies have shown that all

_readers correct at some times, that is, they all have some type of correction
strategy. Both the Goodman study and the current work confirm this observa-
tion. Both groups of readers were usually successful when they attempted to
correct their miscues (low=71%;medium=75%; high=79 %): Goodman found that as
the readers became more- proficient, they corrected more frequently to.a point

/where correction behavior leveledti For'adult readers, higher proficiency
wi also meant more corrections (see Table-9).

TABLE 9
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Percentage of Miscues Corrected

. NO CORRECTION

CORRECTION

ABANDONS

UNSUCCESSFUL.

High Med Low

70

2

5

80

15

.5

-4.5

84

11

The higher percentage.of corrections which accompanied increased proficiency,
as Goodman pointsOut,often resulted in over- or unnecessary correction by
the more proficient readers. The high proficiency group of adult readers, for
example,: corrected 24% of their miscues which were already syntactically
acceptable in the whole passage and 15% of those fully semantically acceptable
(compared to 14% and 12% for the medium group and 8% and 5% for the low c'

group). The general developmentalpatterns which Goodman found in her ung
readers' use of corrections strategy were: movement-towards higher numbei of
corrections with increased proficiency; Increasing;tendency, with higher
proficiency, to correct those structures which resulted in unacceptable or
partially acceptable structures; and, given -an acceptable.struCture, more
likelihood of correction if change .,was major. The adult readers' behavior
showed the same patterns at the various proficiency levels in all three of
these %areas.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ABOUT BOTH GROUPS OF READERS

Some general similarities- among the groups surfaced during the investigation.
These were:

All readers made miscues.
MPHW varied from reader to reader an from text to text.
11.11 readers. studied had enough visual discrimination to produce miscues

which had some graphic and phonemic similarity to the expected response (at
least 90% for the Goodman study and at least 92% for the present study).

When readers produced miscues with no graphic or phon'emic similarity-to
the text, they tended to be more syntactically-and semantically acceptable
than those with high graphic and phonemic prOximity.

Readers showed a concern with both prodUcing language that sounded like
language and making sense. In both of the studies, most of the, miscues
(Goodman=56%+; mine.--60%+). were both syntactically,, and semantically acceptable.
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Developmental Patterns in Native, and Non-Native Reading

*When readers produced miscues that resulted in acceptable structures,
they tended to cause very minor change to the syntax and the meaning of the
text.

*All readers corrected their,miscues at some time and were usually suc-
cessful in these corrections.
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DEVELOPMENTAL PATTERNS

The following general developmental patterns were found from low to high pro-
ficiency in both the Goodman study of beginning readers, and in the present
-study of adult Spanish speakers reading in English as a second language.

* Decrease in MPHW with increased proficiency.
*Increase in processing of larger units. of language (more phrase and

clause level miscues) with increased proficienCy.
* Higher frequency of acceptable syntactic and semantic.structures with

higher proficiency.
*Finer graphic and phonemic discrimination (to a point) as a function of

more proficient reading.
olk change in the amount of graphophonic information used.by the reader.

FroM low to high proficiency -mpre Information from whole word used.
*Increase in semantic and syntactic acceptability for miscues with-no

graphic and, phonemic similarity as proficiency gets higher.
* Movement towards greater and more stable semantic and syntactic accep-

tability of miscues as readers improve their proficiency.
Once a miscue is jddged as acceptable, movement towards little or no'.

change-to the intended structure or sense of the text with increased
proficiency.

.

*Correction strategy:. with increased proficiency, more corrections; more,
frequent correction of unacceptable or partially acceptable structures;
increased-tendency, to correct only major dhanges,in syntaX or meaning fpr
miscues vihiCh are already acceptable,

CLASSROOM IMPLICATIONS

The present study, although liMited in scope, does seem to point to similari-
ties between native and non - native -child and adult--reading acquisition.
Clearly these 'observed similarities raise some exciting questions for future
research. Of particular interest would be a longitudinal-study of adult
readers similar to the Goodman study of young- readers.

In addition-to ideas for study, the research also holds some important
implications for teaching and testing reading in the TESOL classroom. Very
briefly, here are some of these suggestions.

Texts

Since readers use various cues to get to.meaning ( syntactic, semantic,
graphophonic), a 'text should be rich in cues. It should provide a real-life
context for the reader to use in building meaning and should not isolate any
one part of, language' (vocabulary included).

Testing

A simple frequency count (MPHW, for example) does not provide much useful
information about ho5>the reader is processing language. A test, like a good
reading text;,?.122y-to provide a wealth of cues that readers might use to -get
to the meaning. Isolation of 'any one part ,of language. (again vocabulary) pro-.
hibits a reader from taking advantage of cues which `do occur in natural lam-

,
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guage situations. There seem to be certain types of reading behavior, correc-
tion strategy, for example, that might help-a tester evaluate how the reader
is_processing_language.

Teaching

This study suggests that certain developmental patterns do, in fact, exist,
and a suggestion for teaching might be to work with these developmental
patterns. Specifically, the aconcern for meaning, which all readers in both
studies demonstrated, should be central. Any classroom activity which orients
the reader away from meaning interferes with the reader's natural inclination.
to .make sense of the printed material. Since readers seem to develop fairly
-efficient correction strategies, classroom ac:Avities which encourage the
reader' to strive for sense and Meaning rather than 'letter-perfect ..reading
mould .seem,to enhance this natural Inclination.

.
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O
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Coupling as a Text-building, Myth-
evoking. Strategy in Vietnamese:

_Implications for Second Language
Reading'
John Schafer

Tulane University

I would like to depart from the conventional structure of the academic essay
and begin, not with a statement of thesis, but with a series of ,illustrations.

Illustration I: The Vietnamese Myth of Origin

Long ago before there were people in the world King Lac 'Long [the
dragon of Lac] , whose home was the realm' of water, met the -beautiful
Au Cd, the fairy Queen of the mountains; Love developed. between them
and soon,Au CoegaiTe birth to a sack of 100'pearly eggs from which
sprang 100 beautiful sons. The...family lived happily for some time,
but then Lac Long explained to Au Cd that they could not remain
together forever because he was from the realm of water, she from the.
high-mountains---Au-Cd-agreed...---They decided-that-she _shaake cn
sons and dwell In the mountains and he should take 50= sons and return
to the sea. The children who went with Au Co became the ancestors of
the Vietnamese-highlanders, well-known for their skills an hunting and
upland farming. Those who went with Lac Long became the ancestors of
Vietnam's lowland farmers and fishermah. Lac Long gave the first born
of his sons the title Hang Vddng. He became the founder of the,Hiing
Vuong,Dynasty which lasted from 2879 to 258 B.C.

Vietnamese still celebrate Hung Vddfig Day which falls on the
tenth day of the third month of the lunar calendar: Vietnamese refer to
themselves as con rdnq chgu tian, the children of dragons and fairy
spirits. When they wish to refer to their country they use the coupled
words dat ndec [lit.: land water] or non natc [lit.: mountain water] .2

Illustration II: Vietnamese Proverb

The work of a father is like the mountain of Thal Sdn;
The dxly of a mother like water flowing from an inexhaustible spring.

Illustration III: Trung Hieu 'Loyalty-Filial Piety'

In a Vietnamese encyclopedia, the following story is offered as an expla-
nation of the coupling word trung hiu:

During the reign of King Chieu Vddng there was a mandarin named
Thach Chti who was well-known for his honesty, fairness, and sincerity.
One day while making an official tour, he learned of the existence of
a group of murderers.. 'After conducting an investigation, he learned
that his own father was the principal culprit. Turning his carriage
around, 'Mach Chtl sped back to the palace and reported to the king as

a
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follows: "The killer is the father of this Your.-humble subject. I
cannot arrest my father. I also cannot for the sake Of my father
disregard the law. To"be A mandarin and disregard the law is into-
lerable, so please,.your highness, punish this your humble subject for
his crime.

The king decreed: "I waive punishment in your case."
Immediately Thach Chi' replied: "To be a son and.not honor one's

father is to be :impious (not,hi'au];' to be a'subject .and.not uphold the
laws of the land is to be disloyal [not trung]. Being lenient is a
favor a king can dispense:. accepting responsibility for improper.
actions is a duty a subject must 'perform." . -

'As soon -as -he -had_finis hed_speaking, he drew out a'sword and'com-
mitted suicide in front of.the king.

Illustration IV:. He; Chi Minh Lecturing Cadres

"We must be loyal (trun7] tp the party, pious [hAu] with the
people." (Pha trung v6i dang, hi'au NA:a dan.] 3

Illustration V: Kim Van Kieu, an Early
Nineteenth. Century _Verse Narrative

. Kim Van Kieu has been called the national epic of. Vietnam. It is the
story of a girl, Thfiy Ki4u, who must choose between hi'au 'filial piety' and
tinh 'love.' One day during a. walk in a garden she meets and falls in love
with the scholar Kim Trong; they exchange vows of. eternal devotionr Shortly
thereafter Thily Ki4u's father is ,unjustly accused and thrown into prison. The
only way Thin, Kieu can help him is to let herself be sold_ into marriage to the
evil Ma-Giam. Sinh. By agreeing to this marriage she sacrifices tinh for hieu.
In. the following lines ThCiy Ki#U weighs tinh and hien and finds the latter a
"heavier" virtue:

Kieu had to save her kin, her flesh and blobd.
When evil strikes, one bows to circumstance.
When one must weigh and choose between one's love
and'filial duty, which will turn the'scale?
Kieu brushed aside her solemn vows to Kim- -
she'd pay a daughter's, debt before all else.
Resolved on what to do, she ,spoke her mind:
"Hands off my father please, I'll sell myself
and ransom him."4

Illustration VI: The Scholar and the Lady Tavern Keeper

The following story occurs in a Vietnamese book on how to compose, poems- -
in the section that explains how to" ati 'oppose.15 It is offered as an
illustration of the dangers, in opposing, of not hearing out the`complete
statement-of one's-opponent before one opposes it. The scholar appears
foolish because in Vietnamese his reply to the tavern keeper is unpleasing

. both in rhythm and sense.

There once was a young man who failed his exams. On the way:home
he stopped 6ff.at a tavern to rest for the night before continuing his
journey. Noticing thee the owner appeared to be an attractive and
educated. woman, he beuan to flirt with her.

Annoyed by his rude behavior, the lady tavern owner decided to
fend off his advances in a clever manner. Therefore she said to him:
"Since, as you say, you have just'returned from taking...the exams; pro-

"'
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bably you are very good with words. 'So let me present to ydu some
words to dbi [oppose]; if you can oppose them, then I'll agree to shut
down my cafe and ..follow you.

The young scholar, confident he would win-, told the wgman to go
ahead.

She offered the word night; he opposerd it with day.
She said late; he opposed it with earIx.
She said chicken; he opposed it with 219.
She said crow; he opposed it with cry.
She said cock-a-doodle-do; he countered with -gawk pawk.
She next offered tavern owner; he countered with Confucian scholar.
She said wake; 'fie' opposed it with lie.'
She said 22; he countered with down.
She said tov_ha_said_in_order to.
She offered worry; he countered- with count.
She said 'morloey; he said rice grain.
Then the tavern owner said: "Now I'll read what

read what you said-" She read as follows: "Late at
rooster crows cock-a-doodle-do, the tavern- owner wake
money."
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I said and you
night, when the
s to worry about

Then. the young scholar read his words: "Early in the -morning,
when the Pig cries pawk pawk, the Confucian scholar lies and counts,
rice grain."

The tavern owner' was about to speak when this .young scholar said
"Forget it!" and quickly left the,tavern without saying another word.

Illustration VII: Phamjgh'sjsafIllaityjy3711..ins

Pham QuS'rnh, a well-known man of letters in early twentieth century Viet--
nam7-became-an-editoe-Lof- a very prest.igiaas_aa4__influential journal called Nam
Phong''Southern Ethos.' Although he hab been attacked by Htstorians-for

. collaboirating with the French colonialists,'Pham Qu9nh saw his role as helping
Vietnamese achieve a synthesis of the best. of Western' and Eastern values.
Those who disagree with his politics admit- the high quality of his intellect.
Here is how he begins an .essay called "What Is DUty?" which appeared in Nam
Phong in 1917.6

In Confucianism there is a saying: "If one wants to begin the
study of Confucius and MenCius, first one' 'must, be able to distinguish
nghia [duty] from ldl frights]. -

Confucian scholars referred to nghia, i.e. what we call nghia vu;
they referred to ldi, i.e. what we call ldi. The two views rep-
resented by nghia_ vu quy-4n ldi [duty-rights] are actually the basis
of ethics. What is the proper relationship between duty and rights?
This is an important question that people of all generations and
countries must consider. To answer it' is to explain the meaning of
human life.

In general, earlier societies respected duty more than rights. In
fact, of the two views represented by duty and rights only duty was
important: no one thought about rights. In addition, those in a
society who, because of their position, had rights in regard to others
considered those rights as duties. The king in regard to a subject,
the father .in regard to his child, the husband in regard to his Wife -

all had their special rights, and also their special duties. The king
had the_ right to rule his people, but that right entailed the obliga-
tion to see to it that 'his-people were contented and peaceful; the
father had the right to instruct his child, but that'right entailed
the respon§ibility of bringing, that child to maturity; a husband had

I
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the right to direCt his wife, but that right eritailed the responsi-
bility of keeping the faMily-prosperous and happY In sum, in earlier
times the rights view was the minor view. Nolo-days' it .seems that just
the opposite is the' case:_ the Minor has become the major and the
major has become minor; rights are respected-more than duty.

This change has come from Europe...

Illustration VIII: Nguyen Be s Philoson.221±ThA2

Nguyen Be, who now lives in the U.S., was an assistant provincechief and
instructor 'in the School for Revolutionary Development Cadre at Viing Tau under
the regime of NguyAn Vgn Thi@u., While he held these Positions, he wrote-of
a philosophy he called Chung Thuy, a system of thought and conduct that- he
hoped would save Vietnam. Chung Thuy [lit.: end-beginning] means faithful,
loyal._ it_ls oammonly_used in referenceLto_wvmen: a faithful--Wite_,- for
example, is chung thuy; she Is with her husband in the beginning and in the
end.

In Nguyin Be's system, chung thuy has many meanings. It means, among
other,things,,loyalty, honesty, and an awareness of consequences. This last
meaning; he says, is the most Important:

The third and most important meaning of "CHUNG --THUYft: Think to the
end, the consequence, each time you star-v. actin.g....

As we know, the western philosophy knows only the start, or the
beginning'of an act, the "TiRTY," but doesn't know the "CHUNG" its end,
i.e., cannot anticipate the consequence or know to where the future-
will lead. Thus,'the saying, "knowledge for the sake of knowledge"
illustrates sufficiently that the effect of western philosophy is that
western disCoveries are only the results of chance and inquisitive
temPerment. Therefore, the results can be either good or bad.
Nuci=ar weapons, weapons which today are a gra-ve threat to human life,
are the natural consequences of the western phi losophical,. System .whiCh
does not think to the end.

As for the east, still harboring many illusions, still slumbering
in the past with a lack of will bo act...it hesitates to throw itself :

into practical endeavors, i.e.,. it does not want to start, it will not
.begin.?

Illustration'IX: A Man on the Street Analysis of the American Withdrawal

-.On a Saigon street corner in 1973 a Vietnamese civil servant in the 'Mien
Regime was discussing'the_deeline in American support for the 9overnmentof
the Republic of Vietnam with an American who spoke Vietnamese.

"The trouble with Americans," he Said, "is thlkt they have thay.
[beginning] but'no chung [ending]. .That is the whole of the problem."

Illustration. X: 138 Chi Minh on the Essential Qualities of a Movement

A movement must be continuous and have'a true substance. It
shouldn't just be all form; 'it shouldn't 'Have the head of an elephant
and the tail of a mouse.' P-au voi -4510u6i

Illustration XI: Understanding Vietnamese. Love Stories
. .

A principal of a high school in Hue, speaking 111 Vietnamese to an
American, :Was trying to help his guest understand a Vietnamese love story that
he (the Amer;.can) had just read., Here is a translation of what he said:
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Coupling in Vietnamese

To understand this story, and many modern southern Vietnamese
stories,' you must understand the concept of duyen-nq [lit.: pre-
destined affinity-obligation]. Vietnamese believe that marriage is a
matter of duyan or nd. If one's mate turns out to,belovely and com-
patible, then that is an occurrence of duyan; if, on the other hand,
one's mate becomes unpleasant and incompatible, then -one has assumed a

an obligation. People whose spouse is all nd may wonder what they
did wrong in their previous incarnation' to deserve such a fate.
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. What do these illustrations add up. to? How do they relate to problems
encountered in teaching non-native speakers of English how toread?

° For me these illustrations Support Whorf's assertion that "people act
about situations in ways which are like the"ways they talk about
them."9 People whose.. word for loyalty or faithfulness is chung thuy
lend=beginning!_will tend to si.e-loyaity-And faithfulness-ln a certain way,
In judging whether a man is loyal and faithful, they will tend to ask them: .

selves whether his behavior "mot the end of an episode is consistent with his
behavior at the beginning, whether, as Vietnamese say, before and after
are like one" [trUdc sau nhu' In telling a story or, conducting a revolu-
tion, they will want to see it throUgh to completion lest people observe that
it has the head of an :elephant but..the tail of a mouse".

This is not to say that only Vietnamese judge a man to be loyal when his
endbehavior is consistent with his beginning, or that only__ Vietnamese may
pause to Consider whether fate was kind or unkind to them in marriage, or .that
only. Vietnamese desire to see things through to completion. The point is not
that thelanguage one speaks determines one's view of the world. Language
doesn't determine; it constrains. It makes certain conclusions regarding
events which are more likely than others. Vietnamese are encouraged to per-
ceive certain situations in a special way, and to feel and act strongly when
they find themselves in these situations, because their language instills in,
them certain predispositions. What is true for Vietnamese is true for all
peoples. When events and our language tend toward congruence, this affects us
strongly. When it occurs,: we believe we have had an insight, stumbled upon a'
truth.

:

What aspect of Vietnamese has this power to predispose? There are pro-
bably many aspects that are responsible for different' predispositions, but the
one I would like to discuss here, the one that is found in the above illustra-
tions, is coupling-7-the juxtaposing of.two items that are antithetical, or
nearly antithetical,'in meaning.

.

, .

It is difficult to overemphasize the Importance of coupling in. Vietnamese
language and culture. Vietnamese describe their country as emerging from the
reconciling of oppositions betweendragon and fairy,sea and mountain, water
and land. The creation of nationhood is mirrored in the process of idiomiza-
tion of the coupled expressions con rOng chau tian (lit.: child dragon,
grandchild fairy] and dat nedc [lit.: land water]. Some time agothese
expressions ceaeed to be taken literallydragons merged with fairy spirits,
land'united with water--and the people, country, and language of Vietnam
entered the world. Much ofVietnamese.political and social history can be
seen as an extended argument on the proper relations between the members of
the coupling words Han vift 'Sino-Vietnamese' and trung hiau 'loyalty-filial
piety.' Debate throughout the centuries on the proper conduct of men and
women, at least among the more Sinicized elements of the population, has been
a commentary on trung trinh 'loyalty' (primarily for men)- 'chastity,.'
(primarily for women).

Coupling was defined above as the juxtaposing of antithetical elements.
More precisely, it is the placing_of members which are syntactically and
semantically equivalent in topographically equivalent. places in a text." Each
word from the game of dtii, or opposing, described in Illustration VI, for
example, is coupled with another:
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Tavern keeper:

em khuya ga'g5y 6 o, chi quan th;.ic day ma lo.diSng
'Night late rooster crow doodle do mistress tavern -get up and worry
coin money.''

Scholar:

Ngay sing heo keu cuc tic, thy nho ngm xubng dang tinh hOt th6c.
'Day early pig cry paWk pawk,..master Confucian lie'down to count grain
rice.'

Night is coupled with day J1) because the two words are in syntactically
equivalent positions in their respective sentences, (2) because the two words:
'are semantically related: they belong to the same thought-mass" "parts of
the day," and 0) because they occupy equivalent topographical positions in
L.,,.:r-re-spective lines: both occupy the first slot. The other couplings
(late and early, rooster and pig, etc.) also exhibit these three equivalences.

In freer English translations members of couplings often cannot be as
starkly opposed as.they are in Vietnamese because, when writing in English,
one must insert many articles, prepositions, and subordinating connectives.
In a freer English translation of the above exchange; for example, night and
day could not be so starkly opposed_ because the English phrases "late at
night" and "early in the.morning" have an unequal number of wordS. Night and-
day would therefore be pushed into inequivalent topographical positions.
Because oppositions in Vietnamese are presented against a background unclut-
teredwith prepositions and subordinating connectives, they Stand out in bold
relief. The fact that the Vietnamese language allows this stark opposition of
elements may partially.ex7Plain why coupling has become an important rhetorical
strategy in the Vietnamese tradition.

But many English texts contain couplings. Samuel Johnson, the eighteenth
century man of letters; is well known for his balanced style. There are pro-
bably4occasions when people of all cultures would find symmetry of expression
pleasing and appropriate. 'so what makes VietnameSe coupling speCial? It is
special because, whereas coupling for English writers is primarily a.matter of
style, for Vietnamese it has been more than a stylistic embellishment: it has
been a way "of solving problems. Coupling in Vietnamese is what Western rhe-
toricians call a "heuristic procedure"; it is a way of using language to
.discOver things about the world. Admittedly we also' compare and contrast in
writing essays and "weigh" alternatives in making decisions, but because
coupling has not traditionally been a guiding aesthetic principle, it has not
influenced the way we approach the'world as much as it has the Vietnamese. So
many Vietnamese proverbs are coupled phrases or sentences that it becomes
impossible in the Vietnamese tradition to Separate the prodess of coupling
from the process of acquiring 'conventional wisdom..,

Both fictional and-real .characters employ this process.: they juxtapose
words and phrases to.display for ,themselves in stark terms the nature of their

1dilemma. Then they make a choice. In Illustration II 'Mach Chu weighs the
. virtues of loyalty:and filial piety. When'neither Virtue'tipS the scale, he

chooses suicide as the only alternative. In Illustration V Thily Kidu weighs
the demands of love and filial piety. Whemsherealizes,the latter is
"heavier," she decides to_sell herself to save her father:., In Illustration
VII Pham Quirnh weighs nghia y 'duty' and gnydn ldi !rights\and finds that
the former should be gkiren more weight in developing Countries such as
Vietnam. Coupling is undoubtedly an important ingredient of many Vietnamese
texts--even of those that contain only a sprinkling of coupling words and
phrases--because it is a part of the inference-generating processtHatthe---
text creators went through preparatory to writing down their ideas:

*
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How often is coupling present in the actual, words of a text? It is not,
of course, the way sentences are constructed in normal conversation. People
do not make sure their _utterance opposes the previous utterance of their
interlocutor unless, like the. scholar and the tavern. keeper in Illustration
VI, they are playing the game of di5i. Nevertheless, coupling is, as Nguyen-
Van Ng9c points out, "the abc's of Vietnamese, the writer's first step. u12 It
was a prominent feature of almost all Vietnamese written texts until the early
twentieth century. Throughout Vietnamese history, diplomatic-notes, examina-
tions, and stories were composed by coupling one phrase with another, or one
line with another, or one section of a text with another. Vietnamese writers
knew that if they didn't use coupling, their readers would think they were-
unlearned. The emergence of prose--writing with no rhyMe and little or no
coupling--is a recent development in Vietnam, an event which occurred simulta-
neously-with Vietnam's change from a traditional to a modern state. Even in .

modern prose, -however,,one still finds considerable coupling between and
within sentences, and in conversation couplings while not common between
utterances, does occur within utterances in the form of-coupling words and
four-syllable idiomatic expressions.

Coupling remains prevalent in modern Vietnamese in. part because four-
Syllable expressions continue to be popular. We have Ahem also--"First"come,'
first ,served "; "Last hired, first fired"--but the Vietnamese have many more
than ,we do, and they use, them much more often. It is a rare Vietnamese con-
versation that does not contain at least one. Below I.have written the
coupling words that sum up Illustrations I, X, and XI; included also are the
four-syllable idiomatic expresSions that can be generated from the coupling
words.:

Illustration I: tien rung [lit.: fairy spirit-dragon]: the ancestors of the
Vietnamese, the Vietnamese race.

con rbIng chat' tien [lit.: children dragon grandchildren fairy
spirit]: the ancestors of the Vietnamese, the Vietnamese
race.

Illustration X: diu duiii [lit.: head-tail]: from beginning to end.
dau vol dual_ chu§t flit.: head elephant tail mouse]: refers
to something begum well but ended poorly.

Illustration XI: duyen nd [lit.: predestined affinity-obligation]: fate,
particularly in regard to marriage.
may duyen rui nd [lit.: good.. luck predestined affinity,
bad luck obligation]: If one is lucky, one's spouse will be
compatible.; if one is unlucky, one's spouse will be an obli-
gation.

If coupling in Vietnamese, is a text-building strategy and .heuristic pro-
cedure, what,are comparable strategies and procedures in the English tradi
tion? I would nominate the followings ,arranging items in a linear order,
claSsifying into categories, and considering issues as problems to be solved
by the application of method--usually the scientific method consisting of the
stages analyze, hypothesize, -test, conclude, .and then act.

The preceding statement exemplifies these procedures at work. In it I
have arranged5imerican heuristic devices in a linear sequence according to a-
principle-which I haven't yet made explicit, but which is roughly related to
chronology and degree of consciousness. I'm assuming that the scientific
method came later and that it is a more consciously applied device than the '\

devices of arranging thing's in temporal sequence or classifying them according
to some criterion. But I'm not sure of these things. By arranging I'm also
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inventing; discovering things about my topic. The above statement is also a
clasSification. In itI divide "Important Heuristic Devices Used by Ameri-
cans" into three types. And the essay of which this sentence is a part is a
loose application of a problem-solving 'Method. In it I take a problem--the
difficulty of comprehending foreign language-texts-.-which I assume is
solvable. I then analyze the problem, primarily by giving illustrations of
texts which on.first hearing or reading I only partially understood.' I then
hypothesize:/ comprehending second language texts- is difficult because the
inference-making processes that contributed to their formation are unfamiliar.
I do not submit my hypothesis to an empirical-test, but the reader is invited
to reread my illustrations to see if they are more comprehensible after
he/She has .,learned about the importance ..of coupling as a text-building-strat-
egy. I shall state my conclUsions and, suggestions for action later.

Besides serving a heuristic function, coupling in Vietnamese is also
involved in myth-evoking, in activating in a hearer or reader's mind units of
stored cultural knowledge. Myth-evoking is not a separate process but a pact
of text-building. ,It enables a speaker or Writer to' say, much with few words'
by exploiting shared knowledge. Most Vietnamese coupling words and four-
syllable expresions are rich in associations. Some have been recontextual-
ized so many times they have become touchstones to the history of an entire
civilization. For Vietnamese, coupling words such-aS. trung -hieu 'loyalty-
filial piety,' chung thuy 'faithfulness,' and duyen nd 'predestined affinity
(or lack of it) in marriage' and four- syllable expressions such as trai tai
ggi sac 'men are talented, womenAre beautiful,' Nku "Sit soi kink to
cook history, to steam classics] 'to study hard,' and chemg mg cab. nCdc 'oppose
the Americans, save the country' evoke certain pre-texts, or,.if one prefers
the terminology of,,Van Dijk and researchers in Artificial Intelligence and
computers, they activate. frames--"units of conventional knowledge according to
which mutual expectations and interactions are organized."13

Following Barthes, I prefer to call the knowledge evoked by these Viet-
namese exptessions myths. Some may think' word '16 too small to
evoke an entire myth,, but, Barthes points out, "a minute form (a word, a
gesture, even incidental, so long as it is noticed) can serve as signifier to .

a concept filled with a very rich history. i14 A fringe of hair on the fore-.
head, for example, can be used to suggest "Romanness" in a performance of
Julius Caesar.15
--Mere are, says Barthes, two systems: a linguistic system and a myth
system. The latter system "gets hold of" the first and uses it to build its
own system. Whether we are dealing with. language or anotheretsign system,isuch
as pictures, .t.here is meaning and form. If I. am at the barbers, says Barthes,
and am presented with a copy of Paris -Match showing a young Negro in French
uniform saluting the French tricolor, this is what I see: this Negro saluting
is the meaning of the picture. But, continues Barthes, this pictorial sign
becomes involved in "a second -order semiological.system" which is myth. This
picture tells me that "France is a great empire, that all her sons, without
any colour discrimination, faithfully serve under her flag, and that there is
no better answer to the detraCtors of an alleged colonialism than the zeal

. shown by this Negro in serving his-so- called oppressors." This second syStem
is ,parasitical on the first,. The meaning of the picture'is.a crucial input to
the myth producing system, but after it becomes.formethe meaning becomes
"imp-overished." One must "put the biography-of7-the Negro in parentheses,"
says Barthes, as one understands\the Paris-Match picture as myth.16

When coupling words are used to evoke myths in. Vietnamese, their original
meaning, like the biography of the- Negro soldier,iS often obscured. Trung
hieu 'loyalty - filial piety,' for example, means loyalty; primarily to one's
king, and piety towards one "s parents, but it is also a shorthand expression
used to evoke the entire mythology of.Confucianism. When used by Vietnamese,
the meaning of trung hieu is by no means completely suppressed. Meaning, says
Barthes, is never completely killed by a myth-evoking sign:

O

O
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But the essentiakl point in all this is that the form does not suppress
the meaning,, it only impoverishes it, it puts it at a diltance, it

One'holds it at .one's disposal. Onicelieves that the mean, nq is 'going to
-die-, but it: is a death with reprieve; the meaning loses its value, but
keeps its life,:from-which the form-of-the-myth -will. draw-lts-nourish-;ment.

The meaning will be for the form like an instantaneous reserve
of,historY,.a tamed richness, 'which it is possible to call and dismiss
in a'sbrtsof rapid alternation: the form must constantly be able to
be rooted' again in the meaning and to get there what nature it needs
for its :constant game of hide-and-seek between the meaning And the
form which defines myth.17

Because .16 Chi Minh knew that the cc" ,,ling word trung
richest words in the Vietnamese language, a worcrthat had
.spiritual nutriment for centuries of Vietnamese history,
nourish the. new myth combining Marxism and patriotism tila
to form,. Vietnamese must, he said, be loyal [trung3, but
Under the old feudal system, but to the party; they must
not just to members of their immediate family, but to all
nation family of Vietnam.

But with coupling words thirigs 'become slightly more
above analysis suggests because many have two meanings:
meaning, which emerges when
tidy meaning, whiCh-ariSet-

hi'eu was one of the
been a source of
he called on it o
t he .,was attempting-
not to the .king, as
be pious [hieu] , .

the people in the

the two halves are read separ
alies are taken as a

complicated than.the
a non-idiomatic
ately, and an idioma-
WhOIe. The degree of

idiomaticity of coupling wqrds varies. Rut thjt [lit.einteptine flesh],
which means close or intimate, is heavily idiorplatic; bun ban [lit.: buy-
/Sell], which means business or commerce, ismoderately idiomatic; 1St' mau
[lit.: long time-short time] , asked in questions such' as Ong tei d'ay rau -mau
edi [lit.: Yo arrive here long time short time already?] 'How long, have you
been here?,' is onlyslightly idiothatic.

Lennebef and others have objected to the work of researchers whose
conclusions out a culture are based on a literal interpretation of
expressions, pointing out that many expressions that are "alive" for the
foreign anal st have long been "dead"--as dead as the proverbial
metaphors f r the native speaker.18 Although a foreign analyst of English
might note at breakfast originally meant to break a fast, this argument -7
runs, Ameri ans aren't. aware of this notion when they sit down to eat their
cornflakes. This objection*does not hold for Vietnamese coupling words and
four - syllable expressions because, for Vietnamese,' analysis oe the meaning of
the separa halves of a coupling word or expression is an accepted rhetorical
technique. The non-idiomatic meaning of words is thus constantly being
revived. cholars, seekingooth wisdom and rhetorical power, return to the
meaning of the parts of coupling,words, as Nguyen Be returns. to the literal
'meaningof the parts of chunq thuy in Illustration VIII, and as Ha Chi Minh
returns to the., meaning of the parts, of 'family' in the folloWing
excerpt from d'speech:

Gia dinh has an cad.meaningand meaning, a narrow meaning and a
wide meaning. "Gia" is house; "dinh" is. the courtyard. In other
words, the suggestion was one should worry only that the father and
mother, wife and children in one's own house were warm qnd well-fed
and cOntentvif others were poor and miserable, that was of no con-
cern. But this is selfish, not right.

According to the new meaning, gia dinh is, wider. It includes, for
example,'one's fellow workers in a factOry, in an agency, in a village
cooperative--all these people must come together and love each other'
like brother,and sister in one giadinh. Understood in an even wider
sense, gia dinh includes'all the people in the.country...19
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.

The original non-Idiomatic-meaning of coupling words is also restored when
speakers. and writers split a couplingword (aS HO Chi, Minh splits trung hiau
in Illusttation IV) and then use-the halves as pivotal weightS-to balance a
longer expression..

But-even if the speakers of a target-Iaii4da4e Seldam recapture: the origi,
nal, non-idiomatib-meanIng-of -a.Word, students attempting to learn that target
language should not be discouraged from seeking it out, as much can be- learned
in the search.- The *nowledge that our ancestors thought of eating in the ''
morning as breaking'a fast, whereas Vietnamese conceived of it as an cdm sang

eat rice morning]; is not trivial information; it could lead the stu-
dent to explore some interesting cultural and linguistic differendes.

In any event, the question of whether teachers should or should not
encourage students to dwell on the literal meaning of expressions is an
academic one: students will-dwell on itwhether.we want them to or not. Any-
onereading second language texts will inevitably read expressions literally]
on the first encounter. In.learning to become.a fluent reader of.a second
language, one must -move from a consideration of the literalmeaning of idio-i
matic expressionS to an understanding of the degree of idioMaticity they have
assumed, and then- proceed from this understanding to an-awareness of the myths
they evoke in the minds of native speakers.

What constructions in English correspond to Vietnamese coupling words?-N
Multi-word verbal expressions such as to put uj with', to get ahead, to drop
out, to fall in love, and to run for office are similar in many respects.
Like Vietnamese coupling words. many have anidiomatic meaning. The meaning
of to put 112 .with, for-example, cannot be deciphered by considering its part.
They are also like coupling words in that the of idiomaticity varies
greatly from expression to expression. To run for office, for example, is ,

idiomatic, but less 'so' than to put" Ea with; at least its individual elements;
are useful clues to its idiOmatic meaning.

When foreign students of English encounter idiomatic rliult -word verbal !

expressions, they have .t.0 learn to consider them as conceptUal'uhits. If they
know in which syntactic'positions idiomaticity often oCcure, they will not-be:
surprised when'they encounter it in those positions and-thus should be ableltd
quickly readjust an erroneous meaning prediction. For example, foreign stuff
dents may at first reading understand the'sentence He decided to feel out the
committee and get its reaction to the proposal literally, but ifthey are Eqre-7
pared to encounter idiomaticity in multi-word-verbal expressions like to fdel
out, they should be able to backtrack quickly and locate the cause of theil
miscomprehensioh. Similarly, Americans Can read Vietnamese much more fluently
if they are .prepared for idiomaticity.-' in' two-syllable coupling wor-dg and fur-
Syllable expressions.- In reading the Vietnamese text of Illustration
.came across a sentence containing the words trau hoa gheo nguyat, which mean
to tease flowers, to bother the moon. The passage was about'a scbolar whc?..
stopped Off at a tavern after-failing his exams. Nothing yet -had been said
about flowers. or the moo ,. so I.wasoonfused until I realized trauhoa gheo
nguyat was a"foUr-Syl e idioMaticexpression.meaning to _flirt with or ;court
a girl.

Like Vietnamese coupling words'and expressions, English multi-word-verbal
expressions also evoke myths. Expressions such as to get ahead, to drop/out,
and to fall in love, in addition to conveying an idiomatic meaning, also/refer

-0to conventional knowledge shared by members of American society. To get
ahead, for example, evokes a phi_ losophy of life as clearly as does the
Vietnamese coupling words trung hiau or chung thuy. The multi-worgyverbal
expression to fall in love evoke-s knoWledge in a native 'speaker which is much
more extensive than simply the understanding that 'fall is to be taken figura-
tively.

1

In conclusion; I think that we who teach ESL reading classes should be
aware that how students whose native language is not English write or read

6
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texts depends a great deal on how their native-language- predisposes-them.to
perceive situations. Both Kenneth and Yet-Ea Goodman and Frank Smith have
shown that "reading is only incidentally visual , "20 that .the knowledge crucial
to reading lies "behind the eyeball."21 'Readers who read texts in their own
language will ,do so, they suggest, because they know what to expect. It is
reasonable to assume that readers who have trouble reading texts in a second
linguage faltee because they have not yet deVeloped a new set of expectations.
If thieassumption'is correct, examination of-what the second language reader
brings to-texts in the form of predispositions and expectancies should be an
important part of reading research.. .

Goodman stresses that good readers make predictions that they later con-*

'firm or revise, but he does not always makeclear on what basis fluent readers
make these predictiOns. His semantic roue system encompasses the entire'
'experiential and conceptual background of the reader. The knowledge that may
,feed into the reading process is unquestionably vast, but it also must be
organized in some way--in terms of frames or scripts or myths. .Further
ekploration of hoW a reader's prior knowledge is categorized, and of the abi-

Q
lity of short expressions such as Vietnamese coupling words and English multi-

- word verbal expressions to evoke larger units of'conventionalknowledge, seems

Finally; I think we as teachers o ESL reading should include more presen
tations on etymology and idiomaticity. At the very least, discussion of these
topics should provide the student with g mnemonic crutch to aid in vocabulary
retention. But it also should imprOVe students' reading ability, and ..for
adyanced students,' it can turn into a.7-iapcinating course in the history of the
-culture ofthe speakers of the target language.
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NOTES

1I would like to acknowledge the assistance of Professor Alton L. Becker,
Diaptartment of Linguistics, University of Michigan, who helped me think through
many of the issues discussedjn this paper.

2See "Lac Long Quan and Au Cat" in Beyond the East Wind, a collection°of
Vietnamese foclktales translated by Dddng Vgn Quyen ared.Jewell-R. CobUrn,
illustrated by Nena Ullberg (Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Burn, Hart and Co.,
1976), pp. 7-11. .

--3"Thd gdi thanh nian" 'A letter for young pe ople,' 2 September 1965,
' reprinted Ban vd Con% Tgc.GiSo Duc 'Discussing Action in Education' (HanOi:
Nha XuSt Ban SV.That, 1972), p. 93.

4Kim Van Kidu was written by Ngdygn Du. I am quoting here from HuSirih Sanh
.Thong's excellent translation, The Tale of Kieu(New York: Vintage Books,
1973), pp. 52-53.

5Dien-Hddng, Ph6p Lam Thd 'Rules of Poetic Composition' (Saigon: Khai-
tri, 1961), pp. 39.740.

61:2tham Qu9mh, "Nghia vu la gi?" 'What is duty?,' in Thddng-Chi Van Tap I
'A .Collecti1n of the Writings of Thtidng -Chi (Pham QuS'rnh's pen name)' (Saigon:
BS Quac-gil GiSo-d4c, 1962), pp. 9-16..

7Nguy'dn Be translated his essays and compiled them in a. work called "Study
of the New Essence of Life: Chung Thuy," Saigon, ca. 1969. (Mimeographed.)
The passage quoted is from this work, pp....10-11.

equotld by Hoang Vgn Hanh in "Suy nghi va each dung thanh ngU qua van the
cua Ha Chu Tich," 'Reflections on the way Chairman Ha used idiomatic expres-
sions,' Ng5n-Ng' 3 (1973):11..

9Benjamin Lee Whorf, "The Relation of Habitual Thought and Behgvior to
Language," in Language, Thought &-Reality.: Selected Writings of Benjamin Lee
Whorf, ed. John B.-Carroll (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Presi, 1956), p. 148.

10The additional requirement of topographical equivalence is what
distinguishes Vietnamese couplings from the couplings Levin finds in English
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poetry. In Levin's approach, two element-n du not have to occupythe same .

physical location in their respective phrases to make a coupling. ,See Samuel
R. Levinj Linguistic Structures in Poetry (The Hague: Mouton, 1962),
pp. 30-41.

"The notion of "thought-mass" comes from Louis Hjelmslev, Prolegomena to
a Theory of Language (Memoir 7, Indiana University Publications in Anthropol-
ogy and Linguistics)(Baltimore,0-1953), pp.,29ff.

12Quoted by Nguyen -Dinh Haa in "Parallel Constructions in Vietnamese,".
Lingua 15 (1965):133.

13Teun'A. van Dijk, "Semantic Macro-Structures and Knowledge Frames in
Discourse Comprehension," in Cognitive Processes in Comprehension: Proceedings
of the XIIth Carnegie-Mellon Symposium on Cognition, eds. Patricia Carpenter
-and Marcel Just (Hillsdale, N.J.: Erlbaum, 1977), p. 21.

14Roland Barthes, Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers.(New,York: Hill and
Wang, 1957), p. 120.

15Ibid., p. 26.
16Ibid., p. 118.
17Ibid., p. 118.,
-18Eric H. Lenneberg, "Cognition in Ethnolinguistics," Language 29

(1953):465-66.
19Quoted by Cu Dinh Ta in "Tim hieu cfich HO Chu Tich giLlg giai cfic khgi

niem cho quen chling,'" 'Exploring Chairman He's style of explaining his views
to :the people,' Ngon Nge 2 (1973):3-33.

20 Reading Is Only Incidentally Visual" is the title of an article by Paul
A. Ko ears. It appears in Psycholinguistics and the Teaching of Reading, ed.
Kenneth S. Goodman and James T. Fleming (Newark, Del.: International Reading
ssociation, 1969), pp. 8-16. See also Kenneth S. Goodman and Yetta M. Good-

man, "Learnin/. About Psycholinguistic Processes by Analyzing Oral Reading,"
Harvard Educational Review 47 (1977):332, and Frank Smith, Comprehension and
Learning: A coiieti.tikal Framework for Teachers (New York: Holt, _Rinehart and
Winston, 1975).

21Frank Smith, Understanding Reading (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1971), . 68-79.
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